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SUMMARY   

This document is intended to fulfil a dual purpose, to summarise all the outputs of COMPACT project 
in the most concise way and to present some of the late awareness campaigns conducted by the 
consortium. The reason for including the latter is to ensure that valuable reports that were not 
originally envisaged as deliverables, do not pass unnoticed and can be also directly reflected in one of 
the official reports and submitted. Those reports also reflect well on a set of extra awareness campaigns 
beyond defined outputs. In the updated version document, following the project review 
recommendation, we elicited the Gender Report (that was part of the original Brief) and published it 
as a separate, official piece. 
The first part of the document presents a one pager summary of all the major published outputs and 
dissemination efforts in the projects. It includes a list of public reports (deliverables) with research 
findings, publications, stakeholder awareness and raising campaigns materialised mainly through 
dedicated symposia and seminars and finally presents the strength of the international consortium. 
In the latter part, first we include our combined report on COMPACT DSA-release related symposia and 
discussions. Second, we include our report and related materials prepared for Smart Cities Conference 
and EuroDIG 2020 event focused largely on Gender and Technology issues. That is followed by The 
Broken Internet Symposium short materials about the issue of gatekeepers and Warsaw Symposium 
(joint with UNESCO) report.  
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Introduction 

COMPACT project is a Coordination and Support action aimed at compilation and dissemination of the 
latest technological and policy developments in the area of media convergence and social media. In 
this document we sum up all the major outputs in the project strictly related to its core objective in a 
concise form for reference. Several event reports included in this document are intended to show a 
variety of extra awareness campaigns conducted by the project beyond the originally envisaged efforts 
reflected in research reports and international symposia. The concise summary shows a vast number 
of completed efforts that included 10 research content deliverables and 80 publications disseminated 
via 12 international symposia and 3 additional events. The DSA reports present unique perspective on 
the new DSA release from stakeholder from the west of EU and Eastern Europe. The Smart Cities and 
EuroDIG 2020 reports present an innovative media convergent approach to presentation employing 
Immersive Technologies for better engagement overt Gender & Technology topics. The TBIS short 
materials highlight some of the major issues that news distribution suffers today and the Warsaw 
symposium elaborates upon several key issues of convergent media discussed in Poland providing a 
valuable Eastern Europe perspective. 



Brief 3 Final 

COMPACT Project was a Coordination and Support Action Bridging 
Eastern and Western Europe For Better Social Media in a 

Converged Environment  (2018-2020) 
 

 

Deliverables  
Report on State of the Art in Research on 

Convergence and Social Media  
Report on Future Research on Convergence 

and Social Media  
A Compendium on R&D 
Programmes/Initiatives  

Report on Social Media and Media Regulators  
Report on the Fact-checking and Debunking 

Initiatives  
Report and Recommendations About Future 

Policy and Regulatory Frameworks  
Report on National Courts, Social media and 

Convergence  
Categories of Pre-standardisation Initiatives   

Report on EU MS  
Progress/Focus in/at Policy pre  
standardisation Initiatives, and  

Stakeholders Coordination  
Report on Socio-Economic and Political 

impact of Legacy Media and Social Media 
Convergence 

Additional Gender Report that was not 
envisaged as a deliverable has been also 

added 
 

Publications  
In the course of work on the project dozens of 
short materials have been produced - both for 

symposia and for COMPACT website.  In 
addition, online events were organised within 
COMPACT and some partners also took part in 
other Internet events related to social media 

and regulation. Finally, two book  
chapters and five articles published in 

academic journals or in open databases have 
been published 

 
 

Stakeholders Awareness 
Raising Campaigns  

Regional Symposia: Bratislava (Slovakia), 
Ljubljana (Slovenia), Budapest (Hungary), Riga 
(Latvia), Brussels (Belgium), Sofia (Bulgaria), 

Lisbon (Portugal), Kyiv (Ukraine).  Two 
symposia (Aarhus, Denmark and 

Munich/Berlin, Germany could not be 
organised due to COVID 19 - additional online 
events were organised. Additional Workshop 

on AI and Fake News (Koper, Slovenia) , 
Symposium in Warsaw, Poland took place . 

Instead of Dublin Symposium COMPACT 
supported International Grand Committee 
meeting, Dublin and 2 day lead-in events.  

Additionally relevant topical online symposia 
were organised as per new deliverables on 
the topic of  5G, Immersive Technologies, 
Convergent Media Production and Broken 
Internet – Socio Technical Issues with the 

convergent media. Also strong stakeholders 
campaigns were organised at EuroDIG2020 
and Smart Cities Conference 2020. Finally a 
set of events and efforts were made toward 

discussing late DSA and DMA acts with 
stakeholders in Brussels, Bulgaria, Poland and 

Slovakia 
 

Participants 
National University of Ireland Galway, School 

of Communication and Media, n.o., DATA 
d.o.o., The European DIGITAL SME Alliance, 

Bulgarian Association of Software Companies. 
Jožef Stefan Institute, SIRMA AI EAD/Ontotext 
Corp, Agency of European Innovations, Media 

21 Foundation, Universidade Catolica 
Portuguesa, Partnership for Social 

Development, IT Forum, The University of 
Latvia, Hellenic Foundation for European and 

Foreign Policy and Mediaframe Ltd.  
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Materials Attached 

1)  COMPCT DSA Report & Materials
2)  Smart Cities Conference Report & 

Materials

3)  EuroDiG 2020 Report & Materials
4)  COMPACT TBIS Short Materials
5)  COMPACT Warsaw Symposium & Materials
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DSA Context   

In the late 2020, European Commission signalled an important reform of the digital space, a 
comprehensive set of new rules for all digital services, including social media, online market places, 
and other online platforms that operate in the European Union: the Digital Services Act1. Additional 
act, the Digital Markets Act2 was later announced along DSA. Both acts were finally released on the 15th 
of December 2020. As per EC DSA and DMA have two main goals3: 

1) to create a safer digital space in which the fundamental rights of all users of digital services are 
protected 

2) to establish a level playing field to foster innovation, growth, and competitiveness, both in the 
European Single Market and globally 

A month before the official announcement of the DSA/DMA package by the European Commission 

COMPACT started publishing short materials unveiling the main goals and principles of the two acts. 

Since all partner organisations could not participate in the public consultation organised by the EC, 

concise briefs of the positions of the most influential international organisations and bodies (including 

big platforms Google, FB) were published on COMPACT website to inform stakeholders about different 

opinions. A summary material was prepared on the basis of the analysis of all these opinions (M21F) 

and uploaded to inform further the debate and lay the ground for the web discussions planned. Among 

COMPACT partners, Digital SME Alliance was the one that had submitted a position in the course of the 

public consultation espousing the views of small and medium enterprises on the digital platforms’ 

regulation. For the purpose of clarity in publishing and better summary of ideas a dedicated section on 

DSA/DMA was created on COMPACT website where the compilation of EC draft, various positions and 

other relevant materials on related issues were presented. In order to expand debate and provide a 

forum for as many stakeholders to express their views on the EC package COMPACT decided to carry 

out a string of initiatives to promote this unique European legal initiative. The idea was immediately 

after the announcement of the laws short symposia to be held in the countries of partner organisations. 

As COMPACT we have managed to organise a symposium for the Polish public (in Polish) and an 

international SME Alliance symposium to take place. M21F organised a forum for the local public in 

partnership with Obache website concentrating on the publishing of original and compilation materials 

to present not only DSA/DMA but also other national legal initiatives and invigorate debate on digital 

platforms’ regulation in Bulgaria. Finally, SCM organised a smaller private (recorded) event with two 

 
1 https://ec.europa.eu/info/strategy/priorities-2019-2024/europe-fit-digital-age/digital-services-act-ensuring-safe-and-
accountable-online-environment_en 
2 https://ec.europa.eu/info/strategy/priorities-2019-2024/europe-fit-digital-age/digital-markets-act-ensuring-fair-and-
open-digital-markets_en 
3 https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/digital-services-act-package 
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participants on the day of DSA and DMA release realising a micro-event concept that unfortunately did 

not come to fruition for a broader set of events. 

Therefore, COMPACT partners’ reaction to the two seminal laws of the EC comprised a variety of 

perspectives and initiatives which in itself could be considered a positive signal since it allowed 

organisations to be creative, to adjust their strategies to the needs of local and professional 

communities and to experiment different formats  

 

DSA Bulgaria Perspective 

FORUM: MEDIA AND DIGITALIZATION dedicated to the discussion of DSA and DMA in Bulgaria 
 
SOURCE: https://obache.bg/forum-mediite-i-digitalizacziyata/ 
 
The forum “Media and digitalization” was organised by “Media 21” Foundation in partnership with  
“Obache” website for the discussion of DSA, DMA and other issues related to the operation of the  
digital services and platforms. The purpose of the forum is to introduce the new EC legal package to 
the Bulgarian public and to provoke a wider debate about the regulation of digital content provided by 
Internet services and platforms. Materials that are published in the designated space can be in English 
and Bulgarian. 
Another goal pursued by the forum is media and digital literacy. Media literacy is an essential skill in 
the digital age. Media literacy is more and more becoming an asset for awareness and participation in 
the digital transformation of each of us and is one of the leading factors in the digital age. Media 
knowledge means security, information, accessibility and is part of the fight against disinformation and 
fake news. One of the major issues  is also to know how the European legislation is trying to establish 
efficient rules in the digital world. Experts, journalists, citizens were the ones most interested in the 
problems outlined and these groups in fact represent the audience of the forum. We view the forum 
as an opportunity not only to inform users, but also to debate opposite ideas, to overcome doubts and 
present various points of view on complex and burning issues. 
The forum is the early bird that discusses the problems of digital content regulation, business models 
for digital media and the rules proposed by the EC in Bulgaria. At present the Ministry of the Economy 
and the Ministry of Transport, IT and Communications are arguing which one is competent to present 
the DSA and DMA to the public and no particular steps have been undertaken to develop a special 
strategy on media literacy.  The recently revised Audiovisual Media Services Directive (AVMSD) 
strengthens the role of media literacy and requires Member States to promote and take measures for 
the development of media literacy skills (Article 33a). In view of the central role played by video-sharing 
platforms in giving access to audiovisual content and the resulting societal responsibility, the revised 
AVMSD also obliges video-sharing platforms to provide for effective media literacy measures and tools. 
Moreover, platforms are required to raise users’ awareness of these measures and tools (Article 28b). 

https://obache.bg/forum-mediite-i-digitalizacziyata/
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Media regulators are responsible to scrutinise such efforts for fostering media and digital literacy. 
Despite these obligations after the transposition of the AVMSD in the Bulgarian legislation neither 
ministries, nor the national media regulator – the Council for the Electronic Media (CEM) which is the 
body in charge of supervising video sharing platforms, or the platforms themselves have been active in 
these matters. No one of them has raised the question or launched a discussion about the substance 
and role of the EC new legislative instruments . In practice M21F and Obache are the only entities that 
have dared to do this and to draw public attention to the necessity to fulfil the obligations about digital 
literacy under the European media legislation. 
Materials published are both original and compiled on the basis of Internet and other sources. The 
forum was opened on 02.12.2020 with the material “New legislative package for digital services” 
(B.Zankova, M21F) which attracted 368 visitors. Below we present the topics covered and the number 
of users that have accessed the articles until the beginning of February 2021. Some of these materials 
have provoked very high interest among the audience and the figures have risen up to 600 visitors 
which is a very good number for Bulgaria. 
 
Virtual lobbyists 122 
Online ranking rules 164 
Regulation of streaming media 261 
Ireland Online Security Commission 601 
Blocking Trump 532 
The Facebook mechanism for regulating content  494 
Digital services and markets 270 
Objectives of the digital services package 157 
Content Uncertainty 185 
UK Digital Services Act and Brexit 282 
Platforms and Algorithms 464 
The White Paper and the regulatory regime in the United Kingdom 383 
The Glossary of the Information Society 285 
The digital services package is already a fact 586 
The reader and the state 592 
Strengthening the European media sector 281 
Changing the business model of social media 382 
EU Conference on Digital Services 291 
Glossary of terms of digital society 391 
Digital Services and Terms Package 301 
The European media system 370 
 
The analysis shows that problems related to the regulation of content and the specific regulatory 

approaches are still one of the most topical issues on the digital agenda in Bulgaria.  Debates on these 

and other related matters should expand via the media and in academia. Other stakeholders are also 
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expected to join in the awareness-raising and media literacy activities of non-governmental 

organisations. Having in mind the encouraging results so far, the forum will continue functioning on a 

permanent basis in order to push forward the national discussions on the DSA and DMA and to 

involve more interested parties. 
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DSA Brussels Perspective - Digital Services & 

Markets: Towards an open and competitive online 

space for SMEs event – analysis by M21F 

 
The announcement of the Digital Services Act (DSA) and Digital Single Market (DSM) package in 2020 
put on the table two acts of long term importance for Europe. One of the most essential issues tackled 
by these documents is how to shape an open, fair, and competitive digital ecosystem that enables 
innovation. In order to answer this and other related questions DIGITAL SME organized an online 
exchange with the European Commission and the European Parliament about the main principles and 
provisions of the Digital Services Act package as a beginning of a continuous dialogue and information 
flow between the stakeholders to create a better system for all. The conversation allowed SMEs and a 
larger audience to gain first-hand insights about the proposals of the Digital Services Act package, which 
may substantially shape digital services and digital markets in the years to come.  

Organisation and Dissemination 
The discussion was disseminated to the key stakeholders using relevant direct correspondence assisted 
by local stakeholders. Registration was realised via Digital SME website and disseminated via all 
channels: https://www.digitalsme.eu/dsa-dma/ 

Agenda 
Host:  Sebastiano Toffaletti , Digital SME 
Opening Statement by Prabhat Agarwal, Head of Unit Digital Services and Platforms at DG CONNECT, 
European Commission 
15.15 – 16.00 Panel discussion: How to create a fair and competitive digital environment for SMEs? 
Speakers: 
Prabhat Agarwal, Head of Unit Digital Services and Platforms at DG CONNECT, European Commission 
Margarete Rudzki, Head of Unit Digital Economy, German Confederation of Skilled Crafts (ZDH) 
Frank Karlitschek, CEO, Nextcloud 
Anna Cavazzini, MEP, Group of the Greens/European Free Alliance 
16.00 – 16.15 Closing remarks 
Tiemo Wölken, MEP, Group of the Progressive Alliance of Socialists and Democrats  

https://www.digitalsme.eu/dsa-dma/
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Discussion Delivery 
The DSA Brussels discussion was delivered using GoToMeeting Webinar technology. The webinar took 
place on January 22nd of 2021 and was livestreamed via YouTube, Facebook, and Twitter. 
 
The full discussion recording can be found here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8s8Fgu85Vo0&feature=emb_title 
 

Speakers 
Prabhat Agarwal, Head of Unit Digital Services and Platforms at DG CONNECT, European Commission 
 
Margarete Rudzki, Head of Unit Digital Economy, German Confederation of Skilled Crafts (ZDH) 
 
Frank Karlitschek, CEO, Nextcloud 
 
Anna Cavazzini, MEP, Group of the Greens/European Free Alliance 
 
Tiemo Wölken, MEP, Group of the Progressive Alliance of Socialists and Democrats  

Minutes  
Minutes taken by M21F 
The host Sebastiano Toffaletti from Digital SME opened the event and stressed the need of fair and 
competitive market for the operation of small and medium enterprises. He welcomed the topical 
DSA/DSM acts and the structural approach undertaken by the Commission. Mr. Toffaletti also 
underlined that for years Digital SME had been active in this sphere and had been members of antitrust 
investigations. These seminal cases are against Google, Android and Microsoft for anticompetitive 
practices. The role of platforms has significant impact today and instruments like DSA and DSM are 
absolutely need for the creation of a competitive market. As Mr. Toffaletti mentioned the webinar is 
the first engagement on the two acts with the SME community and that is why many journalists and 
media were present in the audience. SMEs represent the motor of the digital economy and their ability 
to use and operate in a single market in a fair environment and to provide cross border services is 
crucial for the prosperity of modern European societies.10 000 platforms operate in the EU and micro 
and medium enterprises are the backbone of innovative businesses that are thriving.  
 
In his opening presentation Prabhat Agarwal, Head of Unit Digital Services and Platforms at DG 
CONNECT, European Commission made an introduction to the basic ideas in DSA and DMA. He drew 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8s8Fgu85Vo0&feature=emb_title
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attention to the evolution and role of digital services and the transformation of the whole economy in 
the last 20 years. International platforms play a pivotal role for society. COVID pandemic changed 
dramatically behavior patterns leading to enormous increase of the use of services. These services in 
practice affect every consumer and some of them have billions of users. Thousands and millions of 
transactions take place every day and many services are hybrid services. The two acts within the 
package are interrelated. The purpose is uniform rules for the digital single market to be created to 
prevent fragmentation. This is particularly important for SMEs to enable them to work across borders. 
Another reason for the introduction of these rules is that there might be non-compliance and violations 
on the part of platforms. Two characteristics of DMA stand out – the act has taken into account the 
evolution of platforms and the necessity of business regulation with a focus on gatekeepers, the act 
has been inspired by the experience in the antitrust enforcement. The DSA contains liability provisions 
which are very important for SME. These ensure the balance of responsibility between platforms and 
users. Liability provisions are complemented by due diligence obligations adjusted to the reach and 
capacity of platforms. A catalogue of obligations is devised according to the scope of platforms. Very 
large platforms are those that reach 10 % of European population and have potential big impact. 
Obligations are smaller for less important in reach and end users platforms. Governance is based on 
powerful and effective enforcement to assure rules are properly applied. Governance system consists 
of national digital services coordinators for the 27 member states, European board of all of them and 
a special role is designated for the EC to step in and enforce the rules vis-a-vis platforms. The act 
envisages more possibilities of enforcing – fines, transparency obligations through reporting, public 
scrutiny, behavior change and on-site inspection regime.  
In the DMA the concept of a gatekeeper was designed with SMEs in mind. Gatekeepers intermediate 
many businesses and end users, they perform a large volume of trade. Who is a gatekeeper depends 
on a set of criteria. Eighteen obligations are directly applicable to gatekeepers and they are directly 
designed for SME. The law provides for a limited exemption from obligations. The enforcement and 
governance system is inspired by competition law, inspections on-site are envisaged if the platform 
systematically violates the rules. In the event of non-compliance, the Commission may initiate 
proceedings, impose interim measures and fines or periodic penalty payments in cooperation with a 
committee of representatives of EU Member States – the “Digital Markets Advisory Committee”. Such 
solution ensures uniformity and could provide answer to the question whether the experience has 
been beneficial so far. 
 
 In his intervention Frank Karlitschek, CEO, Nextcloud who represented an innovative company in the 
digital sector expressed the opinion that the DSA/DMA package presents a good vision on the digital 
services market. He spoke about his company which is a SME based in Germany, has offices in 10 
European countries and applies a decentralized approach. The scope is cloud business both for the 
private and public sector customers including German government and EC. Mr. Karlitschek pointed out 
that data is the new oil and the foundation of the future economy. He stressed that cloud computing, 
platforms, IT and data are key factors for the European economy. According to Mr. Karlitschek Europe 
needs a strong software eco-system and should not copy either the US, or China approaches. European 
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system should be based on European values that are at the core of united Europe. The focus on security 
and privacy is essential in this respect. The speaker gave an example of a transaction where their 
software was selected because it was based on GDPR.” Our values are an advantage”, concluded Mr. 
Karlitschek. 
 
Margarete Rudzki, Head of Unit Digital Economy, German Confederation of Skilled Crafts (ZDH) 
expressed her views how digital markets affect users when they use or sell digital services. The 
preCOVID situation accelerated during the pandemic and an increased use of digital products could be 
observed. Ms. Rudzki emphasized that the focus on the access to data is essential. Data comprises not 
only data from platforms but also data collected from intelligent devices. She underlined that the 
members of the organization she represented deal with smart home and automobile sector products 
which makes the issue of data of key importance. In this regard the speaker stressed the importance 
of measures against data monopolies. She expressed her opinion that DMA concentrates on large 
gatekeepers while data monopolies represent a niche in the sector and remain unaffected by the law. 
In addition Ms. Rudzki informed participants about the newly passed reform of the competition law 
which grants access to competition relevant data for digital companies and craft companies. She 
recommended a broader definition of abuse of competition power to be devised having in mind access 
to data. Mr. Toffaletti congratulated Ms. Rudski on sharing the inspiring legal example of Germany. 
The next speaker, Ms. Anna Cavazzini, MEP, Group of the Greens/European Free Alliance raised the 
issue of the balance between platforms’ need to innovate and the public interest to be regulated. She 
underlined that the European Parliament listens to small companies as well. According to her it is 
important to find a European way to tech, data, consumers’ protection and this way should be rooted 
in European values. Ms. Cavazzini stressed the role of DSA/DMA for the creation of open strategic 
economy. She confirmed that more competition is good and to challenge big players is healthy. While 
the new legislation will be an umbrella for member states, it is worth seeing what is at place and 
whether it is still working. Ms. Cavazzini recommended discussions with parliamentary committees, 
talks with parliamentarians, debates as a vehicle for larger European exchange in which everyone may 
have a voice. 

Summary of the Discussion 
 
Analysis by M21F 
In the discussion speakers stress the role of the unified set of rules provided for by the new package. 

The basis for these rules should be fairness. The answer to the question whether the German initiative 

provides ideas for the DSA/DMA that can be integrated in its content is that a huge amount of rules 

overlap and the European states should learn from each other. Similar initiatives that are worth 

exploring exist also in the Netherlands, Sweden and France. Another point that has been raised related 

to the need to pursue a European approach and to build a strong cloud and IT sector. If Europe does 
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not do that quickly enough and enter the digital cloud age, there will be more non-European 

monopolies in the market. In addition it has been particularly emphasised that in the social networking 

space there are no European players, a situation which demands special measures. DSA/DMA provides 

a unique opportunity for Europeans to reclaim the digital sphere. This will be done through the new 

rules that platforms will follow. The EU supports also initiatives in open cloud. The ICT standards 

streamline the processes and open standards, global standards are of key importance here. In 2015 the 

European commission adopted a communication in this respect. A question related to the obligations 

of medium enterprises has also been raised. According to the package ME are not exempted from 

obligations in the m arket. To this Mr. Agarwal replied that in the modern digital economy one can 

reach a significant size and role without many employees. He gave as an example Instagram which at 

the time when it had been sold operated with 14 employees but had 14 mln users. Therefore even 

medium in size platforms could have significant impact in the digital market. The EC has considered 

these details and has opted for obligations for medium platforms that are not excessively burdening. 

In the debate Mr. Toffaletti stressed that there could be less obligations for small and medium 

enterprises since their chances in the market should be maintained, otherwise American and Chinese 

companies would get more chances in practice. Special focus has been put on interoperability which 

according to Frank Karlitschek represents a key tool that can be used against monopolies. Participants 

exchange views on the implementation of the DSA/DMA package. Mr. Agarwal repeated once again 

that fines were not necessarily the only measure against non-compliance, reporting and on-site 

inspections were expected to be other efficient instruments to make platforms abide by the law. On 

behalf of the EC Mr. Agarwal recalled that we should have in mind what the Treaty allows in order to 

implement properly the two new pieces of legislation. In his final remarks Tiemo Wölken, MEP, Group 

of the Progressive Alliance of Socialists and Democrats stressed that the package goal is to create a 

level-playing field for all platforms and services against monopolies. DMA also aims to outlaw the bad 

practices of big platforms. These are practices that distort the market and competition above all. It 

should be born in mind that digital economy has brought to the fore platforms some of which have 

significant impact on society. Though the EC has strived to strike a balance between the interests of 

the platforms and the users, too many obligations are envisaged for smaller platforms. The market is 

so concentrated that smaller companies need a chance to succeed. Mr. Wolken underlined that the EC 

package envisages obligations for gatekeepers that will restore fairness in the market, innovative 

services are also given an opportunity to grow and the legislator demonstrates flexibility in the applied 

approach by considering the reach and size of each platform and taking into account each player’s 

situation. Mr. Wolken provided additional critique on the subject stressing in particular that the 

achievement of full interoperability is a missed opportunity and that the fact that DSA leaves the 

oversight to national authorities could undermine unified regulation and result in its fragmentation. He 

finished on an optimistic note encouraging SMEs to discuss further the pros and cons of the DSA/DMA 

package . 
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DSA Polish Perspective 

On the 16th of December 2020 COMPACT team organised a dedicated, early discussion to gain a local 
perspective in Poland on the newly released DSA and DMA acts by the European Commission. The 
Polish event for DSA related discussions was intended to bring extra Central-Easter European 
perspective on the recent release. 
 

 
Figure 1: COMPACT DSA Poland Symposium Promo Banner 

 

Speakers 
COMPACT project managed to secure a set of diverse speakers representing Polish scene concerned 
with DSA.  Despite our efforts at inviting representatives of the platforms (Facebook and Google) we 
did not receive a positive response therefore the industry perspective is missing in the discussion 
presented. 
 
Witold Kołodziejski -  the head of KRRiT - Krajowa Rada Radiofonii i Telewizji (Broadcasting Council) is 
the Polish broadcasting regulator, which issues radio and television broadcast licenses, ensures 
compliance with the law by public broadcasters, and indirectly controls state-owned media.  
 
Ewa Murawska-Najmiec – expert at KRRit – Social Media Regulation in Poland 
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Maciej Groń – Formerly Legal counsel, Director of the International Policy Department in the Ministry 
of Digital Affairs. Now legal advisor at NASK – The National Research Institute under the supervision of 
the Chancellery of the Prime Minister of Poland. 
 
Karolina Iwańska – Lawyer at The Panoptykon Foundation that was established in April 2009 upon the 
initiative of a group of engaged lawyers, to express their opposition to surveillance. The mission of 
Panoptykon is to protect fundamental rights and freedoms in the context of fast-changing technologies 
and growing surveillance.  
 
Tomasz Komorowski – UNESCO, Poland – information & communication, social sciences and culture 
 
Dagmara Sidyk – University of Warsaw – media law, Social Media Regulation 
 

 
Figure 2: Witold Kolodziejski -  the head of KRRiT speaking at COMPACT DSA Poland event 
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Figure 3: COMPACT DSA Poland panelists 

Organisation and Dissemination 
The discussion was disseminated to the key stakeholders in Poland using relevant direct 
correspondence assisted by local stakeholders engaging with COMPACT project. We would like to 
extend our special thanks to our colleagues from University of Warsaw and COMPACT project partner 
M21F for their help in reaching out to our speakers and producing the symposium. Relevant Eventbrite 
event was created to allow registration for speakers and direct participation in the zoom session: 
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/compact-dsa-symposium-tickets-131358293191# 

Discussion Delivery 
The DSA Poland discussion was delivered using a ZOOM platform and live-streamed via COMPACT FB 
page: https://www.facebook.com/compact.media.eu 
 
The session has been delivered exclusively in Polish Language to ensure full accessibility of the 
discussion and the materials to the local stakeholders. 
The full discussion recording can be found here: 
https://www.facebook.com/compact.media.eu/videos/815274626011548 

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/compact-dsa-symposium-tickets-131358293191
https://www.facebook.com/compact.media.eu
https://www.facebook.com/compact.media.eu/videos/815274626011548
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Discussion 
Lukasz Porwol welcomed all the distinguished participants and made an introduction to the discussion. 
After brief elaboration upon the recent release of the DSA & DMA he opened the floor to guests to 
provide their first comments on the release. Here, we do acknowledge the limitation of the discussion 
that happened just one day after the official announcement as the volume of the documents is 
significant and requires deeper analysis. 
 
Karolina Iwańska  pointed out that the DSA  & DMA act have been an awaited regulation, and their 
organisation supported and participated in the process leading to that release. She stressed that indeed 
DSA/DMA is an attempt to address a very complex problem. Therefore, while it does not seem to 
introduce a major revolution , it is an important start for the regulation of Social Media. Ms Iwanska 
mentioned some specific elements that she believed to be of great value including good mechanisms 
for removing content online, the end of arbitrary power of social media over content. She argued 
however that more could be done in terms of push for transparency of algorithms and transparency of 
advertising as the criteria proposed appear to be too generic - a recommendation is made informing 
users about key parameters without revealing the source code, users will be able to opt out from 
personalisation and changing the parameters of the algorithms, however much is left to the platforms 
in terms of implementing those algorithms 
The acts list 18 obligations and limitations that are very valuable including forbidden merging of data 
coming from different services that will help alleviating the issue of microtargeting. Auxiliary access to 
data is an issue, no linking to people from the outside of the platforms or plugging external tools is 
possible at the moment. Those issues should be further discussed. 
 
Maciej Groń presented a bit different view to Ms. Iwanska. He stressed on the major innovation brough 
up by DSA and DMA. In this context he pointed out that DSA and DMA act is not a directive but a  legal 
proposal therefore it should be realized quite quickly and uniformly which has been an issue. It is a very 
modern type of legislation that the current fast changing media scene needs.  It is a new approach, that 
is in fact more demanding as a certain level of continuous effort is needed at ensuring compliance. That 
guarantees that the new legislation will be more future proof then the attempts made in the past. Mr. 
Gron argues that this legislation, in fact, is quite a revolution. Specifically he mentioned the need for 
the platforms to have a vast network of local contact points and compared it to the situation with 
traditional banks having their vast network of branches for dealing with customers. Mr. Gron brought 
up some past efforts made including Directive 2031 in 2008 –  providing for  new procedure of removing 
content – the need for identifying individuals by name and surname when content is removed. Mr Gron 
pointed out that due to DSA and DMA release much more is expected from governments and new 
organs are required to be created – he suggests that KRRit should extend its role to cover social media 
issues in Poland. Again, he emphasised a significant obligation required for the public institutions to 
implement all the propositions. Mr Gron expects that even though the acts are complicated there will 
be quick execution in this case. 
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Witold Kołodziejski corroborated Mr. Gron statements by paraphrasing: “indeed that is a legislator’s 
dream but  for the regulator it is quite a nightmare” -  implementation and adjustments at the 
institutional level will require very significant efforts.  Mr. Kolodziejski pointed out that DSA and DMA 
is a good approach and it is really difficult to expect that the regulation would progress in a different 
way than proposed. In this context, Mr. Kolodziejski recalled the Polish Government position on the 
feedback given to EC during DSA consultation phase. Specifically, he emphasised that Polish side 
encourages approach with more leverage and focus given to the freedom of speech. While hate speech 
and disinformation as well as the alleged copyright infringements sometimes clash with the freedoms 
it must be ensured that freedom of speech is not jeopardised with compromises. 
In terms of the new organs required to help implementation of the acts, the head of KRRiT 
acknowledged that his organisation indeed would be the most suitable. Polish society already considers 
KRRiT as a modern censorship body that protects the plurality and freedom of speech in public 
discourses on TV and radio. At the same time he stressed that the Polish Constitution mandates KRRiT 
to take any action only in the case of TV and radio and acting upon cases on other media is currently 
an issue. Therefore, unless a relevant extension of the competence of KRRiT will be given, the 
implementation of the acts may be difficult.  
Nevertheless, Mr. Kolodziejski pointed out that the updated audio-visual directive already expands 
KRRiT competences over platforms (including VOD and cases of online dissemination). 
To summarise, Mr. Kolodziejski agreed that it makes sense for KRRiT to be the organ to cover all the 
types of media not only the legacy mainstream media. Also, he pointed out that the experiences in 
Poland show that relevant ministries were contacted largely in the opposite cases to discussed, namely 
that pages or posts were removed without relevant justification from the platforms. He stressed that 
disputes over potential disinformation and hate speech is often related to issue with wrongly working 
algorithms which are indeed driven by “black box AI” however, it is people who manage and train them 
therefore some better approaches and policies should be enforceable and are not beyond the control 
of the platforms. 
Mr. Kolodziejski praised European Commission’s efforts at reaching consensus and for platform 
providers to act together on the requirements provided, that seems to bring fruit.  
He also tackled the issue of advertising that especially in the case of political advertising is already 
regulated in Poland and does not require further efforts from the platforms but the issue of “gray 
political advertising” can be indeed further addressed. In this context, the new procedures for content 
removal of any sort are important and Polish Government will do what is possible to ensure protection 
of user rights in dealings with large platforms. He also made a point that the mechanisms that are 
already in place have some good level of success but sill there are technical as well as regulatory 
limitations to ensure smooth process there. 
 
Dagmara Sidyk elaborated that the DSA and DMA were longly awaited regulation on the side of the 
platforms , users and governments. While the former attempts at regulation did not work very 
efficiently to date this is a new chance to change the status quo in the domain. She stressed that a 
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multi-stakeholder approach is pivotal and the need for more transparency. She also agreed that more 
rights must be given to the users and the EU level enforcement can be challenging but this specific 
legislation might change the shape of the space quite significantly and EC should exploit the chance to 
put the European values forward and ensure transparency and openness.  
 
Tomasz Komorowski pointed out that UNESCO is a global organisation that has been collaborating 
closely with EC, and has been doing significant work to protecting the core values – he mentioned the 
UNESCO proposed concept - Internet Universality with 4 pillars ROAM – Rights, Openness, Accessibility 
and Multi-stakeholder Participation. He described EC DSA and DMA as an avantgarde move towards 
introducing regulation and brining a new order to the internet understood as an important component 
for social fabric.  
Mr Komorowski stressed on the need for promotion of media literacy as a pivotal part of consciousness 
and resistance to manipulative content. Digital literacy is a key competency and there is a need that 
the implementation of digital services would support an agenda for strong media literacy. “Algorithmic 
awareness” was stressed as a pivotal element in this respect. 
 
Ewa Murawska pointed out that EC has already envisaged in the audio-visual media services directive 
duties on media education and the regulatory bodies should evaluate the VOD and VSP approaches 
and report to the EC to support digital literacy and resistance to disinformation. Beyond the DSA/DMA 
on the 3rd of December  the EC released the European Democracy Action Plan that expresses EC need 
to protect democracy with relevant tools and promises that should be starting in 2021. 
 
 
Extra Comments:  
 
Witold Kołodziejski reflected that regulation of “old media should be treated more equally to the new 
media”. Already there is a tendency to equalize the licensing. Indeed, broadcasting license is harder to 
secure and carries certain extra responsibilities. Nevertheless, there is a tendency to lower the entry 
barrier for all types of media in the context of media convergence. In this context Mr. Kolodziejski 
emphasised that cable TV does not need to broadcast and that almost all mainstream media also have 
their offering online (through VOD and other platforms). He also stressed that jurisdictions are also 
difficult to define due to global nature of platforms, also the advertising techniques present for years 
online, now make their way back to the mainstream media as they also start to collect data on their 
audience and users. Therefore more unification in the regulation is envisaged due to progressing 
convergence. 
 
 
Maciej Groń commented on the issue of competition between small and large providers and 
emphasised that DMA tries to address the inequalities there and the gaps that are quite substantial at 
the moment. 
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Karolina Iwańska  corroborated Mr. Gron’s position DMA should be protecting smaller entities. She 
stressed that it would be useful to have more details and transparency in terms of advertising revenue 
especially how much of that is consumed by the mediating platforms (currently estimated to be at 
30%). 
 
Ewa Murawska  emphasised that European Commission separated DSA and DMA for some reason and 
more time is needed to analyse those documents to present a better position. She argued that the 
European Commission on the 3rd of December announced a plan to rebuild the audio-visiual sector 
with specific tools. 
 

Summary 
From the discussion between the Polish stakeholders over DSA and DMA release it can be concluded 
that, in principle, those two acts are much appreciated by the Polish scene. All stakeholders praised 
the novel approach to legislation that supports continuous efforts on compliance requirement as well 
as the important aspects raised that benefit a more informed social media consumer. The speakers 
also agreed that while the acts bring strong requirements to platforms, such as the need to have a wide 
network of contact points, the legislation will require significant efforts from regulators to implement 
the mechanisms proposed. Specifically, in the Polish context, the new competencies are envisaged to 
be given to KRRiT to cover all types of media (not only TV and radio). The speakers elaborated upon 
the progressing media convergence and need for more equality, lower barriers and better balance in 
media space regulation and that they believe the DSA and DMA indeed make first important step 
toward the future in this context. Polish regulators stressed however that more emphasis should be 
put on protection of user rights mandated by freedom of speech rather than stronger content removal 
policies as opposite issue seems to be predominant in the Polish context, based on current 
interventions.  
In this context it is important to mention that just one day after our symposium, on the 17th of 
December 2020,  the Polish Minister of Justice communicated that his Ministry is currently working on 
a specific bill to strengthen internet users’ freedom of speech. The legislation is aiming at protecting 
consumers/users from “abuses of giant internet corporations”, whom he accused of “urges for 
censorship”. The bill seems to go in opposite direction to what has been implemented in Germany and 
France where faster content removal principles are emphasised with strong fines for the platforms in 
case of no efficient compliance. 
More on that legislation was debated in COMPACT International Symposium on 21st of January 2021, 
The Broken Internet Symposium. We encourage the readers to read our full report from that event. 
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DSA Slovak Perspective 

SCM was the first to organise a short discussion immediately after the announcement of the DSA/DMA 

package with the participation of a police officer involved academically in research on some features 

on Facebook regulation and presence of hate speech in online environment and a local civil society 

expert on disinformation. That event was attempting at implementing a new paradigm of a micro-event 

(one of many to collectively create a balance image). Nevertheless, at COMPACT we did not manage to 

reach agreement about securing similar events in other locations and heterogenous DSA-related efforts 

were made instead. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4: A promo banner created by NUIG for SCM event video 

Speakers 
Dr Ivan Smieško, The Police Force  
 
Tomáš Kriššák, information security expert. Creator of educational projects focused on critical 
thinking and media literacy. He leads the Confident Slovakia community and is the co-author of the 
first chatbot capable of revealing misinformation on Facebook. 
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Discussion Delivery 
The discussion was delivered in a setting of a private teleconference (without live-streaming) or 

external audience. The video in Slovak language, edited by NUIG is available here: 

https://www.facebook.com/521246748238143/videos/395143858422602 

 

 
 

 
Figure 5: Slovak DSA Discussion 

 
Questions discussed: 

• What surprised you the most, whether positively or negatively, in the EC framework proposal?  

• How do you see the impact of the proposed regulations in your professional field, i.e. in the 
fight against online crime and the fight against false and misleading reports?  

• How do you assess the intention to step up, or in other words, strengthen regulation according 
to the size and impact of the platforms?  

• The regulation should also apply to large search engines that serve as access to information. 
This will mean an even greater deployment of artificial intelligence. Are we changing into a 
world where artificial intelligence will decide what we can and must not know or say? 

• Regulation should help users, for example, easily uninstall unwanted applications or software. 
How widespread is this problem?  

https://www.facebook.com/521246748238143/videos/395143858422602
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• The proposed sanctions are indeed large up to 6 or 10 percent of worldwide turnover. There is 
even a threat for repeat offenders to make structural changes, which can be understood as the 
current effort by US authorities to split up some parts of Facebook. In other words, antitrust 
measures. How do you assess these proposed sanctions? Do you consider them appropriate? Is 
something missing there?  

• Regulation to bring New supervisory system for megaplatforms It is to be made up of the 
Committee of National Digital Services Coordinators, with the EC having "special powers" for 
very large platforms. The intention to create an innovative cooperation process between state 
authorities is also stated. It is not entirely clear whether this applies only to DMA or DSA, nor is 
it entirely clear what this means, but this structure resembles something like our series of radio 
and TV broadcasts combined or crossed with an ombdusman. How do you see the proposed 
solution?  

• Given the long process leading to pan-European regulation, and at the same time the truly 
framework regulatory framework involving only very large social media, there seems to be 
room for social media regulation at national level. How do you see the current and future 
developments in Slovakia, as we know that the NBU has already gained some powers to 
intervene quickly in this area? 

 
Summary: Both speakers welcomed attempts at social media regulation but to form their opinion on 
the proposal was complicated by the fact that the proposal was written at a very general level without 
sufficient details. 
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Annexes published on the OCC before DSA 

In anticipation of the EC Digital Service Act and Digital Market Act: 

Summary and conclusions made by Media 21 Foundation 

November 2020 

The public announcement of the two major European Commission instruments - the Digital Service Act 
and the Digital Market Act is approaching. In early December 2020 the EC intends to bring to the fore 
these landmark documents merging both of them into a single legislative instrument. In our summary 
material we wish to outline the key issues that  professionals and the public should consider from now 
on. 

1. The European Commission latest information on the acts 
Currently the European Commission is discussing the results of the public consultation. The publication 
of the findings is still awaited. 

Although there is a broad consensus on maintaining the basic principles of the E-Commerce Directive, 
there are many differences in the approach and extent of modernisation. This is particularly true if the 
country of origin principle continues to operate with two consequences - supervision in the country of 
establishment and possibility to offer digital services across national borders. In this regard, some 
countries call for an intervention by countries in which the services are provided to be envisaged, for 
example, by including a requirement to establish representations as a correction to the country of origin 
principle. 

In the field of harmful content, some prefer self- or co-regulation, while others opt for a stronger 
regulatory approach citing hate speech, which is widely spread on social networks. The European 
Commission is considering to revise the definition of "information society service provider" and to 
clarify the difference in the basic service covered.  The definitions provided by the Regulation (EU) 
2019/1150 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 20 June 2019 on promoting fairness and 
transparency for business users of online intermediation services will be used and upgraded further. With 
regard to large online platforms, supervision is considered to be a joint activity, through a management 
board involving national and EC regulators, thus supporting the bodies where capacity and expertise are 
insufficient. 

Regarding the Digital Market Act, the EC is working on a combination of measures under two pillars - 
the so-called "blacklists" containing prohibitive practices; "white lists" containing practices with 
obligations, i.e. lists providing what an online platform can and cannot do, and these two will be 
combined with a more flexible tool for responding to new scenarios and case by case assessment in the 
so-called "gray lists". These ex-ante measures will complement a new EC instrument to address 
competition concerns. 
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In order to define better what “gate keepers” platforms really means, their size, turnover and served 
customers will be particulalrly taken into account. 

2. Basic ideas emerging from the public consultation 
2.1 The position of the European Parliament 

The European Parliament reacted to the ambitious European Commission initiative with three important 
documents. 

In the Digital Services act: European added value assessment 
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2020/654180/EPRS_STU(2020)654180_EN.p
df the parliament presents an analysis of the e-Commerce Directive and more precisely of commercial 
and civil law rules applicable to commercial entities operating online. Based on the comparative legal 
study, the assessment identifies 22 main gaps and risks that currently affect the provision of online 
services in the EU such as lmited and uneven protection of digital service users (businesses, particularly 
SMEs, and citizens), huge market power of online platforms that distorts competition, new and increased 
risks threatening citizens' rights and freedoms including application of algorithms, etc. The European 
Parliament report proposes policy solutions to address these shortcomings including enhanced consumer 
protection, specific regulation to guarantee fair competition in online platform functioning, working 
framework for the efficient protection of human rights and better enforcement and clarity.  

Last month the European Parliament adopted the resolution “Digital Services Act: Improving the 
functioning of the Single Market” https://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/TA-9-2020-
0272_EN.html#title1. The act recognises that the legal certainty brought by the E-Commerce Directive 
has provided small and medium enterprises (SMEs) with the opportunity to expand their business and to 
operate more easily across borders. On the other hand, it also admits that “the E-Commerce Directive 
was adopted 20 years ago and consequently the Digital Services Act package (“DSA”) should take into 
account the rapid transformation and expansion of e-commerce in all its forms, with its multitude of 
different emerging services, products, providers, challenges and various sector-specific legislations.” 
The document stresses the need to address the remaining unjustified and disproportionate barriers to the 
provision of digital services, such as complex administrative procedures, costly cross-border disputes 
settlements and access to information on the relevant regulatory requirements, including on taxation, as 
well as to ensure that no new unjustified and disproportionate barriers are created. At the heart of the 
resolution is the commitment to safeguard freedom of expression, information and opinion, and to have 
free and  diverse press and media landscape, independent journalism and plurality of artistic and cultural 
expressions.The European Parliament considers that the main principles of the E-Commerce Directive, 
such as the internal market clause, the freedom of establishment, the freedom to provide services and the 
prohibition on imposing a general monitoring obligation should be maintained and underlines that “what 
is illegal offline is also illegal online”. These tenets of the European Union policy should also become 
guiding principles of the future regulatory framework. With respect to the latter the resolution recalls the 
already established self-regulatory and co-regulatory schemes such as the Union’s Code of Practice on 
Disinformation and suggests that online platforms should ensure that they act in a diligent, proportionate 

https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2020/654180/EPRS_STU(2020)654180_EN.pdf
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2020/654180/EPRS_STU(2020)654180_EN.pdf
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/TA-9-2020-0272_EN.html#title1
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/TA-9-2020-0272_EN.html#title1
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and non-discriminatory manner and prevent the unintended removal of content which is not illegal. In 
order to assure genuine freedom of expression online measures to combat harmful content, hate speech 
and disinformation should be regularly evaluated and amended accordingly. 

The other resolution of the European Parliament “Digital Services Act: adapting commercial and civil 
law rules for commercial entities operating online” 

https://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/TA-9-2020-0273_EN.html elucidates in greater detail 
its position on the operation of digital platforms. The document proposes that the Digital Services Act 
should include a regulation that establishes contractual rights as regards content management, lays down 
transparent, fair, binding and uniform standards and procedures for content moderation, and guarantees 
accessible and independent recourse to judicial redress. The parliament suggests several important rules 
to be taken into account by the European Commission: the measures proposed for content moderation 
only apply to illegal content rather than content that is merely harmful; to this end the regulation must 
include universal criteria to determine the market power of platforms in order to provide a clear definition 
of what constitutes a platform with significant market power; the framework established by the Digital 
Services Act should be manageable for small businesses, SMEs and start-ups and should therefore 
include proportionate obligations for all sectors. 

In a nutshell, other specific recommendations of the European Parliament encompass: 

• Stricter rules to tackle illegal content - safeguards should be set up to prevent abusive behaviour, 
however, the substantive detail of these safeguards is left for the legislator; 

• Specific ex-ante rules for “gatekeepers” of market access – the procative regulation mechanism 
would aim to prevent rather than merely remedy market failures with the purpose of opening 
markets to new entrants and SMEs; 

• Tougher regulation for targeted advertising – such approach (if introduced), would drastically 
impact the business models of Facebook, Google and other major stakeholders in the digital 
economy; 

• European entity tasked with ensuring compliance – this can be either an existing or a new 
European body or the Commission may coordinate a network of national authorities. The scope 
will be to monitor content hosting platforms. To strengthen the position of the European entity, 
it would have the power to impose fines on content hosting platforms for non-compliance. In 
addition obligations would be put on content hosting platforms with significant market power 
and they would be required to produce a biannual report to the European entity describing the 
fundamental rights impact and risk management of their content management policies. 

https://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=570d3b5c-5950-4abf-857b-
d4230d1e4350&utm_source=Lexology+Daily+Newsfeed&utm_medium=HTML+email+-+Body+-
+General+section&utm_campaign=Lexology+subscriber+daily+feed&utm_content=Lexology+Daily+
Newsfeed+2020-11-03&utm_term= 

2.2 Summary of the opinions of other organisations and bodies 

https://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/TA-9-2020-0273_EN.html
https://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=570d3b5c-5950-4abf-857b-d4230d1e4350&utm_source=Lexology+Daily+Newsfeed&utm_medium=HTML+email+-+Body+-+General+section&utm_campaign=Lexology+subscriber+daily+feed&utm_content=Lexology+Daily+Newsfeed+2020-11-03&utm_term
https://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=570d3b5c-5950-4abf-857b-d4230d1e4350&utm_source=Lexology+Daily+Newsfeed&utm_medium=HTML+email+-+Body+-+General+section&utm_campaign=Lexology+subscriber+daily+feed&utm_content=Lexology+Daily+Newsfeed+2020-11-03&utm_term
https://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=570d3b5c-5950-4abf-857b-d4230d1e4350&utm_source=Lexology+Daily+Newsfeed&utm_medium=HTML+email+-+Body+-+General+section&utm_campaign=Lexology+subscriber+daily+feed&utm_content=Lexology+Daily+Newsfeed+2020-11-03&utm_term
https://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=570d3b5c-5950-4abf-857b-d4230d1e4350&utm_source=Lexology+Daily+Newsfeed&utm_medium=HTML+email+-+Body+-+General+section&utm_campaign=Lexology+subscriber+daily+feed&utm_content=Lexology+Daily+Newsfeed+2020-11-03&utm_term
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The Digital Services Act consultation urged many European and non-European entities to state their 
positions about the European digital future. From a broader perspective, the regulation the package 
proposes steps in efforts for a seamless, open and accountable internet. From a narrower pespective, it 
targets services and platforms’ accountability. With technological advancement and greater digitalisation 
comes the obligation for greater responsibility. Stakeholders are demanding that companies should 
perform better their duties stemming from the societal effects of their services. For them the DSA 
represents an opportunity to build greater trust in technology in general and this is critical for all 
businesses operating in the digital sector. 

These viewpoints have a common basis – the package has to be perceived as a chance to entrench a new 
digital economy that respects human rights. The DSA should provide an updated and harmonised 
framework that can efficiently protect citizens, their rights and freedom of expression in particular. The 
goal of such instrument is to address properly systemic and widespread human rights impacts of the 
digital services, including through the use of algorithmic systems. The new and revised rules should 
deepen the single market for digital services and strengthen the oversight of platforms' content policies 
in the European Union. Last but not least, the ex-ante rules should ensure a level playing field for 
innovators, businesses and new entrants in markets where large platforms with powerful network effects 
act as ‘gatekeepers’.  

All consultation participants particulalrly underline that the liability regime should continue to be based 
on a clearly-defined illegal content, in order to ensure that fundamental rights are respected. Lawful-but-
harmful content could be regulated through self- or co-regulatory initiatives, such as the Code of Practice 
on Disinformation. Illegal content/activity represents the gravest problem for stakeholders and the public 
and how it will be treated should be the priority for policy makers. “Harmful” content poses serious 
problems online, but it does not require the same measures as illegal content. In this respect organisations 
propose the introduction of a binding duty of care ("due diligence"), aimed at fighting against the 
proliferation of illegal content on the net. Measures implemented should be proactive, effective, and 
proportionate applied to all actors, as long as the content is accessible from the EU. 

The growing presence of counterfeits online is another issue that attracts the attention of stakeholders. 
Trade in fake goods has been enabled by online intermediaries - including online marketplaces, social 
media, advertising services, domain name registrars, search engines, and instant messaging apps – since 
they feel as if they are protected from any liability under current legislation. The DSA offers an 
opportunity to introduce a set of minimum legal obligations for online intermediaries to compel them to 
act more efficiently under the principle of « what is illegal offline is illegal online ». European rules and 
standards should apply to all providers and sellers who offer services to European consumers, regardless 
of the place of establishment. Such approach would not only strengthen consumer protection online, but 
also create a level-playing field for EU and non-EU sellers.  

Internet advertising represents another focus of discussion. It can be fair, transparent and accountable 
and continue to build trust in the online advertising ecosystem if specific intervention measures are 
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applied to all online platforms (not just so-called ‘gatekeeper’ platforms). On the other hand, any 
intervention measures that seek to improve transparency should be carefully designed to avoid limiting 
the ability of online advertising tools to deliver value.  

3. Conclusion 
The Digital Services Act Package is a unique act that will regulate comprehensively many interrelated 
issues of the digital single market. Its provisions will secure continuity between the E-Commerce 
Directive principles and the new larger in scope law in order for the achievements of one of the most 
successful pieces of Union legislation to be preserved. The new piece of legislation will facilitate the 
expansion and upgrade of the good practices created under the Directive copmplemented by the 
judgments of the CJEU. The act would strengthen the internal market freedoms and guarantee the 
fundamental rights and principles set out in the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights. The outcomes will 
be enhanced competition and pluralsim online.  

Therefore DSA is not an economic tool only but an important instrument protecting human rights and 
democracy. The law will create conditions for unified policies and legislation to escape the gaps and 
frictions between various European regimes that have existed so far. In this respect the act is expected 
to be more effective and efficient. Difficulties in implementation may stem from its broad scope covering 
large number of sectors and services and the setting up of a new regulatory body that should operate 
together or in close cooperation with the national authorities. 
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Positions 

Compiled by Media 21 from Internet 

The DIGITAL SME position paper calls for targeted measures to empower SMEs. The purpose is to 
deal effectively with the real concerns related to large platforms, while at the same time to allow smaller 
businesses to thrive without additional burdens. European policymakers must find the right balance 
between on the one hand, tackling the market-distorting influence of tech giants and strengthening SMEs 
and startups in their pursuit of market access and fair competition rules, on the other. 

https://www.digitalsme.eu/the-digital-services-act-smes-need-a-more-open-and-competitive-internet-
ecosystem/ 

 

The European Digital Rights (EDRI) requests the European Commission to provide measures that 
break open the centralised platform economy, introduce strong transparency requirements, and guarantee 
effective regulatory oversight. The Digital Services Act provides the chance to entrench a digital 
economy that respects human rights. Instead of the toxic business model of today’s Googles and 
Facebooks, EDRI suggests “Europe should strive for an open, safe and accountable internet”. 

https://edri.org/tag/digital-services-act/ 

 

According to Amnesty International the new package will be a major opportunity to significantly 
curtail the surveillance-based business model of the dominant online platforms that undermines privacy 
and other rights of users all around Europe and worldwide on a daily basis. They outline key policy 
recommendations to guide the development of the Digital Services Act such as ensuring interoperability 
in access to online platforms and digital services, carrying out human rights due diligence to address 
systemic and widespread human rights impacts of these services, including through the use of 
algorithmic systems, improving transparency of online platforms’ practices and establishing external 
(third-party) auditing and oversight mechanisms to prevent abuse of power by ‘gatekeeper’ platforms. 

https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/pol30/3019/2020/en/ 

 

ICANN points to the fact that within the domain name ecosystem, registrars could be affected by the 
new act. ICANN’s Registrar Accreditation Agreement already provides that registrars shall be able to 
receive and act upon notification of providers of illegal content “by law enforcement, consumer 

https://www.digitalsme.eu/the-digital-services-act-smes-need-a-more-open-and-competitive-internet-ecosystem/
https://www.digitalsme.eu/the-digital-services-act-smes-need-a-more-open-and-competitive-internet-ecosystem/
https://edri.org/tag/digital-services-act/
https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/pol30/3019/2020/en/
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protection, quasi-governmental or other similar authorities.” The DSA would require digital services 
providers to extend such notification systems to the general public, for reporting unwanted content. 

https://www.icann.org/en/system/files/files/eu-policy-update-digital-servies-act-15jul20-en.pdf 

 

The Centre for Democracy and Technology’s EU Office (CDTEU) stresses that the EC consultation 
involves also a review of the E-Commerce Directive. The importance of maintaining a clear and strong 
intermediary liability framework at the heart of the DSA is crucial. CDTEU recommends specific 
improvements in the text to secure a harmonised, transparent rights-protective notice-and-action 
framework in the new act. They approach companies to install content moderation systems, including 
automated tools, and demand increasing transparency from both companies and governments. Issues that 
are explicitly discussed relate to fair competition in the market, the importance of the enforcement of 
data protection rules and the importance of setting the right rules and ensuring transparency of online 
advertising. 

https://cdt.org/insights/cdteu-response-to-the-european-commission-consultation-on-the-digital-
services-act/ 

 

In its position IBM underlines that governments, and citizens, in particular, are demanding that 
technology companies take more responsibility for the societal effects their services can have on 
children, on civic dialogue, on elections, or in facilitating criminal or terrorist activity. With greater 
digitalisation comes an obligation for greater responsibility. Having this in mind IBM fully supports the 
need to establish new rules to frame the responsibilities of online services. In addition the DSA represents 
an opportunity to build greater trust and responsibility in technology in general, which is critical for all 
businesses operating in the digital sector. 

After consultation, feedback from stakeholders will continue through targeted meetings and public 
events. The legislative proposal is due at the end of 2020 or early 2021. This proposal is expected to be 
high profile and controversial, given that it affects large companies, politically sensitive debates like 
misinformation or election interference, privacy-related concerns and the contemporary trend toward 
digitalisation and heavy reliance on digital platforms. Similar debates in the United States will inevitably 
also influence how the EU discussions evolve. The negotiations on the DSA will likely continue until 
2023-2025. 

 

https://www.icann.org/en/system/files/files/eu-policy-update-digital-servies-act-15jul20-en.pdf
https://cdt.org/insights/cdteu-response-to-the-european-commission-consultation-on-the-digital-services-act/
https://cdt.org/insights/cdteu-response-to-the-european-commission-consultation-on-the-digital-services-act/
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https://www.ibm.com/blogs/policy/dsa-consultation/ 

 

Google's response to the European Commission’s consultation on the Digital Services Act (DSA) 
and the New Competition Tool (NCT)  

Google declares that the company is committed to being a constructive partner in the process and to 
build products which help people and businesses to benefit from economic opportunities. The DSA 
should clarify the legal framework for digital services and include an updated, harmonised, graduated, 
and conditional exemption scheme by expanding the current three-level system of mere conduit, caching 
and hosting service to explicitly encompass other services. What is particularly underlined is that the 
liability regime should continue to be based on clearly-defined illegal content, in order to ensure that 
fundamental rights are respected. Lawful-but-harmful content could be addressed through separate 
initiatives, such as the Code of Practice on Disinformation. It is also important that machine review 
cannot replace human expertise. “Breakthroughs in machine learning and other technology are 
impressive, however such technology is still unable to discern differences in context that can be critical 
to determining whether or not content is legal” is Google’s unconditional opinion. Competition is another 
issue that comes into focus. It will be essential that any proposed ex ante rules for platforms should be 
considered alongside other initiatives that the Commission is about to launch, including the creation of 
a new competition tool (NCT) and revisions to the Market Definition Notice. The NCT especially could 
help identify targeted, proportionate approaches for tackling specific concerns, while avoiding blanket 
new prohibitions that would limit innovation. On the advertising matters Google’s opinion is that 
“making online advertising fair, transparent and accountable is necessary to continue to build trust in the 
online advertising ecosystem.” This can be achieved if specific intervention measures are applied to all 
online platforms (not just so-called ‘gatekeeper’ platforms). On the other hand, any intervention 
measures that seek to improve transparency should be carefully designed to avoid limiting the ability of 
online advertising tools to deliver value. By and large new digital rules should limit harm to users and 
competition - from the disclosure of personal data and partners’ commercially sensitive information as 
well as from the disclosure of data signals that allow ‘bad actors’ to game the system or rivals to copy 
innovations.  

https://blog.google/documents/89/Googles_submission_on_the_Digital_Services_Act_package_1.pdf. 

https://blog.google/documents/88/Googles_submission_on_a_New_Competition_Tool.pdf. 

 

 

https://www.ibm.com/blogs/policy/dsa-consultation/
https://blog.google/documents/89/Googles_submission_on_the_Digital_Services_Act_package_1.pdf
https://blog.google/documents/88/Googles_submission_on_a_New_Competition_Tool.pdf
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Positions 

Compiled by Media 21 from Internet 

THE EBU RESPONSE TO THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION PUBLIC CONSULTATION ON 
THE DIGITAL SERVICES ACT 

According to the EBU platforms mainly have tried to create transparency but have not put sufficient 
efforts in avoiding transparency issues since their main interest is to commercialise content and user 
data. Some platforms responded, with moderate and unequal success, to the Commission’s call to take 
proactive measures to address and prevent scams and unfair practices. The tools applied encompass 
measures like: reporting offensive comments, fact-checking systems for fake news, policies and 
reminders to prohibit exploitative or deceptive advertisements and sales of healthcare products and 
services, temporary prohibition of the sale of certain products seeking to exploit peoples fear of COVID-
19 to charge higher prices, measures to limit the spread of misinformation and false claims related to 
COVID-19.  These include human moderation. However, citizens are still clearly exposed to illegal 
practices and measures are still insufficient. To counteract these harms the EBU recommends that 
platforms should be more active to block/delete illegal content (and fake news) through technical and 
other measures to prevent abusive use of programmatic and other forms of automated advertising.  

https://www.ebu.ch/publications/position-paper/open/by-year/2020/ebu-response-to-the-european-
commission-public-consultation-on-the-digital-services-act. 

 

KEY MESSAGES OF THE EUROPEAN BANKING FEDERATION (EBF)  

The EBF supports an ex ante regulatory approach to large online platforms, securing fair competition in 
a digitally transformed market. The regulatory approach should include clear obligations.  Specific rules 
on platforms related to user data should be formulated, including an obligation to provide users – both 
individuals and firms – with an effective mechanism for data portability. The EBF emphasises the need 
for enhanced data sharing by large online platforms with the public authorities. According to the EBF 
the possibility of regulatory intervention against specific large online platform companies should be 
implemented when necessary with case by case adapted remedies 

https://www.ebf.eu/cybersecurity-innovation/ec-consultation-on-digital-services-act-dsa-ebf-response/. 

 

https://www.ebu.ch/publications/position-paper/open/by-year/2020/ebu-response-to-the-european-commission-public-consultation-on-the-digital-services-act
https://www.ebu.ch/publications/position-paper/open/by-year/2020/ebu-response-to-the-european-commission-public-consultation-on-the-digital-services-act
https://www.ebf.eu/cybersecurity-innovation/ec-consultation-on-digital-services-act-dsa-ebf-response/
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A TELECOMS INDUSTRY VIEW ON THE DIGITAL SERVICES ACT 

The telecoms industries believe that the European Commission’s efforts in adopting a “Digital Services 
Act” (DSA) can prove to be “one of the most relevant tech policy exercises of our generation”. It will be 
relevant to European citizens and businesses and may inspire a new global approach to digital markets. 

In this context, the GSMA and ETNO take a view that we can consider the digital economy a broad and 
diverse ecosystem. Within this system innovation thrives through collaboration and competition, but also 
through shared responsibility and accountability across global value-chains. 

The DSA tackles two fundamental aspects of today’s digital markets. On the one hand, we must ensure 
the balance between fundamental freedoms and prevent illegal activity online. On the other hand, we 
should solve the problems generated by excessive market power in the digital space. We have to deal 
with these interrelated and complex issues by taking a European perspective on practices that might 
unfairly disadvantage European companies and innovation. 

 

https://www.gsma.com/gsmaeurope/news/a-telecoms-industry-view-on-the-digital-services-act. 

 

RESPONSE ON BEHALF OF DATA INNOVATION CENTRE 

The Centre for Data Innovation considers the DSA options would take important and needed steps 
towards addressing illegal online content. In this regards the Digital Services Act should clarify the types 
of platforms and content that fall in scope; set proportionate responsibilities and obligations for platforms 
and increase legal certainty for platforms. Freedom of expression protection is crucial among the 
obligations of member states. Another important task for the EU is to harmonize rules across the EU and 
minimize the impact of its rules outside of its borders. 

http://www2.datainnovation.org/2020-digital-services-act-roadmap.pdf. 

 

ARTICLE 19’S RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE EU DIGITAL SERVICES ACT  

https://www.gsma.com/gsmaeurope/news/a-telecoms-industry-view-on-the-digital-services-act
http://www2.datainnovation.org/2020-digital-services-act-roadmap.pdf
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In its response ARTICLE 19 – one of the most influential international organisations that advocate free 
expression and active participation in public life without fear of discrimination - shares its opinion that 
the E-Commerce Directive is a cornerstone of Internet freedom in Europe.  Twenty years after its 
adoption the EU institutions are set to review whether it is still fit for purpose and adopt new rules 
governing online platforms. ARTICLE 19 proposes ten key recommendations for the regulation of 
digital services, in particular social media platforms. Among them principles like transparency, 
accountability and the protection of human rights as a basic principle, prohibition of general monitoring 
of content, limitation in scope of any regulatory framework, proportionate regulatory framework, 
provision of effective remedies, clear definition of obligations and independence of any regulator both 
in law and practice are particularly stressed. 

https://www.article19.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/ARTICLE-19s-Recommendations-for-the-EU-
Digital-Services-Act-FINAL.pdf. 

 

 

 

 

https://www.article19.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/ARTICLE-19s-Recommendations-for-the-EU-Digital-Services-Act-FINAL.pdf
https://www.article19.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/ARTICLE-19s-Recommendations-for-the-EU-Digital-Services-Act-FINAL.pdf
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Position paper on the Digital Services Act (DSA) 

 

8 September 2020 

Executive summary 

The development of the internet as we know it today has largely been influenced by 

the e-commerce Directive of 2000, which limits liability of internet service providers 

and intermediaries for illegal content. With a proposal for new Digital Services Act1 

(DSA), this set-up may change: The DSA could upgrade the EU's liability and safety 

rules for digital platforms, services and products to tackle some problematic issues 

which have occurred over the past 20 years (unsafe or defective goods sold via 

platforms, hate speech and illegal content on social media, etc.). At the same time, the 

Digital Services Act is intended to tackle competition-related aspects such as the 

gatekeeper role of platforms. In contrast to the early days of the internet, which relied 

on openness and interoperability, many services offered by large online platforms 

(such as messaging, social media, etc.) are accessible only in closed-off proprietary 

environments that rely on network effects, lock-in their users and are thus largely 

shielded from competition.  

While this new piece of legislation bears potential for a more open and competitive 

internet ecosystem, it also carries some risks. Similarly to the discussions around the 

Copyright Directive, for example, an updated liability regime could lead to unintended 

effects such as automated filtering or general content monitoring. It could stifle 

innovation if it puts too many burdens on smaller upcoming platforms, which may not 

be able to cope with additional administrative burden and rules. In the end, rules that 

were intended to tackle issues created by large platforms may turn to harm digital 

SMEs. Therefore, it is important to contribute to the public consultation on the 

Digital Services Act package by voicing the concerns and suggestions of digital 

SMEs across Europe.  

 
1 The Commission is initiating an open public consultation as part of its evidence-gathering exercise to identify 

issues that may require intervention through the Digital Services Act, as well as additional topics related to the 

environment of digital services and online platforms, which will be further analysed in view of possible upcoming 

initiatives: https://ec.europa.eu/eusurvey/runner/Digital_Services_Act. 
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At DIGITAL SME, we believe that the EU should aim to create a harmonised digital 

single market that is open and competitive and allows innovative upcoming 

companies to thrive. Therefore, any measures proposed in the context of the Digital 

Services Act need to be specific to the companies that cause harm. One-size-fits-all 

regulation disproportionally affect smaller companies and needs to be avoided. Ideally 

any new rules and obligations should directly tackle the issues caused by a small 

number of large gatekeeper platforms, i.e. they should be limited to certain 

thresholds and defined along a list of criteria, which may have to do with size, the 

associated harm and impact, turnover, network effects, lock-in of users, integration of 

services throughout different markets, cross-platform and cross-services collection 

and combination of data at a large scale, etc. 

Harmonising an emerging patchwork of rules is generally welcome but needs careful 

consideration so as to not hamper the overarching goal of creating a competitive and  

open single market. The current limited liability regime and other important basic 

principles (country of origin; prohibition of general monitoring obligations) of the e-

commerce Directive need to be upheld. However, it might be necessary to increase the 

level of responsibility and liability of large commercial online platforms, e.g. by strictly 

obliging them to follow up on user notifications about illegal content or goods and 

strong European oversight that ensures harmonised enforcement. 

Finally, interoperability requirements in combination with a set of obligations and 

prohibitions imposed on large platforms (e.g. access to data, non-discrimination, 

transparency requirements) could solve some of the issues associated with closed-off 

environments that they create. The current platform economy dominated by large 

gatekeepers should be opened up to allow users to switch to alternative providers, 

thus offering more and better choice and competition in currently closed-off markets.  
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Background 

The current liability framework for online intermediaries and so-called “information 

society services” (e.g. search engines, market places, social networks, mediasharing 

platforms, but also internet service providers in general, hosting service providers, 

etc.) is governed by the e-commerce Directive2, which dates back to the year 2000. In 

this legal framework, online intermediaries are not liable for illegal content, goods, or 

services which may be distributed via their channels if they fulfil certain conditions: 

Intermediaries are not liable if they remove illegal content or disable access to it as 

fast as possible once they are aware of its illegal nature or if they play a neutral, 

merely technical and passive role towards the hosted content. This limited liability is 

fundamental to today’s internet as we know it and has without doubt contributed to 

the enormous growth and success of the internet in the past 20 years. Today’s internet 

ecosystem relies to a great extent on advertisement revenues. Facebook and Google 

relied on advertisement for over 98 / 85 percent of their revenues in 2018, 

respectively3 and offer seemingly “free” services. These ad-reliant business models 

only work if the companies collect personal data of their users to understand their 

preferences, behaviour and choices (in order to tailor advertisement and services). 

Nonetheless, these types of businesses have contributed and shaped what we know 

as the internet today and offer a host of innovative services. 

At the same time, recent years have brought to light a multitude of risks and concerns 

associated with large online platforms. Studies by members of the European 

Consumer Organisation BEUC showed that “two thirds of 250 products bought from 

online marketplaces failed safety tests4”. Furthermore, “electronic commerce channels 

are increasingly being used to distribute counterfeit, dangerous or unsafe products or 

even illegal goods such as fake medicines”, which can cause harm to consumers and 

producers alike. Hate speech and disinformation pose risks to democratic discourse 

and society. The logic of algorithms that are designed to keep users on a certain 

 
2 See: https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/e-commerce-directive. 
3 See: https://www.visualcapitalist.com/how-tech-giants-make-billions/. 
4 The European Consumer Organisation BEUC, “MAKING THE DIGITAL SERVICES ACT WORK FOR CONSUMERS”, BEUC-

X-2020-031 - 30/04/2020, p. 3, Please also see here for direct link to study: https://www.beuc.eu/publications/two-

thirds-250-products-bought-online-marketplaces-fail-safety-tests-consumer-groups/html.  
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platform sometimes seems to work in the favour of sensational, at times outright 

wrong, or hateful content.  

Furthermore, recent years have seen the rise of a small number of dominant digital 

players that operate in closed-off markets or ‘walled gardens’ or offer seemingly 

free services, while upcoming innovators find it difficult to compete. Due to network 

effects and closed proprietary environments, digital markets seem to concentrate 

more easily, leading to the dominance of a number of platforms which can act as 

gatekeepers. The European Commission recognises that while there are over 10,000 

online platforms operated in Europe’s digital economy “a small number of large online 

platforms captures the biggest shares of the value5”. These platforms act as 

“gatekeepers between businesses and citizens, benefitting from strong network 

effects6”. This may create hurdles for competitors trying to enter the same market 

because “some of these large online platforms exercise control over whole platform 

ecosystems that are essentially impossible to contest by existing or new market 

operators7”. Moreover, the platforms set the rules for participants/users of the 

platform. Sometimes, these rules can be set unfairly, leading to privacy/data 

protection concerns in the terms of use—which users need to accept anyway as the 

platforms offer them unique access to a network—or unfair terms and conditions for 

business users.   

Against this background, the Digital Service Act Package aims at tackling some of the 

main issues which have been associated with large social media platforms: the spread 

of hate speech and illegal and unsafe products; and the dominance of gatekeeper 

platforms in certain markets.8  

 

 
5 See impact assessment for overview: https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/have-your-

say/initiatives/12417-Digital-Services-Act-deepening-the-Internal-Market-and-clarifying-responsibilities-for-digital-

services, p. 1. 
6 Ibid. 
7 Ibid. 
8 In the public consultation, different types of harms associated with platforms are addressed in a set of questions. 

The consultation focuses on safety of users online, ranging from illegal goods (e.g. dangerous products), content (e.g. 

violence, hate speech) and services or practices infringing consumer law. The consultation also addresses the following 

topics: reviewing the liability regime of digital services acting as intermediaries; the gatekeeper power of digital 

platforms; other emerging issues and opportunities, including online advertising and smart contracts; challenges 

around the situation of self-employed individuals offering services through online platforms; the governance to 

reinforcing the Single Market for digital services. See: https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-

market/en/news/consultation-digital-services-act-package. 
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DIGITAL SME key demands 

Harmonised European rules for a strong Digital Single Market 

Firstly, DIGITAL SME generally welcomes the initiative for a Digital Services Act. There 

is a risk that a fragmented regulatory environment for platforms will emerge if the EU 

does not act9. A fragmented Digital Single Market is first of all a barrier to smaller 

companies as they have less resources to deal with different national rules. Thus, in 

order to support digital SMEs and SMEs in general, the EU regulators should aim at a 

piece of legislation that contributes to the harmonisation of the digital single market 

instead of allowing a patchwork of national rules. This can be achieved by preferring 

a regulation over a directive and by building a functional European oversight 

system ensuring that rules will be implemented in the same way in all member 

states. Ideally, further harmonisation will allow innovative digital services to emerge 

and scale.   

No one-size-fits-all approach 

At the same time, SMEs have less resources to deal with additional administrative 

burden and the measures that may need to be implemented as a consequence of the 

Digital Services Act. As a result, the Digital Services Act could stifle innovation if it 

puts additional burdens on small upcoming platforms, which may not have the 

resources to deal with the associated administrative load. In the end, rules that were 

intended to tackle issues created by large platforms may turn to harm digital SMEs. 

Smaller platforms should not be hindered in their development and any proposed 

legislation should follow the Commission’s commitment to its ‘think small first’ 

principle. Even more so, legislation should be targeting gatekeeper platforms.  

  

 
9 At national level, governments started addressing emerging issues associated with social media, online advertising 

or collaborative economy services. For instance, Germany passed its NetzDG in 2017, while other countries are also 

working on hate speech laws. Some countries have started or are planning digital taxes, while local authorities have 

laid down stricter rules for online platforms such as Amazon or Uber. Other interventions such as the Platform to 

Business Regulation aim at creating more transparency and fairness in digital markets. While these issues are certainly 

too complex to be tackled by one piece of legislation, the underlying framework of the current e-Commerce Directive 

may need to be revised to change the general conditions and address some shortcomings. 
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Uphold limited liability & basic principles of the e-commerce Directive  

Unintended consequences need to be avoided when discussing an updated liability 

framework. Similarly to what happened with the Copyright Directive, for example, an 

updated liability regime could lead to unintended effects e.g. lead to general 

monitoring, and have negative consequences for fundamental rights. Thus, updated 

rules should focus on addressing the responsibilities of large platforms as regards 

illegal content or unsafe products. For instance, it might be necessary to oblige large 

platforms to follow up on user notifications about illegal content and for a European 

public authority to oversee this process. Large platforms could be required to be 

transparent about algorithms that push hateful or false content. Rules should be 

aimed at the gatekeepers that are at the centre of the problems rather than 

fundamentally change the basic principles of the e-commerce Directive. 

Interoperability for a competitive open market 

At DIGITAL SME we believe that interoperability10 requirements could solve some of 

the issues associated with large platforms and allow new innovative solutions to enter 

closed-off markets.11 The current platform economy should be opened up to allow 

users to switch to competing services. The majority of the large platforms that 

dominate internet services today encourage walled gardens or silos and are thus 

shielded from direct competition. As a remedy, the Digital Services Act package 

could introduce interoperability requirements for large platforms, which could 

solve some of the issues associated with those gatekeeper platforms. 

Interoperability is a solution discussed in competition circles to solve many issues 

 
10 Interoperability can be defined as “a characteristic of a product or system, whose interfaces are completely 

understood, to work with other products or systems, present or future, in either implementation or access, without any 

restrictions” (see: https://aful.org/gdt/interop). In simple terms, interoperability can be defined as “the act of making 

a new product or service work with an existing product or service”. Examples of day-to-day interoperability are a 

majority of chairs fitting with tables or standardised plugs providing electricity to a broad variety of devices. In the 

context of the internet ecosystem, most of us are familiar with basic internet services that relied on a set of open 

standards for website protocols, emails, instant messaging (see EDRi paper, ‘Platform Regulation Done Rights’, April 

2020, p. 19 and EFF: https://www.eff.org/de/deeplinks/2019/10/adversarial-interoperability). 
11 See joint letter to Vestager requesting ex ante interoperability in the DSA: 

https://www.digitalsme.eu/digital/uploads/Vestager_Letter_Interoperability.pdf 

Historically, the EU has successfully required and pioneered interoperability in ICT markets as essential as: 

1. Telecoms (Local Loop Unbundling), 

2. Fintech (Payment Services Directive 2), and 

3. Web browsers (both supporting W3C standards and requiring Microsoft to permit interoperability with their 

operating system). 
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associated with closed market environments in the digital sphere.12 Thus, it can be an 

important element to create an open innovative internet ecosystem in which smaller 

providers could thrive. This needs to be accompanied by a set of smart and tailored 

obligations and prohibitions imposed on large platforms (e.g. access to data, non-

discrimination, transparency requirements) to ensure fair and competitive markets in 

areas where platforms dominate. 

Conclusion 

SMEs are the backbone of the EU economy. Therefore, any new piece of 

legislation/initiative should avoid additional burdens on SMEs and propose 

measures that address the real concerns associated with large platforms. The EU 

should aim to create a harmonised digital single market that is open and 

competitive and allows innovative upcoming companies to thrive. Instead of re-

vamping the overall rules that many services on the internet build on today, the DSA 

should uphold the limited liability regime and other basic principles of the e-commerce 

Directive (country of origin, prohibition of general monitoring), while introducing 

obligations on large platforms where necessary. The DSA can be an opportunity to 

create harmonised rules that are valid throughout the European market. This would 

be beneficial to SMEs who benefit from clear rules that allow them to access a larger 

market and customer-base. However, these rules need to be developed with the ‘think 

small first’ principle in mind. Finally, interoperability requirements could solve some 

of the issues associated with large gatekeeper platforms and help to re-instate the 

openness of the internet that originally allowed innovation to thrive. By obliging 

large platforms to make some of their services interoperable, closed-off proprietary 

environments could be opened up to competition and allow innovative digital SMEs to 

flourish, while bringing benefits to consumers and society.  

 
12 Wojciech Wiewiórowski, Friday, 13 December, 2019, available at: https://edps.europa.eu/press-publications/press-

news/blog/sharing-caring-depends_en. This is for instance the case with emails, which allow for free choice and 

communication as a customer can communicate freely between platforms as emails can be exchanged irrespective of 

the email service provider. 
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‘Spotlight 2030’ SCIC Conference   

Smart Cities Conference is an initiative dedicated to open, inclusive, formal and informal dialogue on 

Smart Cities issues among all interested stakeholders. It was built from the organizers’ desire to put 

into an academic debate different aspects of Romanian cities’ life, but also of the cities outside the 

country’s borders, through multidisciplinary scientific approaches that will talk about the past, present 

and future, starting from: acceptance of democracy as the most efficient tool of governance and also 

acceptance and compliance with the state’s rules. 

The participation invitation is addressed to specialists and researchers from all domains of social and 

humanist disciplines, from political science, communication, legal science, medical science, European 

integration studies, sociology, to architecture, economy, computer science, cybernetics and many 

others. It brings together representatives of governments, intergovernmental organisations, private 

sector, technical community, academia and civil society, with the aim to facilitate multistakeholder 

discussions, exchanges and collaboration on Smart Cities related issues.1 

 

COMPCT participation 

The Smart Cities Conference has been an important, established conference in the Eastern Europe 
region dealing with newest trends and emergent issues in the domains related to Smart Cities including 
variety of areas reflected in dedicated discussion panels on Smart Governance, Environment, Security, 
Technology, Economy, People, Mobility, Living , Trends. M21F has been a party well recognised in the 
conference and among attending stakeholders as an expert in the domain. Therefore, from the 
initiative of M21F three more COMPACT partners decided to team up and submit relevant materials 
relating to latest COMPACT work. Specifically, the following presentation proposals were made: 

1) M21F - Smart societies, gender and the 2030 spotlight - are we prepared? – relating to M21F 
extensive COMPACT report on Gender issues in media convergence. 

2) Mediaframe - From Fairy Tales to smart concepts – relating to Mediaframe educational 
materials and contribution on convergent media production in preparation to COMPACT 
Convergent TV and Production Symposium. 

3) NUIG & PSD - The Internet is Broken, but how can we save it? – relating to the WP3 latest work 
and outputs in preparation to the COMPACT Broken Internet Symposium. 

4) NUIG - The immersive technologies: how VR is going to disrupt the digital media and online 
communication sphere? – in relation to Immersive Technologies trends and challenges 
investigation for COMPACT materialised in particular in the Immersive Technologies Symposium 
and feedback received in EuroDIG 2020 big stage presentation. 

 
1 http://smartcitiesevents.eu/about-scic08/description 
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The proposals showed to be successful and were accepted by the conference for presentation. 
Therefore, partners made plans to ensure innovative and engaging presentations. The expected mode 
of delivery was online via WebEx platform. In, this context 3 of the presentations were expected to go 
with the standard online elaboration mode. However, since Immersive Virtual Reality Technologies 
presentation dealt with cutting edge media convergence, we decided to deliver an innovative 
performance leveraging Virtual Reality technologies. 

M21F - Smart societies, gender and the 2030 

spotlight - are we prepared? 

Abstract 
Smart societies cannot develop without adequate human and social capital based on the accumulation 
of knowledge driven by the new information and communications technologies. While digitisation is 
permeating all areas of life, it has become clear that technological revolution is not just a purely 
technical (or economic) process, but also a social one and it is not gender-neutral. New information 
and communication technologies can help women and girls access new opportunities, means of 
expression and channels for participation. However, technologies can also cause imbalances in the 
convergent environment. Specifically, the gender gap and digital divide transcends deeper, beyond the 
access to emerging technologies, as it is also rooted in bias by-design of new solutions. The long-lasting 
male dominance in the sector of computer hardware and software development and broader 
understood ICT reflects on specific architectural and design choices informed by often unconscious bias 
of creators. The issue is further exacerbated by complex component dependencies reflecting many 
societal stereotypes: the concept of master and slave and male and female interfaces. Human beings 
will need a variety of skills and equal social opportunities for people of all genders and backgrounds to 
be able to truly benefit from the new digital transformation as the digital skills are not equally 
distributed across diverse social groups. Experts have repeatedly underlined that advanced automation 
technologies can bring about not only great opportunities but also risks. Challenges can stem from the 
accelerated use of artificial intelligence without respecting such hidden biases related to categories like 
gender, ethnic and socioeconomic diversity. International bodies raise the admonition that 
“transparency and accountability for the data behind AI is critical to reducing bias, but very difficult to 
govern or enforce.” The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development and its 17 Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs) embody a human right based roadmap for progress that is sustainable and leaves no one 
behind. However, the World Economic Forum’s Global Gender Gap Report for 2020 poses the alarming 
statement that gender parity will be accomplished for 99, 5 years. Only by ensuring the rights of women 
and girls across all the goals will we achieve a sustaining environment now and for future generations 
and genuine inclusion for a smart society. The question is: are we prepared to reach such crucial goal. 
The article will present research on gender inclusion in a technically driven world for a sustainable and 
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smart society. The study is done within the project COMPACT, EC, Horizon 2020 programme and builds 
on the report on gender  equality in convergent society. 
 

Mediaframe - From Fairy Tales to smart concepts 

Abstract  
What we see around us and how today will affect tomorrow is all depending on our creativity. Our 
intelligent life is inspired from our imagination. Since the world exists the main source of ideas has 
derived from the fairy tales and fables that humanity learned in its infancy. These brainstorming 
sources of ideas are constantly used by the science and technology to move our life forward through 
embodying our dreams for freedom, justice, democracy and sustainability through smart concepts and 
solutions. The future is here inspired by myths and legends and represented by Michio Kaku in his 
futuristic visions. Our proposed work is to visualise some of these ideas into smart concepts for the 
future. Our panel will discuss and demonstrate how an idea can transform storytelling into a VR concept 
and will shed light onto the rise of some of the most ground-breaking emerging technologies. 
 

 
Figure 1: Mediaframe WebEx Presentation Deliver 
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NUIG & PSD - The Internet is Broken, but how can 

we save it? 

Abstract  
On both sides of the Atlantic, in Europe and the USA as well as in China, several programs have been 
established to address the challenges faced by the essential backbone of global digital society – the 
internet. Usually referred to as The Next Generation Internet initiatives, they intend to spin international 
discussions and works related to major socio-technical developments in the domain. That includes the 
new hardware infrastructures such as 5G wireless technologies as well as new standards and protocols 
(the new IP) as well as Artificial Intelligence, Virtual Reality, Big Data and the Internet of Things. The 
mission statement of the European Commission funded NGI initiative emphasizes the need for the new 
emerging, advanced technologies to make future internet more human-centric especially in the times of 
crisis. In this way EC, reflects on the state of the contemporary internet which with all its benefits and 
pivotal role in connecting governments, citizens and businesses around the world, is torn by biases, and 
frequently disrupted by malicious, manipulative and fake content that causes significant social harm.  
 

 
Figure 2: NUIG and PSD title slide from the WebEx presentation 
 

Munir Podumljak & Dr. Lukasz Porwol

The Internet  is Broken, but  how can we save it?

Smart  Cit ies Internat ional Conference (SCIC)

8th Edit ion, December 3-4, 2020
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The issue is further elevated by questionable methods and business models applied by major technology 
players in the domain that through increasing convergence of media, communication and ICT creates 
significant socio-technical challenges and endangers the classic democratic models. This can be 
particularly observed in the area of mainstream media, increasingly dependent on native advertising (80-
100%) and ubiquitous lobbing and ad-driven news market which largely lost its credibility in favor of 
even-less credible, but freely distributed, new, social-media-based outlets. That situation is exacerbated 
by search engines and social media ranking mechanisms that elevate extreme context (usually of negative 
sentiment) while diminishing news of informative and purely factual manner. The article will present 
research on pre-standardization, self-regulation and stakeholders’ initiatives in the domain of convergent 
media in the context of the Next Generation Internet. In particular, the study is done within the project 
COMPACT, EC, Horizon 2020 programme and builds on the project deliverables related to the issues 
in question as well as draws from rich discussions during international symposia on 5G and The Broken 
Internet organized by COMPACT consortium. 
 
 

NUIG - The immersive technologies: how VR is 

going to disrupt the digital media and online 

communication sphere? 

Abstract  
The Immersive Technologies that have been debated since 20th century, in the last decade, became a 
reality. In particular the major investments by large tech players such as Microsoft or Facebook who 
acquired the next-gen VR hardware pioneer – Oculus, led to proliferation of affordable, consumer 
devices that are said to already mainstream the immersive technologies in many domains. Virtual 
Reality headsets are making their way into plethora of training, education business and government 
use-cases. To the date, majority of revenue in the domain is generated largely by entertainment 
applications of VR, especially gaming. Another convergent scenario for VR emerging is digital 
storytelling and immersive, interactive media releases such as 360 degree and spherical videos and 
live-streaming offering unparallel level of immersion, presence and character-empathy. However, it is 
Social VR solutions that are expected to disrupt digital online communications. In this context Facebook 
is currently testing their Horizon platform. Microsoft through targeted acquisition of AltspaceVR in 
2016 also continues to improve on their cross-platform Social VR offering, marketing it as a new virtual 
event platform of choice. The arrival of VR to homes and offices brings many opportunities as well as 
challenges that are subject to prominent debates. Our article will present a snapshot of research carried 
under COMPACT project funded by EC, Horizon 2020 program, with specific results on emergent 
Immersive Technologies in the context of media convergence. In particular our work draws from 
investigation of the Next Generation Internet related standards, recommendations and stakeholder’s 
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initiatives. Also, we will present valuable insights and opinions coming from international experts and 
stakeholders speaking at COMPACT European Immersive Technologies Symposium in October 2020. 
We will share our experiences in running a European event hosted using Immersive Virtual Reality and 
provide in-depth analysis of the field of convergent immersive media and serious online 
communication from both the technology and societal impact perspective. 
 
 

Convergent Mode of Delivery – Gender & VR 

For the Immersive Technologies Session at SCIC, encouraged with former successful presentation at 
EuroDIG 2020 and stakeholder engagement in The European Immersive Technologies Symposium, we 
decided to follow the convergent media approach leveraging the Virtual Reality mode of delivery. 
Specifically, the team composed of NUIG and M21F decided to re-use the framework established for 
EurodDIG 2020 and apply it to the special session in the Smart Cities Conference. More than that, the 
partners decided to utilise COMPACT virtual influencer asset –“AI-Mother” character to deliver a 
second episode of the convergent media experience combining communication media, VR and audio-
visual arts.  We decided that would be an important user stakeholder engagement move bringing more 
interest into COMPACT work in the media convergence domain. Again, our performance combined 
aspects gathered by M21F in Gender and Technology report. Therefore we integrated some of the 
elements of the presentation of M21F ‘Smart societies, gender and the 2030 spotlight - are we 
prepared?’ inside the Immersive Technologies presentation. Additional original artistic assets were 
created for the virtual venue and the scene to ensure new, fresh experience in the Episode II. 
Specifically, Dr. Bissera Zankova from M21F animated and given a voice to the AI-mother and Dr. Lukasz 
Porwol powered the virtual human meeting the AI.  
 
The specific VR  venue with the permanent exhibition of the assets can be accessed and experiences 
here: https://hubs.mozilla.com/C9grZNV/fantastic-accomplished-huddle 
 
 
 

https://hubs.mozilla.com/C9grZNV/fantastic-accomplished-huddle
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Figure 3: SSC Conference Immersive Session delivery 

 
Relevant elements of décor included a set of artistic, art-deco stylised pictures and artistic 
interpretation of concepts related to gender, an original set of elements made by Dr. Lukasz Porwol 
and music composed by Artur MOON and co-produced with Dr. Porwol – an interpretation of  “Ode to 
Joy”.  The script of the session was designed as an educational journey of a human guided by AI-mother 
along the five core themes represented with different symbols: 1) Inequality , 2) No Gender, 3) Female, 
4) Male, 5) All Genders. In that scenario the human undergoes a particular type of ‘catharsis’, he learns 
about the future and the consequences of our actions today in terms of gender and equal participation 
in media convergence and related technological progress. 
 
The material full recording from the session can be accessed here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xj2j7rTeOsE 
 
 

 
Figure 4: Inequality , No Gender, Female, Male , All Genders – pieces by Dr. Lukasz Porwol 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xj2j7rTeOsE
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The performance was implemented using the previously established framework of presentation 
leveraging the Open Source, Mozilla Hubs 2  solution by Mozilla Foundation. That Cross-platform 
solution allows cross platform user engagement via VR headsets and PC/Laptop/Mac and mobile alike. 
The approach again proven to be successful and has been validated as a possible asset to be exploited 
for sustainability of the COMPACT project – for producing convergent media education materials as 
well as for possible presentations at related events and COMPACT stakeholder meetings. The exploited 
components of virtual celebrity, technology and gender aspects and socio technical implications spun 
stakeholder discussions during and after the event warranting lasting impact and engagement with 
COMPACT content.  
 

 
Figure 5: Chapter 3 of the Performance - No Gender 
 
 

Resulting Papers 

The presentations were understood as stakeholder engagement tool and feedback collection sessions 
that also allowed brief engagement with the stakeholders. The presentations were further reflected in 
specific publications submitted after the conference. 
 

 
2 https://hubs.mozilla.com/ 
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Smart societies, gender and the 2030 spotlight - are we prepared?* 
Bissera Zankova* 

Media 21 Foundation, Sofia, Bulgaria 

Smart societies cannot develop without adequate human and social capital nourished by the accumulation of knowledge. Today this process 
is driven by the new information and communications technologies. While digitisation is permeating all areas of life, it has become clear 
that technological revolution is not just a purely technical (or economic) process, but also a social one and it is not gender-neutral. 
Technology can help women and girls access new opportunities, means of expression and channels for participation. However, 
technological boom can also cause imbalances in the convergent environment. People will need a variety of skills to be able to contribute 
on an equal footing to the digital transformations but these skills are not equally distributed across all social groups. Debates nowadays 
extend even further to encompass artificial intelligence and experts have repeatedly underlined that advanced automation technologies can 
bring about not only great opportunities for humanity but also risks. Challenges can stem from the accelerated use of artificial intelligence 
without respecting such categories like gender, ethnic and socioeconomic diversity. International bodies raise the admonition that 
“transparency and accountability for the data behind AI is critical to reducing bias, but very difficult to govern or enforce.” The 2030 
Agenda for Sustainable Development and its 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) embody a human rights’ based roadmap for 
progress that is sustainable and leaves no one behind. Achieving gender equality and women’s empowerment is a crucial goal among others 
in this important set of priorities for humanity. Only by ensuring the rights of women and girls across all the goals will we get thriving 
economies, a sustaining environment now and for future generations and genuine social inclusion for a smart society.  

The article will present a new elaborated version of the summary of the research on gender issues in the converged environment done in 
the period 2018 – 2020 within the EC COMPACT project.  

Keywords: equality between women and men, sustainable development, inclusion, AI, smart society. 

1. Introduction 
A smart city should protect and promote human rights standards in order to serve the people best and issues like 
human rights, equality and access to services are fundamental for its smooth operation. A smart city means more 
than advanced technology, and it can only flourish on the basis of policies that are truly human focused and 
equality driven. Such conclusion is more than relevant having in mind that technological revolution is not a purely 
technical (or economic) process but has social and humanistic dimensions, too. Within this context the gender 
equality characteristics of the policies that pave the way to smart living deserve a special focus. Information and 
communication technologies are pivotal in this respect since they can support women and girls to make a unique 
contribution to the digital transformations in all areas.  

In 2012 the World Bank (WB) emphasises that “countries that create better opportunities and conditions for 
women and girls can raise productivity, improve outcomes for children, make institutions more representative and 
advance development prospects for all.” (World Development Report 2012). Later in 2015 this idea is further 
elaborated and the WB Gender Strategy underlines that “promoting gender equality is smart development policy.” 
(World Bank Group Gender Strategy (FY16-23). 

 
* The article has been prepared as a result of the research carried out within the COMPACT, Horizon 2020, EU project, 2017 - 2020 
(Compact: from research to policy through raising awareness of the state of the art on social media and convergence. Project Number 
762128, call: H2020-ICT-2016-2017, topic: ICT-19-2017) and the discussions about COMPACT contribution to Eurodig 2020 and the 
Smart Cities conference 2020. 
* bzankova@gmail.com 
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For the 2030 UN Agenda for Sustainable Development and its 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 
achieving gender equality and women’s empowerment is a crucial element of the roadmap towards a smart future. 
Only by ensuring the rights of women and girls across all sustainable development objectives will we get 
prosperous economies and a sustaining environment now and for next generations. However, these promising 
prospects are not completely certain since technologies can work both ways and can cause not only progress but 
social disparities as well. 

The aim of this study is to analyse how convergence phenomena impact men’s and women’s involvement, and 
what policies can be laid down to respond to the gender challenges in the digital world. There are still barriers 
hindering women from acquiring relevant training and accessing higher-productivity jobs. Unless women are 
given the same opportunities as men in the labor market, progress will be limited in contributing to economic 
growth and well-being improvements. Related to this is the efficient organisation of a smart city which should be 
perceived as a conglomerate of services and devices that requires not only secure technological basis but sound 
social strategies relying on a rich and advanced human capital. Gender equality is essential for creating human 
capital that can be a factor for reforms for the accomplishment of the smart cities’ objectives.  

The article is based on a desktop research and analysis of the documents of international organisations like UN, 
UNESCO and ITU, the European policy and academic sources. 

2. Gender equality: basic premises 
Gender issues are usually associated with the notion of equality among sexes. It is a fundamental human rights’ 
principle that “women’s human rights are an inalienable, integral and indivisible part of universal human rights.”  
Article 1 of the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) guarantees the rights and freedoms to everyone 
in the 47 member States of the Council of Europe and the principle of protection against non-discrimination on 
the basis of sex is assured by both Article 14 and Protocol 12 to the Convention. The enjoyment of the rights and 
freedoms set forth in the European Convention on Human Rights shall be secured without discrimination on any 
ground such as sex, race, colour, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, association 
with a national minority, property, birth or other status. 

Similarly art.21 of the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights (CFR) declares that “any discrimination based on any 
ground including sex (such as sex, race, colour, ethnic or social origin, genetic features, language, religion or 
belief, political or any other opinion, membership of a national minority, property, birth, disability, age or sexual 
orientation) shall be prohibited.” Further to this art. 23 states that “equality between women and men must be 
ensured in all areas, including employment, work and pay” including a possibility for affirmative action. The 
European Union’s social policy is interrelated with the gender equality goals and the EU has a Treaty obligation 
to pursue gender equality. Article 119 of the 1957 Treaty of Rome (now Article 157 in the Treaty on the 
Functioning of the EU) mandates equal pay for equal work. 

These basic norms derive from fundamental human values and from the core value of human dignity, enshrined 
both in the ECHR and the EU CFR. Gender equality is also a value in itself enriching democracy and facilitating 
social progress. The Recommendation CM/Rec (2007)17 of the Committee of Ministers to member states on 
gender equality standards and mechanisms states that gender equality is not a women’s issue only but it permeates 
the whole social texture and can be viewed as a “public good, providing social, political and economic benefits to 
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the individuals in society and to society as a whole” (Recommendation CM/Rec(2007)17of the Committee of 
Ministers to member states on gender equality standards and mechanisms).  

In the EU, since 1997, the gender equality problems have been more firmly embedded in the Union pursuits 
(Lewis, 2006).  The broadening of policy context also signals a more instrumental approach to these issues: the 
EU policy-making shifted in such a manner that it “became an instrument of the wider agenda on employment 
and economic growth.” (Lewis, 2006) As a logical consequence of these steps the European commission (EC) 
strives to boost the role of women in the digital age through a variety of actions and initiatives. In particular, the 
Commission stresses the need of more active involvement of women in the structuring and functioning of the 
digital single market, which in turn will bring more diversity, competition and innovation opportunities to society. 
(Women in the digital age, 2018)  

The new information and communication technologies can help women and girls access new professional avenues, 
means of expression and channels for participation. The convergence between traditional and online media, in 
particular, is blurring the boundaries between consumers and creators, and opening spaces for new voices, sharing 
and mobilisation in a more democratic setting. On the other hand, with respect to gender, if access is unequal, if 
algorithms or content available online are gender biased or do not reflect women’s needs and cravings, or if women 
themselves are not involved in shaping that content, digitalisation can merely reproduce existing gender 
inequalities. It can also generate new threats such as online spread of misogyny and cyber-violence. A study of 
the European Parliament on Gender Equality in the Media Sector underlines that problems have changed and 
nowadays they are associated predominantly with the activities of Internet and Internet platforms: “Current policy 
priorities include addressing longstanding issues, such as the gender pay gap and gender-based discrimination in 
employment, but also finding workable solutions to relatively new problems, including how to respond to the 
dynamics of gender inequality within digital media platforms.”(Gender Equality in the Media Sector, 2018, p.10) 
These complications require policy solutions that reflect human needs and are forward-oriented. On the one hand, 
the policies should consider the modifications of incumbent problems, and on the other, approach new gender 
challenges in order to respond adequately to the situation.   

       3. Technology and equality 

       3.1 Digital gaps and divides 

In a smart society all human beings will need a variety of skills to be able to engage with the smart city ecosystems 
in various ways using smartphones and mobile devices, connected cars and homes. Smart cities adopt digital 
technology into their infrastructure, governance, and workforce as well. Their operation demands higher than 
basic computer skills. To start from the ground level a lack of a variety of digital skills is now widely viewed as 
an important barrier to participation in public and private sphere. (Measuring the information society report, ITU 
2018). The ITU Measuring Information Society report, for 2018, refers to the research of Cruz-Jesus, et al. (2017) 
and Van Deursen, et al. (2017) that point to the fact that inequalities in digital skills might increase inequalities 
between developing and developed countries and between socio-economic and socio-cultural groups. The unequal 
access to digital opportunities may result in digital gaps. In the digital society countries need to pay due attention 
to the digital gaps that are not once for all created but can be dynamic and elusive. What is necessary, however, 
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with respect to the human smart future is more than that, namely to develop advanced skills and not rely on basic 
skills only.  

Digital gaps can be aggravated to result in a digital divide. The digital divide is a social problem and represents 
the difference between those who have access to the Internet (especially broadband access) and those who do not 
have access. From a broader perspective, the difference is not necessarily determined by the access to the Internet, 
but by access to ICT and to the media. With regard to the Internet, the access is only one aspect, and other factors, 
such as the quality of connection and related services, including availability at an affordable cost and quality, are 
also of importance. The COVID-19 pandemic stresses even more conspicuously the necessity in bridging such 
technologically premised divides.  

The people being left behind are typically those who can least afford access to networks. In addition digital divides 
reflect and amplify existing social, cultural and economic disparities. The bad news is that the gender gap in the 
global Internet use has been growing rather than narrowing, standing at 17 per cent in 2019, and was even larger 
in the least developed countries, at 43 per cent, according to the ITU. (Measuring digital development. Facts and 
figures, 2019). Similar challenges affect also other vulnerable groups such as migrants, refugees, internally 
displaced persons, older persons, young people, children, persons with disabilities, rural populations and 
indigenous peoples.  

The special term ‘gender digital divide’ is used to assess the difference between female and male participation in 
the  information society, particularly access and use of ICTs and the Internet. Although this divide attracts 
increasing attention by stakeholders, it is a persisting problem since it reproduces technological digital divide. 

Despite digital gaps and digital divides, in the modern technologically driven world there can appear a second-
order digital divide which denotes the uneven use of the ICTs. (The second order digital divide, 2010). To cope 
with this problem the level of literacy perceived also as advanced skills in ICT becomes a key factor in realising 
the potential of the information technology and the Internet. With the expansion of the use of automated systems 
there is clearly a need to improve digital understanding and data literacy across society to cover also the knowledge 
about AI and its application. 

All these challenges of the technological revolution require their careful following and consideration. If the uneven 
distribution and use of the ICT continues, this may lead to the actual exclusion of countries and social groups from 
the chances for meaningful social contribution to the smart society.  

In Europe the evidence provided by the Commissioner for the Digital Single Market in 2018 stressed the economic 
dimension of the digital gender inequality. This dimension can have a considerable general bearing on society‘s 
potential to innovate and move forward. A problem within the EU is the level of digital literacy since the number 
of women who have never used the Internet remains high (14 % of women compared to 12 % of men). There are 
proportionally more men than women with at least basic digital skills (respectively, 60 % men and 55 % women) 
but now the problem is about upgrading basic skills and acquiring much more advanced skills. In general, 40% of 
the enterprises recruiting ICT specialists complain of difficulties in getting qualified people. In cybersecurity a 
shortage of up to 1.8 million people is expected globally by 2022 of which over 350,000 people in Europe. Only 
17% of the 8 million digital technology experts in the EU are women in the labour market where there is a severe 
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shortage of skilled ICT professionals.The underrepresentation of women in entrepreneurship, economic leadership 
and the digital economy is a missed opportunity for Europe. The data illustrates the threat that there can be a 
significant loss of value for Europe on all fronts: economic, societal and human capital. A study on Women in the 
Digital Age that the Commission, published on 8 March 2018 shows that more women in digital jobs could create 
an annual €16 billion GDP boost in the EU and improve the start-up environment since female owned start-ups 
are more likely to be successful.(International Women’s Day 2018: Women’s empowerment matters for the future 
of Europe, 2018). The authors of the same study conclude that “although women are underrepresented as 
entrepreneurs in all sectors, their low presence in the ICT entrepreneur ecosystem is particularly relevant since 
they represent less than a quarter of total entrepreneurs.” (p.73). In the UK, one of the largest start-up hubs, male 
entrepreneurs (86%) are more likely to obtain venture capital funds than women” (p.77). Another fact that needs 
contemplation is that only 7.4% of investors, who have invested in one or more start-ups, are women (p.79). The 
proportion of women in leadership roles and executive positions, both in the private and public spheres, is still a 
long way from achieving full gender equality. In fact, gender inequality in leadership positions is almost twice 
that of the labour force shows a study done by MGI (The Power of Parity, 2015). The Global Gender Gap Report 
(2020) of the World Economic Forum points to “the slow but positive progress in terms of leadership positions” 
but “only a handful of countries are approaching parity.” (The Global Gender Gap Report, 2020). 

In the same vein the EIGE much earlier came to the conclusion that “ there is a large degree of vertical segregation 
within media organizations where women are vastly under-represented at higher levels.” (Advancing gender 
equality, 2013, p.60)  Content industries are not only crucial to cultural diversity unleashing social creativity but 
they are also of paramount importance for the overall economy of the EU.  

The reasons for the limited involvement of women and girls in the digital processes are complex. These reasons 
can be related to culture, traditions, stage of development of society, adopted policies and frameworks but also to 
the practices established, the skewed perceptions, the stereotypes about women’s social role and the absence of 
inspirational role models. Stereotypes and biases towards technical education and professions in particular, exist 
even within the feminine part of society and they cannot be neglected. By and large women and girls show low 
interest in STEM studies and the ICT professions. Sometimes reasons are personal and are rooted in a long 
implemented tradition - often, women lack confidence to embark on STEM fields. This area in and by itself 
requires consistent awareness raising, education and teaching efforts to prepare women to face current challenges. 

Experts stress the fact that cities across the globe that are enhancing their digital infrastructure, change their 
requirements for workers across career areas. If you are targeting a career in digitally intensive fields like smart 
cities, developing such skills named “new foundational skills” is essential, on the one hand, for the growing of the 
cities themselves, and on the other, for people’s positioning for the jobs of the future advanced digital economy 
(Future skills, future cities, 2018).  

All these examples and figures convincingly show that there should be expansion of the digital skills to deeper 
knowledge about computing, new thinking and programming skills in order for all members of society to be 
prepared for the smart world. Developing a digitally confident and capable citizenry encompassing all persons 
through long-term technology innovation strategy and industrial policy is an essential factor of the digital economy 
and the smart cities. 
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    3.2 Gender equality and AI 

The quickly developing AI sector represents one of the most powerful modern challenges. Contemporary debates 
on gender equality will not be comprehensive enough if these are not extended to encompass also artificial 
intelligence and its impact on social texture. Advanced automation technologies can bring about many positive 
outcomes but also risks. The accelerated use of artificial intelligence without respecting such categories like 
gender, ethnic and socioeconomic diversity can generate serious difficulties for members of society. AI relies on 
algorithms that learn from real-world data and there is a concern that AI applications can advertently or 
inadvertently deepen existing gender biases. With respect to our issue here AI can affect gender equality through 
various means: algorithms and devices can spread and reinforce harmful gender stereotypes, recruitment of 
specialists in this new sector can rely more on men than on women, governance and operation of the AI activities 
can in general infringe human rights (equality included) if there are no other guarantees against that (specially 
tailored ethical and legal norms).  

A recent report commissioned by the European Commission to study the future conditions of work and how 
artificial intelligence is transforming jobs and the labour market stresses the fact that AI includes “higher risk of 
automation for certain jobs overwhelmingly performed by women, a growing gender pay gap in AI-related 
professions, and algorithmic and data biases resulting from under-representation of women among AI developers.” 
(Servoz, 2019, p. 103)  In addition international bodies like the Commonwealth Telecommunications Organisation 
(CTO) also warn that “transparency and accountability for the data behind AI is critical to reducing bias, but very 
difficult to govern or enforce.” (Koyabe, 2019). Other observations pertain to the continued dominance of AI 
industry by already privileged groups in society which is thus likely to exacerbate existing frictions in labour 
force. A series of new metrics developed in collaboration between LinkedIn and the World Economic Forum 
managed to shed light on the gender dynamics in the new economy with respect to AI. The Global Gender Gap 
Report for 2020, explains that across the three technical frontier role clusters defined by LinkedIn, female workers 
make up an estimated 26% of workers in Data and AI roles (compared to 15% of workers in Engineering roles 
and 12% of workers in Cloud Computing roles).  

The Toronto Declaration (2018) emphasises the importance of “inclusion, diversity and equity” which entails “the 
active participation of, and meaningful consultation with, a diverse community, including end users, during the 
design and application of machine learning systems”. Openness and variety of members in the design teams should 
ensure that human rights are respected – particularly the rights of marginalised groups who are vulnerable to 
discrimination. It is crucial to generate awareness regarding the importance and urgency of these issues, what 
gender responsive AI would look like, and what is required to develop and deploy such AI systems. 

These findings illustrate an alarming trend and remind of the urgent action needed by all stakeholders to mitigate 
the threat posed, on the one hand, by gender biased outcomes in AI applications and in the AI industry organisation 
and workforce recruitment, on the other. 

      3.3 Women and innovation 

Innovation as a process on which digital economy and smart cities can rely is also not gender neutral. In a world 
that is technology dependent innovation is a key factor. That is why the global gender imbalance in research and 
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development is economically inefficient and socially harmful. Still in this forward-looking area the women 
inventors are in a minority due to various reasons. In their interesting interdisciplinary article based on a pilot 
study in Poland E. Okoń-Horodyńska, et. al, claim that male and female participation in innovation demonstrate 
specific features. They argue that the examination of the current situation of the women’s and men’s contribution 
to the process of innovation, is the first and necessary stage towards better understanding and use of women’s and 
men’s potential in innovation activities. In order to boost innovation, Okoń-Horodyńska and others hold the 
opinion that the moment has come to build new synergies taking into account a gender perspective. (Okoń-
Horodyńska, et. al, 2016).  

Exploring the same problem, Charles Kenny and Megan O'Donnell (2017) stress that “across the world, women 
accounted for about 10 percent of patent authorships” only.  What is also striking is that “women inventors cluster 
around “traditional female roles” and their patents relate to “travel goods and personal belongings” plus “jewelry, 
symbolic insignia and ornaments.”(Kenny, O’Donnell, 2017). Obviously diversification of areas of women’s 
research is needed among other conditions for fostering innovation. Some authors provide more explanation about 
the low women’s involvement in patent work. (Milli et al., 2016).  One reason is that women have fewer industry 
and networks’ contacts than men. Another reason is that women usually do not apply for public funding, while 
private funding for innovation to a large degree goes to men. Establishing gender diverse teams is also of great 
importance. In their book dedicated to this neglected issue Wadhwa and Chideya (2014) uncover different stories 
and comment that the long lasting stereotypes on women’s education discourage women from taking on hard 
mathematical tasks or doing world-changing innovation. As far as business approaches are concerned, women are 
more sensible and practical and value more their partners and networks. However, innovation is not an inkling 
only, it also encompasses a number of financial and organisational steps for its implementation. To accomplish 
such complex and costly process one needs capital and here gender balance is even more skewed. The optimistic 
stance is that under the conditions of paramount digitisation and through personal success stories the group of 
women innovators will grow but this is still not the case on a large scale. 

The European Commission has come to similar conclusions. Though the EU has established the EU Horizon 2020 
prize for women innovators, the Commission admits that there are still a handful of women that set up innovative 
enterprises. “Even though there are more women than men in Europe, female entrepreneurs represent only a third 
of self-employed people in the EU, and only 30% of start-up entrepreneurs. This means that female creativity and 
entrepreneurial potential are a hugely under-exploited source of jobs and economic growth” a statement explains 
why the prize is essential for the European society. (EU prize, 2020).  In order to build a viable digital society the 
European policy aims to address all aspects of the gender gap and recognise European women to be also at the 
forefront of innovation and entrepreneurship. These women can serve as role models to other potential innovators 
(women and men). In this respect entrepreneurial education from an early age proves essential and should also be 
pursued.   

The already cited report about future skills in future cities (Future skills in future cities, 2018) pinpoints the role 
of the human skills cluster and creativity among others for the fruition of smart cities. Technology should establish 
conditions for a level playing field for all persons and groups not only because any social discrepancy or inequality 
is unfair but because greater involvement means more human ideas and efforts for the benefit of society. In practice 
these steps nourish effective and bright human capital that can count on a diversity of qualities and skills. The 
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World Economic Forum Report based on the Global Gender Gap Index (2020) stresses that “countries that want 
to remain competitive and inclusive will need to make gender equality a critical part of their nation’s human 
capital development. In particular, learning between countries and public-private cooperation within countries 
will be critical elements of closing the gender gap.”    

It is worth mentioning the Innovation at UN Women initiative about finding new and more effective 
solutions that explicitly meet the needs of women and girls and have the ability to accelerate impact. The 
announced UN gender-responsive approach builds on women’s and men’s equal integration in the design 
of innovative products or services and pays due consideration to gender norms, roles and relations. On 
the basis of the initiative  the Global Innovation Coalition for Change (GICC) was created in 2017 to 
improve women’s access, participation and ability to innovate through a set of standards for a gender-
responsive approach to innovation. Such outlook on the improvement of the existing organisational and 
business practices is similar to what Okoń-Horodyńska, et. al, (Okoń-Horodyńska, et. al, 2016) argue 
about.  (UN Women. Innovation for gender equality, 2019). 

To fill in the gender gaps and assure the greatest value for workers and firms, to develop new skills and 
harness the value of these skills that will result in greater equality and justice with regard to any member 
of a group and community – these are issues  that strike at the foundation of our society. They demand 
changing the norms and approaches in various areas. The involvement of men and women as innovators 
in the digital transformation should not rely on campaigns only but on stable regulatory frameworks that 
take on board a gender perspective. 

4. Convergence, equality and human capital 

Why these tendencies fostered by the fast spread of technologies are worrying and what will be their far-reaching 
consequences? In our view they may impair severely human capital and its key role in the digital society. Today 
human capital is one of the crucial determinants for economic expansion and prosperity as well as for any huge 
long term project. Human capital comprises the capacity of people (knowledge, talents, capabilities) to accomplish 
the goals of a nation or a state. The OECD research came to the conclusion that “Human capital, after all, is only 
one factor – albeit an important one – influencing growth. But a consensus has tended to emerge that the link 
between human capital and growth is real and significant.”  (OECD Insights, Human capital, 2006, p.35)     

Technology can considerably influence and create human capital of a new quality. Such capital is mostly needed 
for the construction of smart societies. To improve human capital individually and collectively means to enable it 
to develop new ways of thinking and to acquire new capabilities. From an optimistic perspective, the technological 
boom could be perceived as a powerful factor for enhancing the competences of all members of society in order 
to contribute adequately to the economic development by their qualifications. Limited access to or exclusion from 
the advanced human capital may put at stake its role for social progress as well as its innovative potential. This 
inference is particularly pertinent with respect to women’s and girls’ role in the digital society. According to 
Podder (2018) “inclusion and empowerment of women, however, is not solely a philanthropic cause. For 
businesses, it means opening out whole new markets, revenue streams and offerings”. (Podder, 2018) He cites 
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Accenture’s report “How Digital is Helping Close the Gender Gap at Work” that states that 100 million women 
can be added to the workforce by 2030 if they become digitally fluent. This could contribute immensely to the 
economic prosperity and particularly in underdeveloped countries. Despite the economic implications a human 
capital relying on more active women’s involvement in the digital agenda could have a beneficial impact on the 
human dimension of societies, on the quality of communication, on the formation of a diverse and just public 
sphere and eventually on democracy.  

             5. Gender equality and the COVID-19 pandemic: can the crisis be a light in the tunnel? 

The COVID-19 crisis revealed may shortcomings of the gender integration in the digital environment as well as 
new risks that can cause additional aggravation of the situation. The UN reported that “lockdowns, stay-at-home 
orders and other measures implemented during the COVID-19 pandemic have led to what the UN has called a 
“shadow pandemic” of rising gender-based violence” and trafficking for sexual exploitation (UN News, 2020). 
Another broader point can be telling within the explored context: “Women are severely affected by the crisis and 
achievements in gender equality are seriously imperiled by the situation of working at home, taking care of 
homework and children, job losses and other shifts.” (UN Policy brief, 2020) 

The most alarming signal of these documents is that what has been achieved so far with respect to gender balance 
and women’s emancipation, in particular, can be quickly wasted. Factually COVID-19 showcased how heavily 
modern societies are dependent on the power of digital technologies. The latter can either drive them to a computer 
heaven or bring them to the zero level. People regardless of gender, ability, age and location should be sure that 
they can enjoy equal access to platforms and services and benefit from them especially in trying times. 

The draft conclusions of the Council of the EU on gender equality in the field of culture, a sector where women 
continue to face “a lot of obstacles” and where gender stereotypes, sexual harassment and abuse “remain major 
concerns”, are interesting with regard to future action. The document states that “the current crisis caused by the 
COVID-19 pandemic has impacted the cultural and creative sectors extremely hard, and there is the risk of gender 
stereotypes and structural gender inequality being exacerbated, therefore measures towards recovery of those 
sectors should be seen as a chance to advance gender equality.”(Council of the EU, presidency conclusions on 
gender equality in the field of culture, 2020). Current situation could be a motor of reforms. It can give momentum 
to making steps towards gender equality in the cultural sector where most creativity and innovation is concentrated 
and then boost other economic sectors as well. Measures proposed combine research, policy, funding and 
awareness-raising efforts. This proves that in order to accomplish gender equality as a cross-cutting goal a holistic 
approach is necessary. Gender inclusion in the cultural and creative sectors is considered “a prospective gender 
equality strategy” for Europe.  

That is why we think that now it is the proper time to speak openly and strongly about gender equality. The 
construction of digital societies is central on the public agenda and needs urgent responses to the risks they bring. 
Systemic and efficient policies and regulatory frameworks can be considered the first step to this end. To create 
conditions for a human capital for the new age and to move forward towards genuine gender equality means to 
apply comprehensively a mainstreaming approach.  

         6.  Moving forward: regulating gender equality (mainstreaming) 
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According to the European Gender Equality Institute (EIGE) the regulation of gender issues should be based on 
gender mainstreaming, being an international “strategy towards realizing gender equality”. Mainstreaming means 
“the integration of a gender perspective into the preparation, design, implementation, monitoring and evaluation 
of policies, regulatory measures and spending programmes, with a view to promoting equality between women 
and men, and combating discrimination.” (EIGE, gender mainstreaming).  This principle is valid for smart cities, 
too. Ayona Datta expresses the opinion that achieving equitable gender relations in the private realm is the litmus 
test of smart cities. She argues to mainstream gender in the smart city agendas. (Datta, 2016).  

Gender mainstreaming can be considered a cross-cutting priority since gender equality underpins sustainable 
development and gender discrepancies should be diminished in all areas and fields. Despite the progress, the pace 
towards the accomplishment of the sustainable development goals 2030 is rather slow especially in the political 
sphere and “women are still underrepresented in managerial positions. In the majority of the 67 countries with 
data from 2009 to 2015, fewer than a third of senior- and middle-management positions were held by women.” 
(United Nations Sustainable Development Goals: Employee Development, Diversity and Inclusion).   

The newly adopted OECD toolkit for mainstreaming and implementing gender equality endorses mainstreaming 
as an important pillar for the promotion of this goal because it helps “consider every aspect of policy through a 
gender lens.” (OECD 2018) The toolkit provides guidance to governments and organisations to pursue gender 
mainstreaming as an objective that can lead eventually to the accomplishment of good governance.  The steps 
recommended pass from the adoption of suitable mainstream strategies, to the building of available institutional 
framework and mechanisms for implementation and eventually to the establishment of good practices which has 
to be consistently followed.  Such a scheme can prove productive for the elaboration of an array of adequate 
measures to accomplish genuine and workable gender policy in various sectors including the media. 

Analysing the European gender policy against the background of global trends, Lewis (2006) underlines that 
mainstreaming carries the idea that policies in pursuit of gender equality will no longer be confined to an equal 
opportunities ‘ghetto’, but will rather be integrated across all fields of policy-making.” Such strategy is the 
winning one if it could be systematically carried out. In addition building on Rees (1998), Lewis argues that 
mainstreaming could prove to be ‘transformative’ and change the gender hierarchy which may go beyond policies 
but result in the construction of new gender fair procedures and institutions. Other authors are of the opinion that 
though participatory as a method allowing a women’s perspective to be considered in the course of policy-making, 
mainstreaming generally relies on technocratic data collection only. (Squires 2007) Plomien (2018), referring to 
Lewis (2006), believes the shortcomings of the EU social and gender policies “stem from their uneven 
development in scope, content, visibility and impact.” These authors do not mention the institutionalisation of 
gender equality principles through mainstreaming which is a guarantee for effective gender policy (from principles 
to actions). 

These remarks do not overshadow the EU commitment to equality, which together with the European Pillar of 
Social Rights, is in itself a manifestation of the advancement towards social and gender progress. However, the 
right balance between the economic, the social and the digital has to be struck at the outset to serve as a solid 
ground for more efficient gender policies in society. In addition to this focused exploration of the social 
repercussions of technological development including gender impact is an area that merits special attention. 
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Despite its pitfalls, mainstreaming if steadily pursued could support the implementation of the global sustainability 
goals as well. However, at the moment there are only separate initiatives triggered without all-encompassing 
mainstreaming efforts being visible. These initiatives are not evenly distributed across countries and regions. They 
can serve as initial steps and prepare the ground for mainstreaming on a wide scale.   

7. Discussion and conclusions 

Looking at the spotlight of 2030 the realisation of the sustainable development goals requires gender 
equality to be considered a core objective that permeates all others and at the same time being a valuable 
achievement in itself. In order to assure the implementation of these goals we need effective cooperation, 
greater transparency and novel ideas. Counteracting the risks of the new technologies should go hand in 
hand with empowerment.  

The proper resolving of gender cases is indispensable to the comprehension of the complex environment 
we live in and its efficient governance. The difficulties in the gender inclusion should be more thoroughly 
examined to evidence when and to what extent these problems may lead to gaps and divides and reach 
the level of dangerousness to become discrimination. Human rights frameworks can underpin best 
mainstreaming strategies and decisions that could shape a more balanced and diverse society. 
Mainstreaming will fulfill its role if it becomes an unalienable element of the digital transformation 
policies - at a European level and globally. Two points merit special attention with regard to this. First, 
it is a task for all stakeholders to entrench gender mainstreaming as a universal policy being part and 
parcel of the overall policy of developing human centred smart society. Second, special accent should 
be put on preventing the hazards of AI.  

The AI expansion may lead to a next generation digital divide and to the intensification of a new process 
of stigmatising and marginalising women. These harmful effects can jeopardise the society that AI 
factually supports – the smart society. One approach against such threat pertains to the examination of 
the consequences of AI and their impact on gender balance. The other comprises proactive steps to the 
development of such AI industry that would serve best human and equality principles. Some concrete 
steps in these directions can be briefly sketched. Hiring more women in AI developing and implementing 
is a basic – albeit not sufficient – measure for greater gender equality in this field. The real objective is 
to ensure that women have a say in the process and perform key roles such as development and coding. 
The valuable UNESCO report “Artificial intelligence and gender equality” (2020) espouses the respect 
for human rights and fundamental freedoms to be a foundational principle for AI development and 
deployment but it also stresses the need of stretching beyond that and integrate “feminist theory and 
frameworks rather than merely adding in ‘women’ as a target group”. This means that a particular gender 
oriented theory is necessary to be attached to the international human rights standards to shape the 
specific theoretical basis of the approach to AI and sharpen the focus on gender issues. UNESCO insists 
on treating “gender equality as a way of thinking, a lens, an ethos and a constant – not a checklist” and 
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such permeating gender oriented culture corresponds well to gender mainstreaming as a practical tool 
integrating a gender equality perspective at all stages and levels of policies, programmes and projects. 

Speaking about the risks one should not miss the great AI potential to serve education which should be 
intensely used for the purposes of gender empowerment and preparation for the challenges in the digital 
society. One of these challenges is women’s presence in innovation activities. Through programmes and 
partnerships women should be encouraged to actively contribute to digital innovation.  

However, at present there is a gap between good ideas, concepts and actions. It is not sufficient to formulate 
principles only but to design procedures that can put them into real practice. Expanding this process will also 
produce best practices that are mostly needed as guidance in the fast changing contemporary environment. The 
spotlight 2030 is not that far and we have to be prepared how we can reach 2030 milestones including gender 
equality.    
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Abstract 
What we see around us and how today will affect tomorrow is all depending on our creativity. Our intelligent 
life is inspired from our imagination. Since the world exists the main source of ideas has derived from the fairy 
tales and fables that humanity learned in its infancy. These brainstorming sources of ideas are constantly used 
by the science and technology to move our life forward through embodying our dreams for freedom, justice, 
democracy and sustainability through smart concepts and solutions. The future is here inspired by myths and 
legends and represented by Michio Kaku in his futuristic visions. Our proposed work is to visualise some of 
these ideas into smart concepts for the future. Our panel will discuss and demonstrate how an idea can transform 
storytelling into a VR concept and will shed light onto the rise of some of the most ground-breaking emerging 
technologies.  
 
Keywords: storytelling, smart concepts, virtual reality.  
 
1. Introduction  
 
In a world of constant evolution, it is not simply a matter of technical development that 
drives the way we live and the differences that technology makes in shaping our lives. 
Rather it is the creativity and innovative design as it relates to the viewer that sews the seed 
of possibilities within the convergence of new technologies. The living world such 
technologies inhabit, in turn, shapes our emotional responses and the development of our 
values and connections with our reality. Indeed, creative artistic visions serve as the genesis 
of new ideas opening possibilities that shape our present and our futures. Today we have 
technologies that permeate every aspect of our lives within all we embody dear to us as 
human beings, and although it may not be seen as such, our responses to these 
developments influence our multi-dimensional approaches to justice, freedom, democracy, 
and sustainability as human beings. 
 
We are in a world that constantly expands as do the methods through which we imagine 
the future. Our lives pass through the physical, the digital and the emotional, and it is vital 
that we acknowledge not simply the rules that shape the framework of our thinking as we 
conventionally understand it, but that we design our digital experiences understanding the 
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impact we can have in the way we shape our communications, entertainment and learning 
in an increasingly converging environment of global communication. A failure to 
understand the power that we as creatives have in the development and direction of our 
world and subsequently the values of those within it, both in terms of current and future 
leaders and policy makers, can pose serious questions for the future of the world we live 
in. The research compiled within this series of presentations provide an example of how 
we must consider such design implications. This work highlights the processes of creatives 
in guiding the design of stories in a world of infinite possibilities within the expanding 
medium of immersive entertainment and storytelling. We hope the results of this research 
can help inform and inspire those involved in the development of technologies and ideas 
within this field and others. 
 

1.1 Strength and Weaknesses of VR as a Storytelling Medium 

 

With Virtual Reality emerging quickly as a new and popular media, storytellers have had 
to learn quickly on how to utilize this media to its potential to deliver a memorable and 
engaging experience for the audience. Looking at examples from over the years, we can 
learn about how this media has greater advantages than others and have an idea of the steps 
that are needed to translate a story into a VR experience. 
 

 
Fig. 1: Terra Terra! (2020) 3D Previz by M. Babington. 
 
For this article, I will be using “Terra, Terra!” childrens’series (Figure 1)  as a case study 
example for the exploration that takes place when making a VR experience. “Terra, 
Terra!” is an animated TV show for a family audience that is a Sci-Fi comedy with a focus 
on entertainment and education. The show is about an alien family moving to earth where 
hijinks ensue as they adapt to life on earth. With that premise and context, the next phases 
would be to explore the various avenues on how to make it into a VR experience. However 
it is important first to understand the overall strength and weaknesses of this medium.  
 
While looking at VR as a medium, I believe it is important to keep what Marshall McLuhan 
(Philosopher and media theorist) once stated in mind, that “The Medium is the message” 
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(McLuhan, 2001). Simply put, you can only receive a story or idea through a medium. It is 
not the idea or the story that is being expressed but the medium, thereby the medium should 
be the focus of the study. Furthermore, Linda Hutcheon also expresses that “While no 
medium is good at one thing and not another, each medium like each genre has different 
means of expressions and can so aim at things better than others” (Hutcheon, 2004, pg. 
109). 
 
With those statements, the questions when approaching VR is a) what is the goal of VR? 
and b) what are its strengths and weaknesses as a medium? The goal of VR is immersion, 
putting the audience into a story or world, leading into “The role of the viewer can be 
passive, observant, active, or interactive. The whole purpose of virtual space design is to 
achieve an immersive and interactive experience between the viewer and the world” 
(Gauthier, 2013, pg. 4). This depends upon what the creator wants to express and with 
differing outcomes. 
 
 

 
Fig. 2: Theater Mania (2017) Javier Muñoz stars in Hamilton on Broadway. 
(© Joan Marcus) 
 
With that in mind, when we compare VR to previous mediums, it is easy to attribute it with 
its similarities to traditional TV or cinema as a visual and audible medium, however, I 
would argue that VR is more alike to theatre. While both mediums use their respective 
media to direct the audience's attention both visually and audibly, film and TV have the 
advantage of using framing, composition, focus, blocking and lighting to direct the 
audiences. However, VR offers a more unique immersive experience, more akin to theatre 
with methods it uses to direct the audience’s eyes on a stage. For example, in this picture 
from “Hamilton” (Figure 2), there are multiple elements that help draw the audience's eyes 
on what is considered a busy stage. There are multiple people looking and leaning towards 
the main actor, who is lit center stage by a spotlight.  The audience's eyes follow not only 
read and follow their pose like an arrow, but naturally look where people look (in this case 
at the centre) and the spotlight illuminates what we want to bring attention to and darkness 
the area around him. This is helped by how well it uses all the visual and audio elements to 
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direct the audience's attention. This is thanks to the guiding action and to the audience's 
cone of focus. 
 

 
Fig 3: Logan Dwight's (2016) Cone of Focus. 
 
However, since VR is a 360° experience, it is a frameless environment, so it is up to the 
director to suggest framing. “Dramatic shifts in action, lighting, and/or sound within that 
space will pull the user’s attention in that direction.” (Dwight, 2016). As seen in the above 
graphic (Figure 3) from Logan Dwight's article, Film and TV and Theatre are usually/ 
typically in an audience's cone of Focus. In a 360° stage/ environment, more techniques are 
needed to direct an audience to look beyond the initial 90° in front of them. 
 
One of VR’s strengths is that it has been regarded as an Empathy Engine/machine. 
Although, while that term has faced backlash and accused of being a buzzword (Robertson, 
2017), however there is plenty of evidence of the medium getting a more unique empathetic 
reaction out of the audience compared to other mediums by creating Presence: “It’s the 
mind and body trick when the viewer makes a Virtual experience a real one.” (Julie 
Krohner, 2017). For example, “Richie’s Plank experience” (TOAST VR PTY. LTD, 2016) 
is regarded as a simple but effective VR experience, using the goggles, sound, some space 
for movement and (optional but recommended) a plank of wood. The experience puts users' 
fear of heights to the test. A high majority of its users have reported that the experience felt 
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like a real one, with the VR experience tricking them into thinking and recalling it as a real 
one. 
 
However, a known obstacle/weakness is the tech itself, with a majority of VR devices are 
not made equally. Different VR headsets require more set up time like the HTC VIVE 
which requires sensors in the room, while the Oculus does not, but then there is the Google 
Box which is cheaper than the previously mentioned examples, but it doesn't have 
controllers and is just a phone in an easily produced headset for the user’s phone. These 
various headsets offer a range of interactivity, the HTC VIVE and Oculus providing some 
movement and controls while Gogglebox does not. Furthermore, there is camera quality if 
the VR experience requires current not widely adopted as a household device, so fewer 
potential audiences, with YouTube’s 3D camera compatibility being the most accessible. 
 
It is important to keep in mind who your audience is and what experience do you want to 
give them. Are the audience a Passive or a Participant? If it is a passive experience it 
follows more of what Anthony Geffen describes as an “On the Rails Experience” (Anthony 
Geffen, 2016) much like the medium of Film/tv and theatre where the audience watches 
the events unfold before them with no input on the story. 
 

 
Fig. 4: Legendary Pictures (2015) Warcraft: SKIES OF AZEROTH. 
 
In the early days of VR being a publicly accessible experience in 2015, VR was used as an 
extension of other work rather making them as original content at first. VR was used as a 
marketing gimmick, these can be seen in the earlier examples, in  “Warcraft: SKIES OF 
AZEROTH” (2015) which was posted onto YouTube when it implemented it’s VR 
capability in 2015 (Figure 4).  While it was recommended to watch this on your phone, it 
was possible to view this on a standard YouTube page, the viewer having to drag the screen 
to look around in the 3D environment. However, as one of the first publicly released VR 
experiences that allowed users the unique experience of flying over Storm wind on the back 
of the mythic gryphon, it is a very On-rails experience as it only required the viewer to look 
around. Furthermore, since there was little story or key points of interest that the audiences 
are directed to look at, they are left to their freedom to look around at their own leisure. 
 

 
Fig. 5: Warner Bros. Entertainment (2017) The Lego Batman Movie | Batmersive VR Experience. 
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Of course, creators have learned since then, as seen in “The Lego Batman Movie | 
Batmersive VR Experience” (2017) which utilises the VR medium and creates a presence 
by having a Batman interact and enter the audience space directly and encouraging them to 
look around by guiding their attention through movement, pointing or verbal suggestions 
(Figure 5). 
 

 
Fig. 6: ACM Digital Library (2020) Disney's "Myth: A Frozen Tale". 
 
“Myth: A Frozen Tale” (Gibson, 2019) utilizes the VR medium to its potential and tells a 
story, using the environment changes to the various elements in which a tale is being 
recounted to the viewer (Fig. 6). The tale in question is about the main spirit characters. 
The story is told around them but to get that idea of immersion, they have the various spirits 
approach the viewer and give a sense of scale. For example, the Earth spirit is a giant rock 
creature, and the audience has to look up to see its face, giving the audience an immense 
sense of scale that theatre or film could not provide. They have each spirit brightly colour 
coded, so they are easy to spot and follow in the environment. At the same time, the 
audience is narrated the story since the experience is under the guise of a bedtime story, as 
if the child has closed their eyes to imagine what is being described to them.  
 
However, while the previous examples (and a majority) VR experiences were extensions 
of other products, there were a handful of original stories. In 2015 when YouTube 
implemented it’s VR capability, created the Google Spotlight Stories studio to create 
original short content. These early shorts were “360° Google Spotlight Stories: Pearl” 
(2016) and “360° Google Spotlight Stories: Help” (2016).  
 

Fig .7: Google Spotlight Stories (2016) 360° Google Spotlight Stories: Pearl. 
 
“Pearl” (2016) is an excellent example of demonstrating guiding attention (in a passive 
experience) through the orientation of objects, following people’s eyes, a common film 
language/ technique to guide an audience's attention. However, “Pearl” (2016) remains in 
a comfortable field of view, with all the action taking place in the front and back seats, not 
encouraging the audience to look around 360° but instead at the 180° in front of them 
(Figure 7). 
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Fig.8: Google Spotlight Stories (2016) 360° Google Spotlight Stories: Help. 
 
“Help” (2016) is a unique VR experience that implants real life actors into a 3D 
environment (Figure 8). This VR short illustrates the challenges of using live action actors 
and cameras, since it depends a lot on the pixel quality of the camera. If the image is low 
quality or if the people are out of focus, it would start to strain and hurt the audience's eyes, 
it more forces the audience to look at a certain thing rather than encouraging the audience 
to look. Furthermore, the use of live action actors in a 3D environment that is not 
completely photorealistic, it creates an unfortunate case of uncanny valley and further 
disconnects them from the story happening around them. 
 

 
Fig.9: VR Scout (2019) Disney's "Cycles". 
 
Jeff Gipson created an original VR experience for a passive audience in the VR short 
animation “Cycles” (Gibson, 2018). Much like “Myth: A Frozen Tale”, the story unfolds 
around the viewer, following the characters and story counter-clockwise in an open plan 
house (Figure 9). In a way, it addresses the issues that the previously mentioned “Pearl” 
(2016) which was that it utilizes the whole 360 environment. His intended goal was for the 
audience to have the same experience as character in the short “They get into this space 
and get a sense of it and then the story unravels around them.” (Gipson, 2020), since it 
revealed at the end that the audience is watching from a character’s perspective, recalling/ 
remembering the events of the home, from when they first moved in to when they finally 
have to move out. 
 
Another popular passive VR experience are the ones for Education and Workplace. These 
experiences are more of a teaching tool, rather than one that plays off the audience's 
empathy. For example, it would present the object of interest, be it a piece of equipment or 
a dinosaur, and there would be a narration giving facts or instructions about the subject. 
With the main goal of becoming a strong example of a passive experience. 
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BACKGROUD 

EuroDIG 2020 Background 

The European Dialogue on Internet Governance (EuroDIG) is 

an open multi-stakeholder platform to exchange views about 

the Internet and how it is governed. Created in 2008 by 

several organisations, government representatives and 

experts, it fosters dialogue and collaboration with the 

Internet community on public policy for the Internet. Every year Eurodig culminates in an annual 

conference that takes place in a different European city. Usually EuroDIG ‘Messages’ summarising the 

key ideas and proposals stemming from stakeholders’ discussions are presented to the Internet 

Governance Forum.  With a record of 1200 registrations from all over the globe, this first virtual 

EuroDIG 2020 made a record participation. (SOURCE: eurodig.org) 

COMPACT Participants 

• Bissera Zankova (M21F) 

• Lukasz Porwol (NUIG) 

• Tanja Pavleska (JSI) 

Context 

EuroDIG has been identified as a major platform for publishing COMPACT project results, especially in 

the area of Gender and Technology as well as to disseminate to our stakeholders our study on 

disinformation combating initiatives and internet standards and 5G. In particular the consortium 

agreed to target the prestigious Big Stage session with a theme dedicated to gender issues in a 

convergent society. In order to secure the place on the stage, COMPACT team had to not only convince 

the jury with relevant topic and content but also interesting mode of delivery. We decided to 

implement a TEDx-like novel, engaging presentation style. The successful proposal was set to provide 

a novel, media-convergent approach employing innovative futuristic approaches to communications. 

Moreover, we submitted our proposal for traditional workshop presentation that also has been 

accepted by EuroDIG review committee.  
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BIG STAGE CONTRIBUTION 

 

COMPACT team proposed a unique, media-convergent approach combining a presentation in Virtual 

Reality with elements of drama and artistic elements of décor. Therefore, our approach combined in a 

unique way, research, digital communication media and arts. The presentation was prepared and 

delivered by Lukasz Porwol, Tanja Pavleska and Bissera Zankova. The applied methodology included 

virtual-avatars-mediated drama acting, using innovative, Open Source, cross-platform, highly-

accessible, Virtual Reality technology - Mozilla Hubs1 developed by Mozilla Foundation.  That platform 

is a major free tool to allow social interactions in Virtual Reality by allowing both Immersive (using head 

mounted display) and on the screen VR. The original script was written by COMPACT team and has 

been derived from Gender Report research by Dr. Bissera Zankova and COMPACT research on emerging 

technology trends.  

 

Due to COVID-19 pandemics, the event was held online (using ZOOM and YouTube platform) and 

recommended participants were invited to pre-record the presentations that were to be streamed live 

on the day of presentation. This development inspired the COMPACT team to further innovate on the 

initial idea, resulting in a VR drama presentation enriched with original Andy Warhol’s “Ladies and 

Gentlemen”- style artistic elements (Figure 2) and futuristic music with lead-in introduction imitating 

 
1 https://hubs.mozilla.com/ 
 

Figure 1: VR Presentation - 3 participants meeting in Virtual Reality using Mozilla Hubs Platform – in the background, original artistic 
décor 

https://hubs.mozilla.com/
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online ZOOM chat. The COMPACT team also contributed to the musical intermissions between sessions 

and delivered an original electronic music score “Ode to Unity” co-created exclusively with renowned 

pianist Artur Moon.  

Big Stage Presentation Scope 

The COMPACT Big Stage presentation has been titled: “Gender in the 

immersive digital future – a new matriarchy?”. The presentation has 

been intended to present COMPACT research and gender report results 

and put them in the context of near and far future of the next 

generation internet. Specifically, the presentation was focused on a 

Virtual Reality human (male and female) and Mother-AI debate about 

the emerging social changes in the digital society of the 21st century. 

Central to discussion were the increasingly technology-mediated 

gender relationships. The scene can be considered a technological 

adaptation and reinvention of the "first humans in paradise" trying to 

find their way in the new environment. The context of pandemics and 

human dependency on technology communication in times of limited 

mobility was also tackled in our presentation to better immerse the 

audience with explicit reference to the major challenge of the year 

2020. To better engage audience we have prepared a dedicated teaser 

banner (Figure 3) that has been disseminated by the organisers ahead 

of big stage presentations. The original graphics also relate to the 

futuristic genre of our performance. 

 

The COMPACT Big Stage presentation received a very positive feedback 

from both organisers and participants alike and often recalled as the 

most outstanding presentation of the event. COMPACT team agreed 

that the convergent, innovative format of the presentation could be 

replicated in the upcoming events. Specifically, we have received a 

feedback that the format created could be part of an educational  series 

featuring the newly created character AI-Mother (played by Bissera 

Zankova).  Therefore, we argue that the successful convergent approach to presentation indeed 

fulfilled the expectation and could become a model for engaging form of information dissemination 

and stakeholder engagement.  The COMPACT team delivering the presentation agreed that this form 

should be replicated in some form in another COMPACT dissemination activity and that some research 

could follow. 

 

Figure 2: Original Artistic Decor 
prepared for Big Stage session - 
COMPACT team augmented with Andy 
Warhol's adopted style 
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Figure 3: Big Stage Promo Banner 

 

EurDIG full Big Stage session can be found here: 

https://youtu.be/QSM1h9CNy8Q 

 

COMPACT presentation can be found here: 

https://youtu.be/V9NsXea8Kb0 

 

More information and reading on the topic can be found on Eurodig 2020 wiki – Big Stage: 

https://eurodigwiki.org/wiki/Gender_in_the_immersive_digital_future_%E2%80%93_a_new_matriar

chy%3F_%E2%80%93_BigStage_2020 

 

https://youtu.be/QSM1h9CNy8Q
https://youtu.be/V9NsXea8Kb0
https://eurodigwiki.org/wiki/Gender_in_the_immersive_digital_future_%E2%80%93_a_new_matriarchy%3F_%E2%80%93_BigStage_2020
https://eurodigwiki.org/wiki/Gender_in_the_immersive_digital_future_%E2%80%93_a_new_matriarchy%3F_%E2%80%93_BigStage_2020
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CLASSIC CONTRIBUTION 

The second major contribution of the COMPACT team was the presentation in the Workshop Nr 6: 

Social media – opportunities, rights and responsibilities. Specifically, COMPACT results related to 

research work and analysis in the domain of disinformation, misinformation and malinformation online 

have been presented by Dr. Tanja Pavleska as part of the findings from WP2: Policies and regulatory 

frameworks. 

COMPACT participation during the EuroDIG planning and preparatory procedure was coordinated by 

Dr. Bissera Zankova, Media 21 F, who was also a member of Plenary Nr 1, Workshop Nr 6 and Workshop 

Nr 11 organizing committees. 

Involvement in the plenary 1 organising committee focused on 5G networks and investment enabled 

COMPACT to advertise its first comprehensive webinar dedicated to the 5G technology and its 

multifarious consequences among specialists and to invite EuroDIG experts to the event. 

Workshop 6 Presentation 

Original Session Teaser: 

Thanks to the social media, everybody now can bypass traditional gatekeepers and – trading one’s 

personal data for access – enjoy one’s seemingly unfettered freedom of expression in the digital public 

space. But when does personal freedom end and personal responsibility begins? The WS6 session 

facilitated a discussion on the limitations and pitfalls of freedom of speech on the Internet. 

 

Workshop Delivery: COMPACT 

presentation was the first presentation in 

the workshop that set the frameworks for 

exchange and discussion. It included 

important set of findings on disinformation 

combating initiatives run across Europe. 

Some of the key points presented referred 

to lack of multistakeholder cooperation and 

coordination between initiatives, as well as 

the issue of “lack of fact checking of the 

factcheckers”. The necessity of true involvement of stakeholders in the fight against disinformation and 

conditions for better inclusion of the gender and digital rights activists were particularly stressed on. 

 

The presentation by Dr. Tanja Pavleska received many constructive questions and was welcomed by 

the co-participants coming from the European Commission and industry – Facebook. Dr. Pavleska was 

invited to submit an article for the Better Internet for Kids newsletter. The article was titled “The Good, 

Figure 4: Dr. Tanja Pavleska presenting COMPACT findings in WS 06 
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the Bad and the Urgent: tackling information disorder”2, where specific findings and recommendations 

relevant for the Internet safety were developed. 

 

The workshop recording can be found here: 

https://youtu.be/7d76NQKVq0c 

More information and reading materials including COMPACT publications are available at the workshop 

wiki page: 

https://eurodigwiki.org/wiki/Social_media_%E2%80%93_opportunities,_rights_and_responsibilities_

%E2%80%93_WS_06_2020 

 

 

 
2 https://www.betterinternetforkids.eu/practice/awareness/article?id=6206859  

https://youtu.be/7d76NQKVq0c
https://eurodigwiki.org/wiki/Social_media_%E2%80%93_opportunities,_rights_and_responsibilities_%E2%80%93_WS_06_2020
https://eurodigwiki.org/wiki/Social_media_%E2%80%93_opportunities,_rights_and_responsibilities_%E2%80%93_WS_06_2020
https://www.betterinternetforkids.eu/practice/awareness/article?id=6206859
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and social media they can influence positively the work of the media and platforms, the content 
disseminated as well as the whole communication and governance. The consistent implementation of 
policies and procedures can be monitored by an independent board the inferences of which should be 
made public (the introduction of a new oversight structure within FB can be an occasion for thinking 
about setting up such board as well). If good practices of social media gender policies are available that 
could well signify the genuine accomplishments of these policies. 
            
Useful information 
      1. ADVANCING GENDER EQUALITY  
https://www.bloomberg.com/women?gclid=CjwKCAjw0vTtBRBREiwA3URt7hLza0I6AzrezTtUDot
Lg0SUwj3F-rp7J3Jy6EZnM3413MPsXTcsMRoC2f8QAvD_BwE1.  
       2.    BRIDGING THE DIGITAL GENDER DIVIDE  
       http://www.oecd.org/internet/bridging-the-digital-gender-divide.pdf 

 
3.    COUNCIL OF EUROPE WHAT IS GENDER MAINSTREAMING   
DIGITAL MEDIA INEQUALITIES 
 
https://www.coe.int/en/web/genderequality/what-is-gender-mainstreaming 
 
4.     DIGITAL MEDIA INEQUALITIES 
 
https://www.nordicom.gu.se/sv/system/tdf/publikationer-hela- 
pdf/digital_media_inequalities_0.pdf?file=1&type=node&id=40258&force=0  

       5.      EC WOMEN IN DIGITAL AGE  
       https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/women-ict 
       6.      EIGE GENDER EQUALITY INDEX  
       https://eige.europa.eu/news/gender-equality-index-2020-work-digital-world 
       http://eige.europa.eu/gender-equality-index 
     7.      FEMFACTS   
     https://www.euromedwomen.foundation/pg/en/documents/all 
     8.     GENDER CHAMPION 
      https://genderchampions.com/ 
     9.   GLOBAL GENDER GAP REPORT 2020  
     https://www.weforum.org/reports/gender-gap-2020-report-100-years-pay-equality 

  10.   G20 OSAKA LEADERS’ DECLARATION (Women’s Empowerment) 
 

    https://www.g20.org/pdf/documents/FINAL_G20_Osaka_Leaders_Declaration.pdf  
     11. HARVARD BUSINESS REVIEW (2016) 
     https://hbr.org/2016/11/why-diverse-teams-are-smarter  
    12. ITU.DIGITAL SKILLS INSIGHTS (2019)          
https://academy.itu.int/sites/default/files/media2/file/Digital%20Skills%20Insights%202019%20ITU%
20Academy.pdf8.     
    13.          MEASURING GENDER EQUALITY    
    http://hdr.undp.org/en/content/gender-inequality-index-gii  
   http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/255761492687073170/  
  14.    UNECE  
   http://www.unece.org/info/media/presscurrent-press-h/trade/2019/unece-and-over-50-standards-
bodies- sign-declaration-on-gender-responsive-standards/doc.html  
   https://www.unece.org/fileadmin/DAM/stats/publications/2015/ECE_CES_37_WEB.pdf  
15.  UNESCO Internet Universality Indicators - Cross-Cutting Indicator: gender equality  

https://www.coe.int/en/web/genderequality/what-is-gender-mainstreaming
https://www.nordicom.gu.se/sv/system/tdf/publikationer-hela-
https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/women-ict
https://www.euromedwomen.foundation/pg/en/documents/all
https://genderchampions.com/
https://hbr.org/2016/11/why-diverse-teams-are-smarter
http://www.unece.org/info/media/presscurrent-press-h/trade/2019/unece-and-over-50-standards-bodies-
http://www.unece.org/info/media/presscurrent-press-h/trade/2019/unece-and-over-50-standards-bodies-
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https://en.unesco.org/news/unesco-publishes-internet-universality-roam-x-indicators-framework-
assessing-internet  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
  

 The Broken Internet  M1 

Media, have been largely dependent on advertising 
today as they were in the past. Business owners and 
corporations who are the major adverstiging 
customers have their right to withdraw their support 
from contents they do not approve or that does not 
favour them. 
 
The situation has been already observed decades 
ago in the case of newspapers. In the work titled 
“Advertising Pressures on Newspapers: A Survey” 
authors (Soley & Craig, 1992) stress that in their 
study that “just under ninety percent (newspapers) 
reported that advertisers attempted to influence the 
content of stories appearing in their papers; ninety 
percent had economic pressure applied on them by 
advertisers because of their reporting; and thirty-
seven percent had capitulated to advertiser 
pressure”. 
 
 The problem of adveristing dependency makes a 
broad range of commercial media quite partisan and 
socially controlled. The author of “Business, 
Advertising, and the Social Control of News”, Craig, 
R. L. (Craig, 2004), brings back many cases reaching 
as far as 50s. The author argues that “relying on 
advertising revenue has a negative impact on the 
diversity of media content.”While independence of 
government should make media less politicaly 
biased they can’t stay objective while being 
indirectly funded through advertising by specific 
commercial entities of specific interests.” Authors 
stress that this mechanism does not only undermine 
the mainstream media’s political diveristy but also 
makes them put a “blind eye” on contents that do 
not favour large advertising customers (Craig, 2004).   
 
 
 

 
 

 

Other author, Erjavec, K., in her work “Beyond 
Advertising and Journalism: Hybrid Promotional 
News Discourse” corroborates that position by 
stressing on the fact that the news production 
process inherently incorporates advertising 
practices and reveals “that the key actor in the 
process of production is the advertiser”(Erjavec, 
2004). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The comprehensive study of the advertising and 
media bias, by Daniel Sutter (Sutter & Journal, 
2002) , points out interesting dependencies. One 
is that media are less biased if alternative 
revenue streams are available to advertising and 
second one is contribution from those wishing to 
be published. At the time of publishing that work 
the author stresses that “advertising provides 
between 80-100 percent of revenue for major 
news organizations”. That gap seems to be 
narrowing even more in the digital era where 
physical newspapers sales and subscriptions are 
falling rapidly.  
Moreover as author points out “Advertising-
supported media can offer their news product at 
a sub-sidized (or even zero) price to consumers”. 
That creates unfair competition and imbalance in 
the market and drives out the traditional media 
revenue streams. Moreover the author stresses 
that “transmission of messages that fail to 
generate sufficient demand is inefficient”. 
 

  

 

 

Advertising dependency as a major obstacle to mainstream 

media objectivity – should ads drive news or news drive adds? 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

That statement is even more actual today than it was 
in 2005 and is strongly corroborated in the era of 
social media and ranked search engines dominance 
where only extreme news makes its way to the top 
of the list.  
In this content, Matt Carlson in his work (Carlson, 
2015) states that “online journalism cannot 
sustainably mimic offline news forms”. In particular 
he argues “advertising moves from an afterthought 
to part of the package, which causes editorial and 
advertising arms of news organizations to comingle 
in uncharted ways that cannot be properly 
analyzed through reference to existing scholarship 
predicated on the pre-digital journalism–
advertising relationship”. That striking observation 
challenges the classic view on journalistic autonomy 
as we now it. 
 
Additional inherent problem here is presented 
recent works by by Amazeem and Wojdynski 
(Amazeen & Wojdynski, 2019) who point out the 
problem of disambiguation between sponsored 
content and news. According to the authors it 
becomes increasingly a challenge for readers to have 
the clear intention of the credibility and intention of 
the news presented due to ubiquitious advertising 
policies. They suggest that relevant regulation 
should be put in place to help readers have better 
understanding of the content they are reading and 
how geniuine news it is.  
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According to European Commission, Joint 
Research Centre report  (Martens et al., 
2018) the algorithm-driven news distribution 
platforms such as social media or search 
engines while lowered the costs and widened 
reach for news, they isolated content editors 
from news distribution. Therefore, the news 
distribution became “algorithm-driven, 
often with a view to maximize traffic and 
advertising revenue”. The authors stress 
that this situation “weakens the role of 
trusted editors as quality intermediaries 
and facilitates the distribution of false and 
fake news content”. They also predict that 
this will lead undoubtably to multiple news 
market failures in the near future.  
That notion is also repeated by Bakir and 
McStay  in their work “Fake News and The 
Economy of Emotions” (Bakir & McStay, 
2018) who argue that the market is 
dominated by “emotionally targeted news 
produced by algo-journalism and  (…) 
‘empathic media’ “ . 
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 The Broken Internet  M2 

Healthy competition has been benefiting many 
industries for decades. Graham B. et al. in their work 
titled: “Advertising Spending and Media Bias: 
Evidence from News Coverage of Car Safety Recalls” 
(Beattie et al., 2020) argue that competition for 
readership effectively mitigates the advertising bias 
and more competition from online platforms 
exacerbates the effect. Therefore, the more 
consolidation of media ownership and the more 
media-monopoly we observe the more pro-
advertiser bias is present. That competition is 
increasingly hard to come by though as other author 
Greer J. suggests,  in her extensive study “Mass 
Communication and Society Evaluating the 
Credibility of Online Information: A Test of Source 
and Advertising Influence” (Greer, 2009). According 
to the author, the newsreaders give much more 
credibility to established brands such as The New 
York Times than any new-comer media and any 
important side-clues on credibility do not matter 
much as they do not notice “cues outside of source 
cues”. Moreover, the type of advertising presented 
along to the user has no impact on the news 
credibility. That was corroborated by other more 
recent works by Howe P. et al. (Howe & Teufel, 2014) 
who reports that, in the context of online advertising 
whether native or banner type has no significant 
effect on the overall news website perceived 
credibility. 
In principle however, due to news market 
conditions, all media types are gradually losing 
credibility as per works by Amazeen and Muddiman 
(Amazeen & Muddiman, 2018). The authors argue 
that while newer media outlets loose more rapidly, 
the established houses retain more credibility 
thanks to strong brands. 
 
 

 
 

 

In this context, native advertising by large 
publishers creates a very dangerous situation 
where non-validated or biased news can pass as 
solid just for the sake of the brand behind specific 
view-point. Moreover, that supports a market 
where smaller media houses may face “revenue 
starvation” if their message is not striking or 
extreme enough to capture readers attention 
and be considered in the first place or to reach a 
high enough ranking in search engines to earn it’s 
adds. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
That situation only deepens with every year as 
Jesper L. reports in “Native Advertising Trends in 
News Media” (Laursen, 2017) in 2017 that large 
publishers expect the revenue from native 
advertising to reach 32% in 2020 while some 
expect even up to 100%. Additional interesting 
point raised her is the threat of fake news being 
spread through native advertising and it seems 
an increasing problem. 
The problem of media monopoly by large houses 
also elevates the issue of polarization in news 
reporting. Specifically, Gal-Or E. et al. (Gal-Or et 
al., 2012) that when advertisers use a single-
home strategy in news that directly leads to 
greater polarization of news reporting and stress 
on the need of heterogeneity.  
 

  

 

 

Mitigation of media bias through competition:  Media monopoly 
and degrading of media credibility – paid, fake and extreme news 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

More importantly authors argue that “if 
newspapers moderate bias, they are forced to 
compete more aggressively not only by subscribers 
but for advertisers as well”.  
 
That is corroborated in the book by Rian McNair 
(McNair, 2017) who stresses that Liberal Media lost 
their subscription revenue while fake and low 
quality news outlets multiply their profits earned 
over social media-driven distribution. 
  
The final, related issue is presented by Ellman and 
Germano in “WHAT DO THE PAPERS SELL? A MODEL 
OF ADVERTISING AND MEDIA BIAS” from The 
Economic Journal (Ellman & Germano, 2009). The 
authors argue that “that advertising automatically 
influences reporting in monopolistic media 
markets” and that this influence may lead to poor 
coverage of important issue. Here authors mention 
severe consequences for these markets that may 
have strong implications on health, environment 
and democracy.  As a recommendation authors 
suggest that “regulators should try to prevent 
coordinated pressure by large, concentrated 
advertisers” and related mechanisms (such as 
internet services) that perpetuate the broken nature 
of the news space. 
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The author of “Towards professional 
participatory storytelling in journalism and 
adverising”, Mark Deuze stresses that the 
“professional identity of media work could 
only be maintained if it includes a 
participatory component — such as a notion 
of storytelling as a collaborative 
experience.” The author stresses that can be 
only achieved if smaller local media 
ecosystems (closer to customer)  are 
sustained. The authors argues that removing 
the gap between the “producer and 
consumer” is an important component of the 
emerging trends. This does not mean to 
allow everybody to become a journalist, or 
to propagate generally understood citizen-
journalism as we can observe in the golden 
era of social media, but rather, support 
trained professional journalists working 
very close to their “customers”. More 
importantly the author points out that 
“advertisers and journalists should be 
trained to think about the stories they tell as 
co–created with (…) audiences, users, 
consumers or citizens” (Deuze, 2005). 
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 The Broken Internet  M3.1 

The conventional Internet is currently like a system 
of roads with deep potholes and highwaymen all 
over the place. Even if you still can use the roads (e.g. 
send emails, or browse websites) your vehicle might 
get hijacked, damaged, or long arms might reach 
into its back and steal your items (data) to use it 
against you and sell it to others - while you can't 
even notice the thievery nor accuse and hold the 
scroungers accountable. The Internet was not 
designed with security in mind: protecting against 
address forgery, routers learning metadata, or 
choosing trustworthy third parties is nontrivial and 
sometimes impossible. 
 
 
 
 
 
From the very beginning of humankind history, with 
each new innovation also came new perils. Every 
technology, next to its primary goal of improving 
the well-being of societies, also has another side, 
enabling the adversarial and malicious activities. So 
does one of the greatest inventions of the last 
century that completely transformed our lives – the 
Internet, the supreme example of digital 
technologies which in the midst of the coronavirus 
pandemic are now rapidly moving us to the new fully 
digital world – our so-called new normal. 
 
The new digital world should be therefore created 
with responsibility and the willingness to learn and 
develop a common understanding of what it takes to 
keep using a given technology for good. 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
The  CYBEREC Forum, with its leitmotif Together 
Against Adversarial Internet, will be a platform 
to discuss the way forward in building 
cybersecurity in the new digital reality. Together, 
as a CYBERSEC community, we can prove that 
2020 will also be a year when cybersecurity 
becomes a key priority on the political and 
strategic agendas of organisations and countries. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The voices on how cybersecurity should be 
addressed by like-minded states were heard in 
unison–only a collaborative effort can drive 
remarkable effects. Even countries such as the 
United Kingdom, a true cyber power, which has 
been awarded with 2020 European CYBERSEC 
Award, shared this point of view, assuring that 
their allies are welcomed to using their 
innovative mindset and technology. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 

 

CYBEREC FORUM: TOGETHER AGAINST ADVERSARIAL INTERNET 

 What is CYBERSEC? 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

The urge for international collaboration and setting 
effective regulations that won’t limit innovation but 
at the same time will prevent emerging technologies 
from getting out of control and being used in 
malicious manner could be heard clearly. 
 
When it comes to the future of technology and its 
implications on cybersecurity, like-minded countries 
need to find ways in the new digitized world, but at 
the same time, they mustn’t forget how great the 
global Internet has been to the global society. 
Diminishing its role in free information sharing 
would be a loss to humanity – admit panelists. 
However, there was a great concern that the 
decoupling of supply chain and Splinternet will be 
the options that will drive the digital world in the 
future. 
 
Making our part of the world more immune to cyber 
threats while further developing emerging 
technologies is an effort that requires collaboration 
on many levels. All stakeholders need to be invited 
to the conversation, from alliances, governments, 
and regulators, through businesses and academia, 
up to the individuals. Interestingly, the solution 
might be inspired by stars.  
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Just as we internationally cooperate in 
exploring outer space, we could find a 
compromise in using new technologies that 
are available globally. NATO has already 
identified both cyber and outer spaces as 
operational domains. 
 
As few speakers noticed, previously, new 
technologies have been developed for 
military use and were populated towards 
open use later. Since the invention of the 
Internet, the companies came up with new 
ideas that can be also beneficial for defensive 
forces. This, however, creates security 
challenges such as in the case of 5G network 
deployment – the technology that can 
contribute greatly to further growth of our 
society. For military use and state security, 
the infrastructure needs to be set up 
carefully, with the highest security standards 
kept in mind. 
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Background 
COMPACT Project delegation including representation from M21F, JSI, ELIAMEP and NUIG actively 
participated at the three-days 5th Congress of the Polish Communication Association that was held 
between 19 and 21st of September 2019 in Warsaw. The highly recognised event, hosted every three 
years, brings together a blend of people from media, including distinguished media stakeholders and a 
wide range of academics working in the domain. Poland as the largest state in the Eastern part of the EU 
is an important place where “north, south, east and west meet together”. The discussions held in that 
prominent event are strong reflection on the situation of media in the east while also reflecting some 
broader trends in Europe. The event was a perfect fit for COMPACT project presence which strives to 
provide more insights into media convergence in Eastern Europe in the context of Western EU and global 
contexts. 
 
 
 

Dissemination 
Prior the event relevant materials were sent to the participants (included in Annex I) and the Congress 
Symposium participants were notified about COMPACT participation and special sessions. 
Additionally, a video was created highlighting some of the key findings of COMPACT in 2018/2019 
period: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Scupu4MeWQ&feature=youtu.be 
 

 
Figure 1: The video disseminated and showed before the COMPACT session 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Scupu4MeWQ&feature=youtu.be
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Scope of the Congress 
With some prominent keynote speakers including Des Freedman - Professor of Media and 
Communication Studies at Goldsmiths, University of London and Karen Donders - Professor at the 
Faculty of Economic and Social Science, Vrije Universiteit Brussel, the congress talks exhibited diverse 
and comprehensive views on the current and future state of media. At the forum UNESCO was 
represented by Hu Xianhong, UNESCO's program specialist at the Division of Freedom of Expression 
and Media Development and Ms .Xianhong also took part in the COMPACT sessions. In addition, a 
fruitful collaboration was established with her and Ms. Xianhong also participated in the 5G and TBIS 
symposia. 
 

Summary of the discussions 
The media have enjoyed undisputable power to shape democracies and societies for over a century. 
While for most of the 20th century media took a back seat and settled to mainly inform the societies and 
decision makers on important matters, the contemporary media emerged as powers capable of engaging 
masses directly, support radical social movements and initiating major political changes. In this context, 
the role of information providers seems to be shifting towards information management, emotion 
management (designed content) and reality creation. In other words, as Des Freedman (Figure 1)  points 
out in his elaborations: “Power creates realities”. 
 

 
Photo 1: Des Freedman giving his keynote speech at PKTS2019 
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The best example of recent manifestation of that power could be the “Arab spring” social movements 
inflicting major political changes in the Middle East and North Africa. Those movements are largely 
attributed to the enabling power of new media – social media. Less positive examples include direct 
influence and impact of new media on democracy with serious concerns raised and investigations opened 
in the last years over elections and democratic processes in various countries around the world.  
The ubiquitous, widely accessible, emerging channels for communication brought new opportunities as 
well as challenges never met before. The contemporary media have global reach and global audiences. 
The most disputed challenges deal with freedom of speech and freedom of expression in the face of mass 
disinformation, intentional manipulation and fake news produced by unidentified or misleading sources.   
 
The private and corporate sector interest and state interests cross each other and drive media through 
complex structure of funding, lobbying, advertising and management. The crisis of unconscious bias and 
lobbying has been deepened over the last 25 years with a major shift from analogue & paper & paid to 
digital & free paradigm. The ubiquitous retail and subscription-based models made space to largely 
advertising-based or direct-funding revenue models. Therefore, while the classic commercial, profit-
driven & corporate-interest-driven or political-power-driven media act to satisfy the needs of their 
funding or supervising bodies, the interests of the general public and the “silent majority” have often 
been missing in the debate. That resulted in significant boycott of mainstream media by large cohorts of 
citizens especially coming from the young and tech-savvy part of the population who entered the 
workforce and partially or completely discarded traditional media services in favour of social media and 
alternative small digital online information services, blogs and video-blogs run by “fellow citizens”.  
 
That dichotomy of interests then resulted in unexpected political events and election results throughout 
the world with many developed states and established democracies with known track of liberal 
governance now leaning towards right-view political sentiments. 
 
Even though social media have been subject to severe manipulation, disinformation and data breaches 
rising major privacy concerns, their influence on public life and impact on society in general continues 
to grow, with some audience shifts and consolidation between digital platforms. That is also reflected in 
advertising revenue with major players moving their marketing funds over to the new media while 
shrinking the already narrow mainstream media revenue. 
 
In the face of fast changing socio-technical reality and uncertain future, many traditional media 
organisations and political powers struggle to stop or to alleviate that power shift trend while some try 
to embrace the global reach, high availability and freedom of speech opportunities given by new digital 
media space. In either case, regardless the motivation, all stakeholders currently “loudly” call on 
regulation and standardisation of the new “media panorama” and the emerging digital services to ensure 
that government interests, public interests and certain private or corporate interests are addressed in the 
new socio-technical or socio-digital media space. Those interests equally relate to freedom of speech 
and freedom of expression, basic rights, protection from defamation, threats and harassment or similar 
social issues, but also to some economic and power interests. Nevertheless, the range and depth of 
regulation is yet to be defined due to the novelty of the technologies and the socio-technical reality in 
general. A need for horizontal, flexible legislation based on solid practical frameworks and former legal 
and judicial experiences has been strongly expressed. 
In this respect the second key-speaker, Prof. Karen Donders, stressed the role of public service media in 
the new media environment for the dissemination of quality content across various platforms. The key 
issue is the adaptivity of public service media (PSM) to the digital network age. What is of importance 
is their distribution strategies in a market that is no longer dominated by the media themselves, but is 
characterised by a growing concentration of power in the hands of the so-called platforms. 
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All the issues summarised above have been widely discussed during the 5th Congress of the Polish 
Communication Association. 
 
Discussion in Panels 
 
The observations presented by the Polish and international speakers were corroborated by multiple 
discussion panels and were especially detailed during the final “round-table”, which included 
representatives of various Polish media outlets. The discussions brought about a heated debate over the 
mission and the future of public media. Moreover, the participants elaborated upon the everlasting “status 
quo” in terms of media space structure in Poland and world-wide. That space is perceived to be divided 
between often opposing lobbies of various public, state and commercial entities. That perpetually 
divisive, complementary and diverse media reality is represented by a limited dialog and strong opposing 
opinions propagated by different “tribal affiliations”, and is not to change anytime soon, as pointed out 
by Rafal Ziemkiewicz a popular, conservative, Polish TV and newspaper journalist. 
COMPACT representatives also took part in other accompanying congress events.  
 
COMPACT contribution - Social Media and Convergence 
 
Regarding the future of media beyond political and social divisions, better media regulation has been 
widely discussed in the congress. In this context, the COMPACT team delivered two discussion panels 
and a presentation in joint efforts with the UNESCO representative Xianhong Hu- Program - specialist 
at the Division of Freedom of Expression and Media Development in UNESCO. 
 

 
Figure 2: Dr. Bissera Zankova in discussion panel with Xianhong Hu, UNESCO 
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The two thematic panels dealt with the results from project activities relevant for the theme of the 
congress. In particular, the COMPACT team represented by Dr. Bissera Zankova, Dr. Tanja Pavleska, 
Dr. Evangelia Psychogiopoulou,  Dr. Federica Casarosa and Dr. Lukasz Porwol elaborated on the current 
issues in social media, ranging from technology trends, business needs, fundamental human rights to 
legislation and judicial rulings in Europe. The participants discussed the regulatory and organisational 
challenges related to information disorder, as well as the emerging trends including AI, Chatbots, Virtual 
and Augmented reality.  
Some of the conclusions presented included the challenging comparative judicial processes in dealing 
with social media court cases and lack of references in the emerging field. In addition, the lack of 
expertise of the regulators in the emerging fields, the Country of Origin principle for social media 
operation and the need for cross-EU co-regulatory efforts have been discussed as major regulatory 
challenges. Finally, the efficiency and effectiveness of the organisations combating information disorder 
operations was discussed, pointing out the challenges brought about by the spread of misinformation, 
mal-information and disinformation. 
The experiences of the project consortium (largely composed of entities coming from Eastern European 
states) and the opinions and recommendations given proven to be of high relevance and interest to the 
congress participants. The received feedback was very positive and encouraging and the audience 
appreciated the COMPACT results and participation. 
 

 
The COMPACT participants at the Congress 

 
 Special interest was expressed in the judicial approaches to social media and social media regulatory 
studies. The complementary presentation by UNESCO on the proposed framework for “fair Internet” 
with respect to human rights gave extra insights into the major topics to be considered by the regulators 
in the emerging media space both in Eastern and Western Europe. 

Session Materials 
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The two discussion panels hosted by COMPACT team were live-streamed and recorded for further 
dissemination. Links to COMPACT special sessions can be found below - we have experienced 
unexpected technical issues when live-streaming and recording the sessions so videos may be in part 
distorted. 
 
Session I 

https://www.pscp.tv/porwolluke/1jMKgwWMOMqKL 

Session II 

https://www.pscp.tv/porwolluke/1lPJqePDDaNJb 

https://www.pscp.tv/porwolluke/1eaKbADBvRkxX 
 
Summary/promo video: 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Scupu4MeWQ&feature=youtu.be 
Follow up at UNESCO: https://en.unesco.org/news/internet-universality-principles-and-roam-x-
indicators-presented-5th-congress-polish 
 
 
 

 

  

https://www.pscp.tv/porwolluke/1jMKgwWMOMqKL
https://www.pscp.tv/porwolluke/1lPJqePDDaNJb
https://www.pscp.tv/porwolluke/1eaKbADBvRkxX
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Scupu4MeWQ&feature=youtu.be
https://en.unesco.org/news/internet-universality-principles-and-roam-x-indicators-presented-5th-congress-polish
https://en.unesco.org/news/internet-universality-principles-and-roam-x-indicators-presented-5th-congress-polish
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Reading Materials by SCM and M21F 
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DIGITAL IDENTITY 

 

Why to regulate? 

The problem is that not all daily users are aware of the term digital 
identity, or in what context it is used. Some may believe that it somehow 
connected to some sci-fi futuristic ideas of modern world that is not 
influenced by  their daily life and digital consumption. 

Digital identity can be defined as both the collection of traces (writings, 
audio/video content, forum messages, sign-in details, etc.) that we leave 
behind us, consciously or unconsciously, as we use the platform, and 
the reflection of this mass of traces as it appears after being “remixed” 
by search engines (Ertzscheid, 2016). Alternatively, „Digital identity is a 
dynamic map based on the information available on the internet about a 
person or a brand (digital footprint), as well as the perceptions this 
information generates in third parties (digital reputation)“ (Orihuela, 
2017). 

Figure 1: Digital Identity Model 

 

Source: Georges, 2017 

A seemingly fundamental difference between the real life identity and 
digital identity is that within digital identity one can choose more or less 
exactly how one would like to portray herself (including using real name 
or partially disguised /avatars, pseudonymity/ or totally concealed 
/anonymity, identity theft/misappropriation/ and what one decides to 
share with others. However, still, digital identity is imperfect. Babb (2016) 
suggests that we should see social media as epideictic discourse—as 
rhetoric that routinely constructs and displays small pieces of our digital 
identities. Ertzscheid (2016) identified three key features of digital 
identity. First, there is granularity: fragmented and piecemeal, 
underexposed yet over documented traces of digital identity. Second, 
these identity fragments, and the means by which they are accessed, 
are naturally porous. The different platforms where we publish fragments 
of our digital identity are increasingly, and ever more systematically, 
interconnected. Third, Ertzscheid sees there a feature of percolation. In 
other words, digital identities are like water droplets percolating through 
sand. 

No wonder that Szymielewicz (2019) argues that digital identity is less a 
reflection of somebody than a caricature. This is so since the most 
valuable data about us is inferred beyond our control and without our 
consent. 

Nonetheless, on the one hand, freedom to have to a certain degree 
personally adjusted digital identity can be liberating for people who may 
face discrimination in their everyday lives. On the other hand, 
organisations and individuals can also suffer from being confused with 
fake accounts (either spoofs or with more malicious intent) that have 
similar names to their own.   There are some common sense 
recommendations how to protect ones digital identity (see Gibbons, 
2018 and Orihuela, 2017).    

People leave traces in digital world in similar way to those footprints the 
police or forensic scientists use to track down criminals (Prajapati, 2018). 
Almost every action one takes in a digital world leaves a set of detailed 
and predictive digital footprints. Obviously, digital identity may be 
classified as weak or strong. The weak digital identity is limited to virtual 
characters, avatars, or fakes, which play digital roles with no significant 
impact on the subjects’ lives. The strong digital identity is constructed 
when subjects use digital technologies as a support to convey meanings 
that extend into the subjects’ lives and reach beyond a virtual concept 
(Ferrer Maia and Valente, 2012). 

In any case, there are digital footprints that can be used for digital 
surveillance. In fact, there are four main types of surveillance that occur 
using social media: interpersonal (the most extreme is stalking, however, 
Boyd /2011, in Kidd, 2017, 14/ suggests that many social media users 
sign up specifically so that they can be seen, ie to be surveilled, or for 
doing some surveillance themselves), institutional (the most common is 
to keep tabs on their employees), market (primarily involves keeping 
track of what customers buy or search for), and police (to detect criminal 
or otherwise targeted activity) (Trottier, 2012, in Kidd, 2017, 13). 

This is what we tackle in this contribution, with reference to social 
platforms. Thus, we do not mean the European Union’s electronic 
identification, authentication and trust services (eIDAS) regulation here. 

The most known and most widely used programme based on digital 
identity is Chinese social credit system (In Mandarin Chinese, the term 
is more closely associated with a phrase like “public trust.”). Chinese 
citizens are ranked on professional and personal interactions, online 
activity, and public appearances (Huang, 2015). The Chinese 
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government and state media argue that the project is designed to boost 
public confidence and fight problems like corruption and business fraud. 
Critics often see social credit project instead as an intrusive surveillance 
apparatus for punishing dissidents and infringing on people’s privacy. In 
fact, the system is more a patchwork of regional pilots and experimental 
projects, with few indications about what could be implemented at a 
national scale as planned for 2020 year (Matskakis, 2019). 

 

Threats Posed 

There are obviously first of all privacy concerns. However, as put by 
Ertzscheid (2016), the importance of the digital identity issue varies 
from platform to platform. The question of anonymity, for example, is 
absent on professional social networks such as LinkedIn, where users 
showcase their CVs. In general, Boyd (in Ertzscheid, 2016) defines 
social networks as “semi-public” spaces. She supports this argument 
with four features: there is persistence of our messages in time, there is 
searchability function, there is replicability of our messages and there 
are “invisible audiences”. 

Increasing use of virtual reality also raises concerns relating to 
cyberbullying and cyber-stalking. The age-group particularly 
vulnerable to these kinds of crimes include teenagers and adolescents 
and can have a remarkable impact on their social compass. Digital 
footprints left behind in VR/AR can be used by hackers to extort money 
out of victims, or worse, forge duplicate identities with malafide 
intentions (Prajapati, 2018). 

Kelly (2019) predicts that digital identity theft will continue to grow rapidly 
in 2019. The lack of awareness of the real risks that can be associated 
with accepting people we do not know on social platforms, activating 
geolocation in applications and the “dictatorship” of “likes” as a means 
of acceptance and/or social recognition, are the main reasons that lead 
to harassment of females in digital environment (S2Grupo, 2018). 

A graph below gives overview of perhaps all possible risks related to 
digital identity. 

 

Figure 2: A typology of e-reputation risks 

 

 Source:  Ertzscheid (2016), originally published in E-reputation, 
typologie des risques liés à la reputation, Christophe Asselin – Digimind. 

 

Policy Solutions 

WEF Report (2018) identified five equally important elements that a 
proper digital identity must satisfy. These elements are: Fit for purpose, 
inclusive, useful, offer choice and must be secure. Obviously, tensions 
exist between some of them. 

The GDPR gives EU M.S. users the right to verify their data. Moreover, 
there is the right to be forgotten in addition to the right to erasure.  In 
addition, Szymielewicz (2019) observes that people/users can take 
measures to control the first layer of their digital online profile (For 
example, users can choose not to post status updates or like pages). 
Prajapati (2018) also focuses at personal or the first layer of protection: 
Conducting background research before establishing connection with 
online identities of other individuals (for example - online dating), 
keeping digital identities private unless necessary to be shared with 
others and reporting fake/misleading identities as soon as possible. In 
effect, Ertzscheid (2016) suggests as a solution specialised training, 
acculturation and support that allows users to understand, analyse and 
circumscribe their digital identity. Such (media literacy) training and 
support should form part of most school and university curricula. 

However, users can not influence much behavioural monitoring and 
microtargeting. The only way to regain full control over own profiles is to 
change policies of platforms. Theoretically, instead of hiding this data 
from users, they could become more transparent. Moreover, the 
platforms could ask questions and respect our answers. As mentioned, 
to certain degree this is covered/protected by GDPR. However, although 
virtually every platform or application asks for permission to use data, 
offered options are often too complex and simply not manageable by an 
average user. 

Maybe as a response, some professionals believe that although there 
are real, life-threatening risks to sharing personal information, 
nevertheless, the real, tangible value we get from sharing data about 
ourselves usually outweighs the risks (e.g. Weigend, 2017). Weigend 
believes that power lies in choosing to use those data refineries which 
offer tools that increase transparency and agency for users-
including tools that allow to evaluate how much benefit one can get in 
exchange for the data one shares. It is not quite clear what are these 
tools, and how feasible this option is. Kelly (2019) believes that data 
security experts should play a more important role in the discussion on 
regulating social media and privacy related to digital identity. Moreover, 
he suggests that industry should get more deeply involved. We have to 
choose between decentralized identity system vs. centralized 
identity system. If we choose the first concept (with the nick “little 
brother”) that will protect our “self-sovereign” identity or we defeat the 
fragmentation of our identities and centralize them under one unique 
password. 

The future is around the corner and they are still open question on a real 
interest on digital identity and their protection, and from the theory to 
concept to pilot and then to implementation. 

 

Compiled by SCM 
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WHAT ARE BOTS AND ARE THEY DANGEROUS TO DEMOCRACY?  

CURRENT CHALLENGES FOR BOT-RELATED POLICY 

 

 

The word “bot” is originally derived from the word “robot.” Bots have 
generally been defined as automated agents that function on online 
platforms. 

 

 

                       Image source: pixabay.com 

 

However, there is terminological diversity sometimes leading to 
confusion in this area. The different associated terms include: robots, 
bots, chatbots, spam bots, social bots, political bots, botnets, sybils, as 
well as cyborgs, web scrapers, crawlers, indexers, interactive chatbots 
that interact with users via a simple text interface, and the simple 
autonomous agents that played a role in early online “multi-user 
dungeon” (MUD) games. 

We are interested here primarily in chatbots -  a form of human–
computer dialog system that operates through natural language via text 
(Facebook Messenger, Skype, Slack, WeChat, Telegram) or speech 
(Apple’s Siri and Amazon’s Alexa), as well as in social bots - automated 
accounts that produce content and interact with humans on social media.  

In between, there are ‘VTubers’ – virtual, animated versions of 
YouTube’s human influencers.  

Bots, especially social bots are often used for malicious purposes, 
including spreading spam and malware links. Social bots that are 
deployed for political purposes are known as political bots. Those 
political bots that describe fake identities used to interact with ordinary 
users on social networks, especially when coordinated by government 
proxies or interrelated actors, are called trolls. In some countries and in 
journalism “troll” and “bot” are generally seen as interchangeable terms, 
and indicate content manipulation without regard to automation. In the 
Digital Forensic Research Lab. they distinguish trolls from other 
accounts based on their aggressive and offensive language. 

Close to chatbots and social bots are spambots, i.e. computers or other 
networked devices compromised by malware and controlled by a third 

                                                 
1  So lassen sich Social Bots enttarnen (2017, July 14), 

http://www.bpb.de/252589/social-bots-enttarnen 

party. Spambots post on online comment sections, and can spread 
advertisements (including fake) or malware on social media platforms. 
Those spambots that spread commercial or malicious content in some 
cases may differ from social media bots only in terms of their use.  

While some social media bots, like those on Twitter, can occasionally 
feature chatbot functionality that allows them to interact directly with 
human users, most chatbots remain functionally separate from typical 
social media bots. There are some checklists that may help to 
identify real and fake bots.1 

The current challenges with blogs were enabled by open application 
programming interface (API) and policies that encouraged developers 
to creatively deploy automation through third party applications and tools 
– typically in case of Twitter. Moreover, current methods for Twitter bot 
detection are not able to accurately detect cyborg accounts (which 
exhibit a combination of automation and of human curation), as any level 
of human engagement is enough to throw off machine-learning based 
models based on account features. 

 

Why and How Should Bots Be Regulated? 

Bots are responsible for significant proportions of online activity, are 
used to game algorithms and recommender systems, can stifle or 
encourage political speech, and can play an important role in the 
circulation of hyperpartisan “fake news”. Social bots can be used both 
for commercial and political purposes, as well as for search engine 
optimization, spamming, and influencer marketing. Bots can contribute 
to misinterpretation of social data analysis.2 

 As put by Chaurasia (2018): 

1) There should be a regulation for businesses to declare their 
intended use of AI bots (those enabled with natural language 
processing technology that allows to respond to tweets, or 
messages). It is the user's right to know whom they are 
speaking to. 

2) Moreover, there is a need for strong policies protecting the 
security and privacy of private data. These policies should 
entail directives regarding what data to collect and why the users 
should be made aware of them in advance. These policies should 
be included in the privacy policy statement and the users should 
be given sufficient time to read it. Additionally, the chatbots should 
also enable the user to store, encrypt, retrieve, and erase their 
personal data. 

3) Since rogue chatbots are emerging as one of the biggest threats 
from AI, a strong framework to prevent or at least minimize 
negative scenarios is in need. 

2  Social Bots – die Technik hinter Fake-News (25.04.18), 
https://www.ionos.de/digitalguide/online-marketing/social-media/social-bots-
was-koennen-die-meinungsroboter-wirklich/ 
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4) The authorities need to ensure to regulate any promotional 
information the users are getting through the bots. 

5) Terms and Conditions should be presented to the users in a 
clear manner and the bot should be able to transfer the issue on 
T&Cs to the human support as any unintentional or accidental 
claim by the bots may also become a part of T&Cs. It is also 
important to ensure that whatever information T&Cs contain 
should be in accordance and compliance with regulatory policies. 

6) In order to guarantee protection of minors, regulation should 
guarantee the bot's ability to verify age and tailor content. 

7) It should be considered whether the bots should start handling 
moral duties and responsibilities. A regulatory arrangement 
around this is important as to whether the bots should call for a 
human help or apprise the authorities in situations that indicate a 
sign of threat to life or breach of law and order. This question 
should also have a clear answer in company policies. 

Lamo and Calo (2018, 36-37) suggest (more from a US freedom of 
speech perspective) following regulatory choices: 

First, governments should begin by updating and leveraging existing 
law to address harms caused by bots.  

Second, governments should regulate bot speech, if at all, through 
individual restrictions aimed at (i) particular categories of bots, (ii) 
within specific contexts, and (iii) supported by concerns/examples 
about the specific harms the government hopes to mitigate.  

Governments should in all instances interrogate whether their proposed 
solution sweeps in harmless speech and, conversely, whether it actually 
addresses the harmful activity at issue. The governments should 
acknowledge that, for at least some categories of bot speech, the 
requirement to self-identify itself operates as a restriction on expression.  

Third, governments should anticipate and address inevitable issues 
around enforcement. With respect to a generic bot disclosure law, 
there will be many instances in which an official or citizen suspects non-
compliance. Such a path could include a means by which the platform 
or another third-party can verify the human nature of a given 
account, or provide penalties for attempting to silence an 
individual by falsely reporting her to be a bot.  

Fourth, governments should acknowledge the downstream effects of 
officially differentiating between bot speech and other forms of online 
communication. In theory, bot disclosure laws merely offer signals to 
individuals as they navigate a complex information ecosystem. But in 
practice, those signals may come to serve as the scaffolding for private 
or, outside of jurisdictions with a robust free speech tradition, public 
censorship of bots as a category of speech. The question is under what 
conditions governments can, or at any rate should, alter the character of 
speech to make it more susceptible to various forms of suppression, 
conclude Lamo and Calo (2018). 

Regulatory Suggestions 

Mukkadam (2017) identified following legal issues related to chatbots: 

 

Table 1: A summary of the key legal issues to be considered with regard to chatbots 

 

Regulatory Issue  Suggested Approaches 

Policies on chatbots 
Internal policies must be in place which govern the extent of the chatbot’s permitted activities, information that it 
will be fed and how, information it will collect and where that is stored/sent, oversight/update of the chatbots, and 
all ancillary policies must be reviewed to make provision for chatbots if appropriate.  

Website T&Cs and 
disclaimers 

Depending on the type of activity that is being carried out by the chatbot, consideration should be given to 
whether reference to the chatbot is made in the website/platform T&Cs and if appropriate disclaimers are 
required. 

Regulated 
industries/activities 

Where chatbots are used in regulated industries, the activities of the chatbot must be programmed to comply 
with industry regulations and standards. Where a chatbot is giving advice for instance, information fed to the 
chatbot must be kept up to date. Appropriate escalation measures need to be in place and disclaimers should be 
considered.  Similarly, where chatbots are used for regulated activities, for example advertising, chatbots will 
need to be programmed to comply with the relevant regulations. Appropriate oversight must be in place.  

Data collection 

Data controller registrations and privacy policies must be up to date; it must be clear where the data is collected 
and where it will be processed, the relevant controller-processor agreements (if required) must be in place to 
govern the transfer of any data outside of the EEA, technological protection measures must be in place to 
safeguard data, and data privacy policies must be up to date  

Defamation/abuse/ 
harassment 

Where chatbots are used to stimulate conversation, appropriate measures must be in place to prevent the 
chatbot’s comments going too far and straying into the territory of libellous comment, abuse or harassment.  

Infringement  
of third party rights 

Appropriate safeguards must be in place to prevent infringing copyright protected content, using third party 
trademarks and brands, linking to information/content behind paywalls, or otherwise‘screen scraping’ where 
information from third party sources is extracted and re-utilised by the chatbot.  

Policy on monitoring/ 
human 
intervention trigger 

Consideration should be given to the extent of monitoring of a chatbot’s activities and a human intervention 
trigger must be in place to prevent things going too far.  
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It should be mentioned that there are already some policies in place. 
The key social media platforms such as Twitter, Instagram and 
Facebook clearly mark original accounts. Moreover, they limit number of 
followers and/or followed accounts. Finally, platforms regularly report 
deletion of a large number of fake accounts (bots).  

 

In a related move, the European Parliament has voted to outlaw the 
use of automated ticket-buying software or ticket bots in early 2019. 
Ticket bots enabled touts to bulk buy concert tickets and resell at inflated 
prices. 

 

Gorwa and Guilbeault (2018) suggest that policy at both the industry and 
public level will need to be designed differently to target “bots” with 
different structural characteristics. For example, if policy makers are 
particularly concerned with bots that rely on API access to control and 
operate accounts, then social media companies should impose 
tighter constraints on their API as an effective redress. It appears 
as if most of the Twitter bots that can be purchased online or through 
digital marketing agencies are built to rely on the public API, so policy 
interventions at this level are likely to lead to a significant reduction in 
bot activity.  

Second, questions concerning the function of a bot are essential for 
targeting policy to specific kinds of bots. For example, social bots, 
which communicate primarily over public posts that appear on social 
media pages, are typically built to rely on hard-coded scripts that post 
predetermined messages, or that copy the messages of users in a 
predictable manner.  

 

 

 

The third category specifically refers to how the bot is used, and what 
the end goal of the bot is. This is arguably the most important from a 
policy standpoint, as it contains ethical and normative judgements as to 
what positive, acceptable online behavior is. The challenge for 
policymakers trying to regulate bots is that structurally, the same social 
bots can simultaneously enable a host of positive and negative actors. 
Any regulation on bots, either from within or from outside of social 
media companies, would need to distinguish types of bots based 
on their function in order to formulate clear regulations to address 
the types of bots that have negative impact, while preserving the 
bots that are recognized as having a more positive impact. It may 
be most useful to develop regulations to address social bots. In 
general, automation policies—like other content policies—should 
be made more transparent, or they will appear wholly arbitrary or even 
purposefully negligent. 

Any initiatives suggested by policymakers will have to deal with several 
pressing challenges. On the one hand, there is conceptual ambiguity. 
For example, it is not always easy to track what is commercial or political 
communication, especially when bots can generate unpredictable text 
(Lamo and Calo, 2018).  

On the other hand, there is poor measurement and data access, lack of 
clarity about who exactly is responsible, imperfect bot detection methods, 
an overall lack of reliable data and the overarching challenge of business 
incentives that are not predisposed towards resolving the 
aforementioned issues. 

 

This part was reviewd by Nika Aleksejeva (University of Latvia and 
currently working for NATO Strategic Communications Centre of 
Excellence in Riga, Latvia) and by Lukasz 
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User-generated content and new ways of sharing experiences will 
ensure that issues will arise surrounding fair use and intermediary 
liability. The use of AR based apps lead to legal conflicts between AR 
developers and relevant parties, when depicting a physical space 
differently, damaging public property (a park), and trespassing and 
creating nuisances on a private property (Cook, Mariani, Kishnani and 
Harr, 2019). In several jurisdictions across the world (such as USA and 
India), use of trademarks ‘in commerce’ is an essential ingredient to 
constitute trademark infringement. Thus, the user using a logo in VR 
may escape liability by claiming ‘no commerce’ exception under 
trademark laws. Similar problems arise with the ‘fair use’ exception 
under copyright laws of several jurisdictions, wherein there could be an 
infringement of original works through derivative works on VR platforms 
(Prajapati, 2018). 

 

It may not be clear where the ownership of intellectual property (IP) 
rights will lie where users have created images or content within the 
app (MacFarlane, 2017). Even more importantly, VR systems allow 
users to virtually import otherwise IP protected material into their virtual 
experiences without obtaining necessary permissions from the owner of 
such IP. 

These issues are intertwined with real property rights. For example, 
does the AR developer need permission from a building owner or a 
street furniture franchisee to superimpose branding or advertising on 
their property? (Levi and Furst, 2019). 

Moreover, VR users log in from several countries whose IP laws may 
differ widely from one to another (Prajapati, 2018). 

It should be noted that a bill aimed at protecting sensitive locations 
(“ecologically sensitive,” “historically significant,” or “dangerous” or on 
private property) from players of virtual games like “Pokémon Go” was 
rejected in Illinois (USA) in 2017. It sought to fine developers of location-
based video games for not removing virtual stops in the game at a 
property owner’s request (Ruppenthal, 2017, Oosterman, 2016) .   

 

Personal Data protection: There are emerging issues who owns the 
data, how it should be stored securely, and who has the right to access 
it. Do individuals have the right to decline being recorded while AR 
mounted glasses are scanning the surroundings? How developers can 
identify whose consent they need? Multiple users may use one app, and 
to the extent that images can be taken, stored and even manipulated, 
those images may be of third parties who would never be asked for their 
consent (MacFarlane, 2017). 

 

Targeted advertising  - Customisable viewing options will open up new 
opportunities for companies to be able to leverage personalised data to 
hyper-target their content, advertising and brands (MacFarlane, 2017). 
Sponsored content, licensed content, virtual paywalls, in-app purchases 
and micropayments are significant revenue models for AR and VR apps. 
As mentioned, regulatory issues may also arise when imposing images 
over billboards and signs or when receiving advertising revenue 
generated from other AR ads (Pomfret, n.d.).  Furthemore, would 
advertisers have a claim if AR advertising, perhaps of a competitor, was 
superimposed on and “replaced” their own real-world advertising or 
store signage? (Levi and Furst, 2019). 

 

Liability – Negligence Issues:  This can be related to Duty of care, its 
causation and possible damages. What is the ‘duty’ with respect to 
augmented reality? (Pomfret, n.d.). 

For example, Zhang, Buffington and Toto (2015) ask: „If a player is 
attacked by a realistic AR character via her head display, and she does 
not realize that the character is virtual, could she have a claim for assault 
as a result of her fear or apprehension from the virtual attack? 

If the player is injured or injures a non-playing victim as a result of the 
virtual attack, could she or the non-playing victim have a legal claim 
against the videogame company or others involved in the manufacture 
or sale of the game? 

If children perform violent acts that mimic their AR gameplay, could 
victims of those violent acts win a negligence lawsuit?“ 

 

A survey among 200 respondents (mostly Executives within an 
established technology company or Founders/executives of an AR, VR 
or MR startup) carried out in early 2019, showed, that concerning legal 
risks while developing ImTe, consumer privacy and data security (61%) 
came out on top. Other top issues for 2019 included product 
liability/health and safety issues (49%), difficulty in licensing 
technology and IP (32%), potential infringement of third party–
owned IP (30%) and compliance with platform requirements in 
publishing content (30%). Since Dawson (2018) argued that GDPR 
gives consumers greater control over how their personal data is used 
and protected, one can assume that higher concern among executives 
and founders over consumer privacy and data security was an outcome 
of discussion related to new GDPR rules. 

 

The EU 

There is regulation at the EU level targting privacy, cybersecurity and IP 
rights that applies to AR and VR. This regulation includes GDPR, the 
cybersecurity strategy and European Agenda on security, part of which 
resulted in the directive on security networks and information systems 
(2016/1148), as well as a legal framework covering IPR. The EU 
regulation on medical devices (2017/745) of the  also includes protection 
against unauthorised access. 

 

Policy Regulatory Suggestions/Solutions 

There are two opposing streams of opinions when discussing whether 
or not to regulate ImTe. 

Moreover, there is not even agreement among experts whether VR 
could or should be regulated. 

For example, Hobson (2016,2) suggests that health and safety concerns 
that do arise from AR and VR likely would best be governed within the 
existing framework of tort law, product-liability law and product-safety 
standards. Similarly argue Cook et al (2019). In their view, before 
developing new regulations, both businesses and government should 
thoroughly review current applicable laws and regulations (also for 
developing industry standards and codes of conduct). In their view, 
policies that will likely need review and potential reconsideration include 
property laws, privacy regulations, and copyright and intellectual 
property rights. Hughes (2017) supports the idea that authorities should 
increase enforcement or penalties against negative effects coming from 
ImTe. However, they should not regulate AR app developers under 
outdated or ill-fitting frameworks, concludes Hughes (2017). 

Hein, Jodoin, Rauschnabel and Ivens (2017, 17) also believe that 
regulation of AR smart glasses can rely on already achieved and 
implemented regulation, like rules that apply for public CCTV 
surveillance. However, in their view, policy makers should also account 
for situations in which sensitivity is needed when weighing different 
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given a very long document of terms and conditions, where how 
personal data might be used is outlined in a short and general manner 
does not signify transparency, or actual consent.  As a result, consumers 
or voters who do not understand how data are used for online behavioral 
advertising cannot make meaningful privacy decisions, argue Boerman, 
Kruikemeier & Zuiderveen Borgesius (2017). Pasquale (2017) and 
Larsson (2018) also call for the need to regulate consumer rights at a 
level that is not as strongly dependent on the consumers’ individual 
awareness.   

In response, Larsson (2018) believes, perhaps too optimistically, that 
consumer protection authorities will find ways to utilise not only machine 
learning but also increasingly intelligent artificial agents to find and 
counteract inappropriate market behaviour. In other words, cooperation 
of legal and computer scientific expertise would be required to 
tackle these issues.  

 

Larsson (2018) also calls for closer cooperation between the data 
protection authorities and consumer protection focused 
authorities. This cooperation would include audits or control of how 
data-driven and targeting software operates, in order for consumer 
protection authorities to develop the ability to assess – in-house or 
perhaps through outsourced expertise – what the combination of 
algorithms and use of big data sources are leading to, and to discover 
the use of erroneous data. However, this may be too difficult task. In 
view of  Rhoen and Feng (2018), the algorithms used to process big 
data are largely opaque to both controllers and data subjects: if the 
output of an algorithm has discriminatory effects coinciding with 
sensitive traits because the algorithm accidentally discerns an emergent 
property, this may remain unnoticed. At the moment, there are no 
remedies that can prevent the discovery of sensitive traits from non-
sensitive data. 

To defend privacy, Boerman, Kruikemeier & Zuiderveen Borgesius 
(2017) propose that policymakers should not merely aim for consumer 
empowerment but also for their protection. Most privacy laws have 
elements that aim to protect consumers. For instance, many laws 
require companies to secure the data they collect against data breaches, 
and in many countries the law has stricter rules for certain types of 
sensitive data, such as health-related data. 

Within the EU, there is GDPR. It is based on presumption that data 
activities are illegal unless they have some sound basis (Hoofnagle, van 
der Sloot & Zuiderveen Borgesius, 2019). While the GDPR only protects 
EU citizens, its impact is bound to be global in nature, affecting any 
organization that targets the European market or provides services and 
hold personally identifiable information on EU residents (Li, Yu & He, 
2019). GDPR demands that organizations should get user consent to 

collect data and “implement appropriate technical and organizational 
measures” to protect personal data of EU residents (Kaushik & Wang, 
2018). However, this apparently does not prevent microtargeting. 
For example, Rhoen and Feng (2018) argue that although the GDPR 
poses special requirements for the processing of sensitive data, 
yet it is not clear whether these requirements are sufficient to 
prevent the risk associated with this processing because this risk 
is not clearly defined. Furthermore, the GDPR’s clauses on the 
processing of—and profiling based on—sensitive data do not 
sufficiently account for the fact that individual data subjects are 
parts of complex systems, whose emergent properties betray 
sensitive traits from non-sensitive data. 

Thus, to defend privacy, perhaps more and stricter rules are needed 
for online behavioral advertising, suggest Boerman, Kruikemeier & 
Zuiderveen Borgesius (2017). There may be online behavioral 
advertising practices that society should not accept such as tracking 
on websites aimed at children and the use of online behavioral 
advertising data for online price discrimination, believe Boerman, 
Kruikemeier & Zuiderveen Borgesius (2017). 

In addition, Zuiderveen Borgesius, Möller, Kruikemeier, Ó Fathaigh, Irion, 
Dobber, Bodo, Vreese (2019) suggest that policymakers should also 
consider requiring more transparency regarding microtargeting 
from political parties, or more broadly, from politically or 
ideologically motivated communication by institutional actors. 
Furthermore, Bodó, Helberger, and de Vreese (2017) argue that 
microtargeting research must develop a better understanding of 
regulatory frameworks around platforms, personal data, political and 
commercial speech that hape the use of microtargeting. 

In news business, Lafrance and Carlson (2017) recommend that 
personalization should be a way to enhance news decisions made by 
editors, professionals committed to quality journalism as a crucial 
component of an open society.   
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WHAT ARE SOCIAL MEDIA INFLUENCERS (INFLUENCER MARKETING) 

AND WHY / HOW SHOULD THEY BE REGULATED? 

 

Leaden (2017) argues that social media have enabled emergence of an 
entirely new genre of celebrity.  The rise of social media influencers was 
also facilitated by technology in a less known way – by the rise of ad 
blockers and the decrease of ad click through rate (aproximately at 
0.05 % across all ad formats and placements) (Miles, 2018). In addition, 
social media influencers can be seen as a lighthouse for many 
citizens/customers/voters in area of abundance of information 
sources.  Gladwell provided three elementary types of influencers – 
connectors (the people in a community who know large numbers of 
people and who are in the habit of making introductions), maves 
("people we rely upon to connect us with new information") and 
salesmen ("persuaders", charismatic people with powerful negotiation 
skills). It is interesting to observe how closely overap these social media 
influencers catagories with social bots categories: Der Überlaster 
(Overloader), Der Trendsetter (Trendsetter) and Der Auto-Troll 
(Automated Troll).1 

Brown et al (2008) developed the term connectors further in the so-
called false connectors, ie. people fascinated by contacts as a proof of 
their popularity, in social media environment. 

Moreover, there are ‘VTubers’ – virtual, animated versions of YouTube´s 
human influencers.2 The first Vtuber is considered to beKizuna AI that 
appeared in 20163. 

In fact, we can see that social media influencers present combination of 
all three types of influencers as presented in Gladwell´s typology. 
Apparently, this synergy makes them rather important social actors. 

 The elementary definition offered by the Merriam-Webster dictionary is: 
„ one who exerts influence: a person who inspires or guides the actions 
of others,“ and more specific social media interpretation is „a person 
who is able to generate interest in something (such as consumer 
product) by posting about it on social media“ (Merriam-Webster, 
2019). 

Although social media influencers seem to be by and large younger 
people, or at least those who started their influencer career at a very 
young age, in fact, there are some mid-age influencer who had been 
well-known before getting engaged in social media. 

Influence or impact of social media influencers depends on the factors 
such as trustworthiness, expertese, attractiveness and similarity 
(Fastenau, 2018). 

 

WHY IS THERE A NEED FOR REGULATING SOCIAL MEDIA 
INFLUENCERS? 

Influencer marketing is a grey area of advertising, with complex 
interactions among influencers, peers/customers, 
agencies/platforms and brands/businesses. The influencer 
marketing is not new phenomenon. The Word-of-Mouth (WOM) 
marketing strategies were powerful way to sway opinion since 1970s  
(Goldsmith, 2018). Nonetheless, social media influencer marketing has 

                                                 
1Social Bots – die Technik hinter Fake-News (25.04.18), 

https://www.ionos.de/digitalguide/online-marketing/social-media/social-

bots-was-koennen-die-meinungsroboter-wirklich/ 

raised many new regulatory challenges. The main concerns are related 
to, by and large, fraud and to unethical or illegal behaviour by influencers 
(infleuncermarketinghub, 2019). 

Although advertisement regulations rules in some countries include 
endorsements made on social media by social media influencers, social 
media influencers often disregard these regulatory expectations. 
This is highly problematic as average social media users are at an ever-
greater risk of falling prey to inconspicuous advertising practices, but 
also to dubious or dangerous advises. This is particularly problematic 
in case of kids. 

 

 

 

It is becoming increasingly difficult for the average social media user 
to determine when a post showcasing a particular item or product 
is organic or sponsored. 

 

Some influencers are now regularly uploading posts that are designed 
to look like they were paid for, even though they were not. These 
influencers are hoping in luring other advertisers into their net. 

 

The monetization of content raises legal and ethical concerns: are 
influencers paid for their reviews, and if so, do they disclose this 
information in transparent way to their followers? There is a conflict of 
interests if influencers are bound to share the sincere opinions their 
followers ask for, on goods and services they are paid to promote. 

 

Some smaller companies report that refusing to pay for social 
media influencers may result in retaliation (see e.g. Owens, 2019). 
This ranges from categorically ignoring their products to posting faux 
negative reviews to hurt their image. 

 

Moreover, some brands offer a payment for negative reviews of 
their competitors. 

 

2See https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCwOGO9gT1y0IvzPqKal4loQ 

3http://japantrend.tv/index.php/2018/07/22/whats-is-vtuber-virtual-youtuber-2/ 
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Some influencers or companies reportedly use bot apps for growing 
followers or purchase fake followers. For example, the New York 
Times published an investigation of social media bots prevalence, which 
revealed that a US company Devumi has collected millions of dollars by 
selling social media followers (on Twitter) and retweets to celebrities, 
businesses and any individual with desire to spread his/her popularity 
(Confessore, et al., 2018). Fake followers and engagement on social 
media have threaten good reputation and credibility of social media 
influencer marketing for years. This situation even triggered the 
reactions of influencers or celebrities themselves. For example, beauty 
YouTuber Chloe Morello has posted vlog on 16th November 2017. In 
this vlog she she criticized influencers who leveraged fake followers and 
enagagement (Morello, 2017, mediakix.com, 2018). There are other 
individual initiatives of this type.4 

 

The major issue with influencer marketing is the typical lack of 
disclosure. Social media influencers that use platforms like Instagram 
or Snapchat or Twitter bypass transparency regulations either by not 
adding the #ad mention, or by making it almost invisible – for example 
by “hiding” it among many other hashtags (Stokel-Walker, 2019). This 
opacity is common among brands as well. A survey of 1,173 marketers 
and 500 consumers in the UK and USA showed that a third of marketers 
regularly choose not to disclose their partnerships with influencers 
(Influencer Marketing 2020, 2018). This avoidance among both 
influencers and brands stems from the wide public perception (66% of 
consumers) who made no difference between paid-for content and 
general advertising (Influencer Marketing 2020, 2018). 

There is also a legal question whether influencers can be 
considered independent contractors or whether they are employed 
by the brands they advertise, or by the agencies. 

 

Some influencers complain that they have to accept oppressive, unfair 
and illegal agreements. 

There was some negative impact of using AI for automated 
monetization of ads pairing them with specific content, using a 

                                                 
4https://www.openpetition.de/petition/online/produktplazierungen-mehr-

transparenz-und-kennzeichnung 

theme-guided algorithm, also including social media influencers, 
in the last years. In response, some companies pulled ads from YouTube 
after finding their content paired with hate speech and violent extremist 
content or child exploitation. As a result, some YouTube creators 
reported losses in their income (Dunphy, 2017, Alexander, 2019). These 
events are called YouTube Adpocalypse(s) (from the First to Fith) or 
advertiser boycott on YouTube. This chain of events emerged from 2016, 
peaked in the March – May 2017 and continued in September 2017 and 
February and again May 2019 (youtube.fandom.com). As a response to 
these incidents there is a campaign FairTube. The aim is to achieve 
more fairnees and transparency for all creators of YouTube content (Vinc, 
2019). The campaign´s main regulatory suggestions are to publish 
all criteria affecting the monetization and views of video; to provide 
the explanation of platforms´ decisions about demonetization – i.e. 
which parts of the video content are not in line with criteria stated in 
Advertiser-Friendly Content Guidelines; to provide to YouTube 
content creators a qualified and authorized contact person able to 
explain and discuss decision with negative consequences for 
YouTubers; to create an independent mediatory board for resolving 
emerging disputes (FairTube, 2019). 

 

 

REGULATORY APPROACHES TO THE INFLUENCER 
MARKETING 

Increasingly, self-, co- or public regulators play certain roles in these 
interactions, depending on the country in question. It appears that there 
are huge differences among states, including EU M.S., in how they 
approach this regulatory area. 

Social media platforms use mainly recommendations to put the hashtag 
#ad on sponsored posts, but they do not push sufficiently influencers to 
follow these these guidelines, so many of them do not practice them at 
all (Ng, 2019). 

There is an early study on this topic covering mostly Western and 
Southern EU M.S. (Influencer marketing. At-a-glance guide to regulation 
across Europe. November 2017).The most advanced regulations seem 
to be in France, UK and Germany, and California within USA, while 
Eastern Europe seems to be lagging behind in this area. 

For example, there is the Influencer´s Guide created by the Advertising 
Standards Agency (ASA) in the UK. The Influencer´s Guide sets out 
what are the relevant  rules of influencer marketing, what does the 
agency consider to be and ad and how to make clear ad or what content 
counts as an ad, what is affiliate marketing and advertorial etc. (UK - 
The Internet Advertising Bureau, IAB; ISBA, The Incorporated Society 
of British Advertisers, 2018). These rules reflect issues of some real-life 
case studies when social media influencer or influencer agency 
proceeded improperly. 

UK’s Competition and Markets Authority (CMA) and the Advertising 
Standards Authority (ASA) have been among the most proactive in 
monitoring and regulating influencer marketing, as well as making 
available accessible, user-friendly guidelines – like ASA’s Influencer’s 
Guide. The tendency towards bypassing transparency rules prompted 
UK’s  CMA to investigate if social media influencers are transparent 
about sponsored ads. This resulted in pledges from the 16 UK 
personalities to disclose further content for which they have received 
payments or other benefits, as well as warning letters sent to other social 
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GLOBAL  SUGGESTIONS FOR SOCIAL MEDIA REGULATION: 

TECHNOLOGY VS. ECONOMY – BASED APPROACHES 

 

One can agree with Vaidhyanathan (2019) who suggests that “Gov-
ernments and citizens will have to consider advertising taxes, fi-
nancial penalties, restrictions on data collection, restrictions on 
data use, transparency about how the algorithms work, and re-
strictions on some content itself (where permitted). Some of the 
larger powers, such as the United States and the European Union, 
should consider severing WhatsApp and Instagram from Facebook 
so there is some semblance of competition…Most importantly, 
states should consider their approach to Facebook as a compre-
hensive program.” 

 In particular, there are emerging two streams of suggestions for social 
media regulation. These can be called technology-based approaches 
and economy (and especially behavioural economy)-based 
approaches. 
 

 

TECHNOLOGY BASED APPROACHES 
 
To set up the level of privacy by users themselves. 

There are many tools available for parents to regulate what kids 
see and how long they spend online. 

 Regulation should be less about targeting specific content, and 
more about configuring the platform to isolate and quarantine the 
bad actors—and in the process—drive regular people toward 
platform areas where discursive excellence thrives. 

 Developing a propaganda filter or something like a spam filter for 
lies (e.g.  'Checkpoint Tipline', unveiled by WhatsApp or  
NewsGuard for news from legacy media). 

 A Tool for People to Report Instances of Perceived Social Media Bias 
(US government). 

To adjust the sensitivity of the algorithms so that people are allowed to 
share content but platforms catch a lot more of the hateful stuff. 

During terrorist attacks broadcast live, platforms could introduce special 
procedures so that staff can quickly work through content without fear of 
low performance evaluation. They could also introduce temporary 
quarantines so that content is flagged for immediate removal but then 
re-examined at a later date. 

Third, platforms should limit the number of times that content can be 
shared within their site and potentially ban shares between sites. This is 
already happening. 

Creating a shared database of hateful content would ensure that content 
removed from one site is automatically banned from another. 

Social media on independently owned servers. 

 

ECONOMY BASED APPROACHES 
  
A daily levy on citizens for using social media platforms (Uganda). 

Ads free Facebook (Zuckerberg). 

A new data dividend - to get paid users for providing access to their 
data (California). 

An additional tax on the profits of social companies to combat the 
“detrimental effect on young people’s mental health and wellbeing (UK 
Parliamentary discussion). 

An average indemnification of 200 euro per user for social media data 
breach (Portugal). 

Cartel (Anti-Monopoly Authority) order to Facebook to curb its data 
collection practices for abusing its market dominance to gather 
information about users without their knowledge or consent  
(Germany, similar political discussion is ongoing in the USA). 

To break up the big tech companies (USA, Australia). 

 

  Table 1: Policy Suggestions for Regulating Social Media 

AUTHOR POLICY SUGESTIONS 

Elvin Heinla, Kantar Emor research 
expert (2018) 

Country: Estonia 

Trustworthiness is a clear advantage of national legacy media and, therefore, PSM must continue to be 
supported. 

Giovanni Pitruzzella 
AGCOM head (2016) 

Country: Italy 

 Regulation of misinformation on the internet was best done by the state, rather than by social media 
companies such as Facebook. He also suggested the creation of an EU independent body to label fake 
news and remove it from circulation or impose fines when necessary. 

Nelly Ognyanova 
Country: Bulgaria 

There are two important conditions for the safe operation of social networks - transparency, regarding 
the issues of the platform, trends and how it moves over time and an independent appeal process. 

 
Richardson (2017) 

CoE 

There is only one correct way on how to enforce age limits when accessing social media and it is 
gathering personal data from children and cross matching anything that could inform about the 
child’s age. 
Social media providers will also need to track their location to know which age requirement applies. 
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Karentay (2017) 

Country: USA 

First, content standards should be interpreted and operationalized on social media platforms 
through an inclusive mechanism . 
Second, Governments and social media companies should establish a system of public 
accountability. 
Third, governments and social media companies should both make commitments, and be held 
jointly accountable, to public goals. 

Edward Lucas, 
CEPA vice-president 

Country: international (Latvia) 

 
The solution to fake news is education and vigilance from all parts of society. 
 

Airis Meier 
European Parlament's Adviser to the 
ALDE Group on Culture, Education, 

Media and Sport 
Country: EU 

 
The rules governing the legacy media should be valid to Facebook too. 
 

Matthias Heitmann (2018) 
Country: Germany 

 Freedom of information also includes the right to influence others and also to be influenced by 
oneself, the key is to learn how to handle it properly. 

Liisi Jürgen 
Country: Estonia 

A parent is a person who is responsible for the child's safety. 

Urmas Villmann 
Country: Estonia 

Be aware whether social media discourse presents minority opinion (more likely) or majority 
opinion (less likely). 

Dimitar Dekov 
Country: Bulgaria 

The advice to everyone is to get acquainted with the social security options of any social network. 
From time to time it is worthwhile to visit them again because social networks and technologies are 
evolving. 

Rein Raud (2018) 
Country: Estonia 

Ensure maximum possible plurality of opinions with equal status 
on social media. 

Kari Käsper 
Country: Estonia 

 A strict law of political advertising, greater transparency of messages and targets, and informing 
users are needed. 

Hendrix, 2018 
Country: USA 

Greater transparency to governments and independent researchers 
Accountability to citizens 
Responsibility for addressing externalities 

George Soros (2018) 
Country: Estonia/USA 

SM should be regulated more strictly, to maintain competition, innovation as well as fair and 
equitable access to services. 

Brock (2017b) 
Country: UK 

At the minimum, it should be required a high degree of transparency from platforms, not just about 
the algorithms they use, but also about all aspects of their operations 

Reporters without Borders (2018, 
2019) 

Journalism Trust Initiative 
Publicly labeling high quality versus low quality journalism 

Nye (2018) 
Country: USA 

Investigative journalism and alerting the public in advance can help inoculate voters against 
disinformation campaigns. 

Tusikov and Haggart (2019) 
Country: Canada 

First, it’s necessary to prohibit the data-intensive, micro-targeted advertising-dependent business 
model that is at the heart of the problem. 
Second, it’s vital that countries craft rules that are appropriate to their particular domestic social, legal 
and political contexts. 
Third, and most provocatively, it’s time to consider non-commercial ownership of social-media 
entities — including non-profit or some form of public ownership   

Carys Afoko (2019) 
Country: UK 

But ultimately no regulation of tech giants will work 
 unless users are involved. 

Thomas (2019) 
 

Country: Australia 

Regulators should consider when tackling violent content online: First, conceptual clarity. What are we 
trying to achieve, and is this the best way to achieve it? 
Second, technical feasibility. How will it work in practice, and is it really going to be an improvement on 
the current situation? 
Third, regulators need to consider adverse consequences. For example, an increased crackdown by 
the big social media players will not take this content offline; it will simply disperse it more widely. 

Swisher (2019) 
Country: USA 

 Suggestions for tech industry CEOs: Embrace transparency, hold leaders accountable, avoid 
groupthink, invest in diversity, don´t be afraid of self-reflection. 

Benton (2019) 
Country: UK 

In order to decrease misinformation, it is useful to make a story´s age more prominent, both to readers 
and to those who might only see a link on social media without clicking through. 
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Open Society Institute (2018) 
Country: Bulgaria 

Since it appears that there is important correlation between quality education and freedom of the media 
on the one hand, and trust in fake news and hoaxes, more support should be given to quality 
education and freedom of the media. 

Mayer-Schönberger (2018) 
Country: Austria 

First, better privacy through direct state control. 
Second, data sharing obligation. Facebook has to make a random part of its data accessible to 
competitors in order to break its informational power. 

Miroslav Pikus (2018) 
Country: Slovakia 

Try to learn how to set up the level of privacy. 

Balázs Orbán (2018) 
Country: Hungary 

A good regulation cannot be achieved without the intervention of the state. 

Zoltán Bátky (2018) 
Country: Hungary 

One cannot expect the social media to make their rules of data protection stricter forever, 
otherwise we can end up with blurred Facebook profile pictures, or a three-round verification process 
needed to post a picture of a cat. 

Hadas-Lebel (2018) 
 Country: France 

Better media literacy and new categorisation of social platforms that would give them editorial 
responsibility 

Fitzgerald (2019) 
Country: Ireland 

All media, and particularly PSM, 
must look into how they handle group-think. 

Verhofstadt (2019) 
EU Parliament 

We need a European Facebook 

Sängerlaub (2018) 
Country: Germany 

It is important to be transparent, especially the media. 

Gibbs (2019) 
Country: UK 

What we really need is for adults to stop condemning social media sites, and start trying to understand 
them rather than trying to block it from view. 

Sharockman (in Jančárik, 2019) 
Country: USA 

He supports rather self-regulation (by platforms) then regulation by governments. The governments 
should provide access to trustworthy and reliable information, including support to journalism and media 
literacy. Journalists should provide sources and facts. 

 
Malik (2019) 

Country: Pakistan 

The prior restraint model is an obsolete mechanism to regulate free speech on social networks. If speech 
needs be regulated, it should be by judicial determination, and not executive decisions. 
Combating fake news should be done through public information campaigns which sensitise the 
population on the need to fact-check their sources of online content. 

Raddi (2019) 
Country: USA 

A combination of existing policy tools — heavily taxing private social media companies, for example, 
and banning targeted advertisement and the use of personal information for commercial gain — would 
softly sentence Facebook to death. Especially if they are combined with new, high-quality public social 
media alternatives. 

Greer (2019) 
Country: UK 

Hefty fines, civil rights audits, antitrust, data privacy legislation, 
shareholder activism and employee organizing. 

Scott (2019c) 
Politico 

In the race to regulate Big Tech, there is one rule of thumb 
- whoever moves first gets to write the rules. 

Morozov (2019) 
Country: USA 

Breaking up the tech giants, having them pay a fair share of taxes, making better use of their data 
are all necessary but, alas, insufficient conditions for effective social – not just individual or institutional – 
transformation. 

 
 Vaidhyanathan (2019) 

Country: UK 

Each country will have to assess how its social, cultural and political health is affected by Facebook. 
Each will have to approach Facebook as part of an information ecosystem, connected intimately with 
other systems of expression and media forms like television and news services. Each will have to assess 
how much power it wants Facebook to have in that ecosystem. Each will have to deploy an array of 
responses to mitigate the negative consequences of Facebook while recognizing its value in people’s 
lives. 

 
Newport (2019) 
Country: USA 

Since freedom of expression is also affected by server ownership, the solution are new social 
media on independently owned servers. One of the systems is called POSSE, for “publish on your own 
site, syndicate elsewhere”-encourages competition and innovation while allowing users to vote 
with their feet. However, the author does not see this as a realistic alternative. 
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Table 2a:  Key Tools/Approaches to Social Media Regulation 
 

Suggested 
Regulatory 
Approach 

Nation-specific 
solutions 

Breaking up the tech 
giants/ 

antitrust legislation 

GERMANY 

Taxation 

 

Data Privacy 
Legislation 

 

Fines 

Supporting Authors Vaidhyanathan  Morozov, Greer Morozov, Raddi 
Morozov, Greer, Raddi, 

Mayer-Schönberger 
Greer, Pitruzzella 

 
 
 

Table 2b:  Key Tools/Approaches to Social Media Regulation 
 

Suggested 
Regulatory 
Approach 

 
Civil rights audits 

 

 
Shareholders 

activism 
 

 
Banning targeted 

advertisement 
 

Public information 
campaigns 

 
Employee 
organizing 

 

Supporting Authors Greer Greer 
Raddi, Tusikov and 

Haggart, 

Malik, Gibbs, Nye, 
Reporters without 
Borders,  Lucas, 

Greer 

 
 
 

Table 2c:  Key Tools/Approaches to Social Media Regulation 
 

Suggested 
Regulatory 
Approach 

 
Courts 

Self-regulation 
by platforms 

Media literacy 
Transparency/ 
Data sharing 

 

Public (state) 
regulation 

Supporting 
Authors 

Malik, Ognyanova, 
Meier (?) 

Sharockman, 
Hadas-Lebel,  

Smith, 

Sharockman, 
Fitzgerald, Hadas-

Lebel , Zoltán Bátky, 
Pikus, Open Society 

Institute,  Afoko,  
Lucas, Jürgen (?),  
Villmann, Dekov, 

Sängerlaub, Mayer-
Schönberger, Swisher, 

Brock,Hendrix, 
Ognyanova 

 

Orbán, Mayer-
Schönberger, Swisher, 

Soros, Hendrix (?), 
Pitruzzella, Tufekci (?),  
Zuckerberg, Berners-

Lee   

 
 
 

Table 2d:  Key Tools/Approaches to Social Media Regulation 
 

Suggested 
Regulatory 
Approach 

Technical/ 
editorial solutions 

 Support for PSM/ 
Plurality of Opinions 

Co-regulation 
Independently owned servers/ 

new publicly owned social 
media 

Supporting Authors Benton, Nye, 
Pitruzzella, Richardson, 

Karentay 

Heinla, Raud Karentay,  Smith Newport, Raddi, Verhofstadt, 
Tusikov and Haggart 

 
 

Our analysis showed that many of the popular opinions, suggestions and 
recommendations propagated on the web, and recalled and repeated by 
media and related stakeholders require extra validation and extra 
argumentation. 

In particular, we stress on the need for caution - not all suggestions can 
pass the test of truth. In particular, there is a strong need for deep cross-
checking of the local, national and individual statements with scientific 
works and non-scientific elaborations and reports coming from other 

countries and international sources to ensure that individual suggestions 
are not propagated as established truths and relevant solutions to issues 
identified. Many common opinions (often misleading) about addressing 
social media challenges prove not to be supported by strong evidence 
or any relevant studies. 

 

Dr. Andrej Školkay, School of Comunication and Media 
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